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Chapter 1
Introduction
Most computer programs written today use only a single flow of control; that is,
they perform only one task at a time. Systems often make use of multiple processes1
running at once on the same computer, but each program has only one flow of control
and is not able (except under very special circumstances) to directory read from or
write to the memory used by another program in the system.
A multithreaded program uses several flows of control, or threads, within a single
process. Threads within a process operate within the same address space, so they
are all able to read from and write to the same memory. Although multithreaded
programming is not a new idea, it has not been popular in the Unix environment until
recently. In the last few years, popular Unix operating systems such as Solaris have
begun integrating support for multithreaded programming, and Unix applications
have begun to appear using threads.
The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the feasibility of using multithreaded
design at the current time in projects involving the software making up MIT's Project
Athena Computing Environment[3]. The three specific areas I explore are:
* What are the general advantages and disadvantages of multithreaded design,
and how do they apply to software in the Athena environment?
'By "process" I mean an execution of a program within an address space separated from other
processes. There may, of course, be multiple processes running the same program on a given com-
puter at a given time.
* What is the current status of the tools for running and debugging multithreaded
programs? What is the short-term potential for improving these tools where
they fall short?
* What are the practical results of trying to apply multithreaded design to existing
software in the Athena environment?
To answer the last question, I conducted three implementation projects: con-
version of the Hesiod service name resolution library to support multithreaded pro-
grams, conversion of the Common Error Description library to support multithreaded
programs, and conversion of the attach program to conduct its individual tasks in
parallel.
In two appendices to this thesis, I provide the code for the implementation projects
I carried out as well as information on using the tools currently available in the Athena
environment for multithreaded development.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Considerations
This chapter discusses some of the theoretical benefits and costs of threads, and
how they apply to the Athena environment. The specific areas I will discuss are
performance, design simplification, design restrictions, stability, and testing.
When discussing the relative merits of multithreaded design, it is important to
understand what the alternatives are. Suppose you have a system specification which
could be satisfied by a design involving multiple threads performing different tasks
within a single process. Each thread's task could involve at various times waiting
for a certain event to occur (input arriving from some source, acquisition of a lock
on some resource, a timer going off, etc.). There are three basic alternative designs
which use only a single thread per process:
* The event-loop model. In this model, the system uses one process whose flow
of control is centered around an event loop. Every time an event occurs which
allows a task to be continued, the process performs as much of that task as can
be done without waiting for another event. As soon as the task needs to wait
for another event to occur, it registers that fact with the event loop code and
returns to the event loop. The Zephyr servers in the Athena environment use
the event-loop model.
A variation on the event-loop model is the queueing model, wherein events are
placed in queues as they arrive and processed according to some priority scheme.
This approach can improve performance over the vanilla event-loop model when
some kinds of events are more important than others, or when data must be
retrieved from the Unix kernel quickly to avoid overflowing kernel resources (for
example, received User Datagram Protocol packets). The queueing model was
used in the server for the Remote Virtual Disk protocol used at MIT Project
Athena.
* The forking model. In this model, the system uses a process for each task to be
performed. If multiple tasks ever need to modify the same state information,
they either communicate with a designated master process via some interprocess
communication system (either some form of message queue or shared memory
and semaphores), or keep the shared state in a file and synchronize access
somehow (either with locks or by tolerating loose synchronization). The popular
InterNetworkNews server[6] uses the forking model to handle connections from
newsreading clients.
* The worker process model, a variant of the event-loop model where a "master"
process spawns off a fixed number of "slave" subprocesses to handle events in
parallel. Each process typically uses the event-loop model to respond to events.
If multiple tasks need to modify the same state information, they must do so
in the same manner as the forking model'. Netscape's World Wide Web server
is reportedly an example of a system using the worker process model.
In some cases, the designer of a system can make simplifying assumptions to
come up with a simpler model than the above. As a simple example, if a system's
requirements can be satisfied by a design involving only one task, no special effort is
needed to implement that design. The following discussion will be targeted at systems
which are most easily thought of as performing multiple tasks at any one time.
'In special cases, it may be possible to ensure that all such events are handled by the same slave
process.
2.1 Performance
One of the most common reasons for using multithreaded design in programs is per-
formance. A program using the event-loop model will only be able to use one CPU
and, under most Unix systems, can make only one filesystem access at a time2 . On a
dedicated server machine with multiple CPUs, such a restriction on performance may
be unacceptable. The forking model allows concurrent use of all system resources;
however, the use of many processes tends to artificially load down a machine in three
ways: first, the overhead of spawning a process is often noticeable both in terms of
system time and kernel resources; second, Unix schedulers are often not equipped
to handle large numbers of processes, leading to unnecessary delays; and third, data
may have to be replicated between processes because they do not have access to each
others' address space3 . The worker process model allows current access to system
resources without imposing extra load on the machine; however, the worker process
model can cause extra data copies and context switches because events may have to
arrive at the master process and be communicated to the slave processes.
A multithreaded design can potentially address the performance problems of all
three models, since a good thread scheduler will allow concurrent access to resources
by different threads, threads generally require fewer resources than processes because
they do not need separate addresss spaces, and multiple threads can communicate very
quickly through the memory they share. Note, however, that many of the available
tools for multithreaded development currently run all threads within a single process
with no kernel support, leading to the same performance limitations as the event-loop
model.
Performance is not generally a convincing argument for threads in the Athena
environment, which does not use many machines with multiple processors or disk
controllers 4 . When high performance is desired, the event loop model typically pro-
2Although Unix provides non-blocking primitives for network and pipe I/O, filesystem operations
on most Unix systems are always blocking.
3For instance, the INN news server stores a separate copy of the list of the system's newsgroups
in each subprocess.
4 Multiprocessor machines are currently in use for the mail servers, whose software uses a forking
vides close to optimum performance on a single-processor machine with one disk
controller.
2.2 Design Simplicity
As noted above, this chapter's discussion is targeted at systems which are best thought
of as performing multiple tasks at once. Not all complicated systems fall into this
model; in paricular, user interfaces can become very complicated but are still best
thought of as responding to user actions (i.e. events). The following comments apply
best to server applications and other systems with many heretogeneous tasks.
In general, the event-loop model allows easy manipulation of shared state, but
becomes very complicated when the number of different kinds of tasks increases or
when the types of events they must wait for increases. Every task must be effectively
decomposed into a state machine with external events as transitions, and the event
loop must make transitions in the state machine of each task. As a result, the work
of each task is expressed in an artifically fragmented manner, and the main loop
becomes increasingly complicated as the system's tasks become more heterogeneous.
Conversely, the forking model allows the designer to express each task's work in
a natural manner, but makes manipulation of shared state very difficult. Typically,
manipulations of shared state must be expressed as loosely synchronized operations
on copies of the shared state, or they must be designed to fit into the paradigm
of messages between processes. Although modern Unix systems provide primitives
for explicitly sharing memory and synchronizing processes, they are nonportable and
often cumbersome to use; in addition to the overhead of identifying and attaching
shared memory segments, one must generally provide one's own memory allocation
package to allocate memory within a region of explicitly shared memory.
The worker process model has the complications of both the event-loop model and
the forking model, making it the hardest to use. Each worker process has to follow the
model; machines with multiple disk controllesr are in use for file servers, whose software uses multiple
threads.
design constraints of the event-loop model, and any state relevant to more than one
worker process must conform to the design constraints of the forking model. Systems
which use the worker process model tend to place restrictions on the kinds of events
handled by each worker process in order to minimize the amount of inter-process
state.
A multithreaded design can simultaneously allow the natural expression of multi-
ple tasks and access to shared state, but there are two serious costs:
* All accesses to state shared between tasks must be locked 5 Locks consume space
and take time to use, and it is very difficult to verify that all accesses are properly
locked. Moreover, if locks are acquired in the wrong order, deadlock may result.
* Multithreaded programs cannot make efficient use of any interfaces which refer
to static data. Because C does not provide garbage collection and encourages
static or stack allocation rather than heap allocation, it is often difficult to
provide reentrant interfaces to complicated functions. For instance, consider
the Unix gethostent () family of functions, which return a hostent structure
containing a variable-length name, a variable-length list of aliases (each of which
is itself variable-length), an a variable-length list of addresses (each of which is
itself variable-length as well). A reentrant interface to such a function must
either be terribly complicated or must violate type safety by accepting a block
of untyped memory in which to return the answer.
It is worth noting that even single-threaded programs run into difficulty with com-
plicated interfaces like the gethostent () family of functions. Since gethostent ()
returns its result in a static buffer, a library cannot save the result of a gethostent ()
function between two library function calls; it must copy out the relevant informa-
tion, and there is no easy and portable way of copying all of the information from
one hostent structure into another. Similarly, every time a single-threaded pro-
gram makes use of any library function after a gethostent () family routine, it must
5The POSIX standard provides for an atomic integral type sigatomic-t to which read and write
accesses are atomic, but obviously most interesting data objects are aggregate, and most interesting
data accesses are of the read-modify-write flavor.
worry whether the library function will call any gethostent 0 routine which might
overwrite the static buffer 6. Nevertheless, all of the problems encountered in single-
threaded programs are exacerbated in a multithreaded program which cannot easily
control the synchronization of calls to functions returning data in static buffers.
There is a design strategy, sometimes called coroutines, in which flows of control
only yield at explicit points or when they call a blocking operation. Coroutines par-
tially circumvent the design restrictions of multithreaded programs, but they cannot
take advantage of multiple processors and they still require programmers to worry
about the use of shared data across calls to library functions that might block.
The design advantages of threads apply to a few Athena subsystems, but not
most. The vast majority of client programs are best understood as performing only
a single task at a time and do not encounter any design problems as single-threaded
programs. Since the Kerberos protocol is stateless and packet-oriented, the Kerberos
server poses no difficulty for an event-loop design. Multithreaded design could be
applied fruitfully to the Zephyr server (the code for which is currently dominated by
packet retransmission logic), to the INN news server, and to other servers which use
both heterogeneous tasks and global state.
2.3 Stability and Testing
A common complaint about multithreaded system design is that the number of paths
through the program grows very quickly, making it impossible to approximate path-
complete testing. This opens up the possibility of subtle bugs occurring during un-
common executions of the program. Such bugs are called "race conditions" because
they only occur during specific executions where one thread "races" against another
thread for access to a resource. Race conditions can be difficult to reproduce and thus
difficult to track down. Although unpredictable bugs are nothing new to designers of
complicated systems, this is not a criticism to be taken lightly. Indeed, the only good
6 As an example, almost every mail-related program in the Athena environment has fallen prey
to the problem of passing a hostname returned by gethostbyname () to the krb..getrealmof host ()
function, which itself uses gethostbyname().
approach to dealing with race conditions in multithreaded programs is prevention. It
is usually sufficient to wrap all accesses to all shared aggregate data types inside func-
tions which acquire a lock upon entry and release it upon exit. Note that the forking
model also produces a very large number of executions, although the strong memory
protection afforded by the forking model reduces the potential for race conditions.
Another category of subtle and unpredictable bugs in C programs is memory
corruption errors, whereby an access to a dangling pointer (that is, a pointer to
memory which has accidentally been deallocated) or out-of-bounds access to an array
corrupts memory used elsewhere in the program. Relative to an event-loop design,
a multithreaded design can reduce the likelihood of memory corruption errors by
restricting the logical lifetime of data objects. If an object is only accessed within a
single procedure, it can be stack-allocated and used without fear of dangling pointers.
If that procedure had to be split up because of the constraints of the event loop model,
the object will have to be heap-allocated and set aside to be referenced later. Memory
leaks are similarly less likely in a multithreaded program which can take advantage
of stack storage than in a program using an event-loop design.
Thus, relative to the forking model, a multithreaded design sacrifices memory pro-
tection; relative to the event-loop model, a multithreaded design sacrifices determin-
ism but may improve stability by reducing object lifetime. It is difficult to determine
a priori how these considerations are applicable to the Athena environment. I will
describe my own experiences during my discussion of the implementation projects.
Chapter 3
Tools
This chapter describes some of the available tools for multithreaded development,
their current usability, and their short-term potential for improvement. There are
many multithreaded environments and tools I will not discuss here, since they are
either not applicable to or have not been used in the Athena environment.
In discussing the tools below, I will refer to the "POSIX standard"; this phrase
refers to the IEEE 1003.1c standard (POSIX.lc for short), approved as an IEEE
standard in June of 1995. See [2] or [4] for a description of the POSIX threads
standard. Here are some brief notes about the POSIX.lc standard:
* As one would expect, POSIX.1c specifies interfaces for creating threads, locking
against other threads (mutexes), signalling other threads (condition variables),
and waiting for a thread to complete.
* Unlike some other thread interfaces, POSIX.1c specifies interfaces for cancelling
threads. Threads can allow themselves to be terminated either synchronously
(at explicit "cancellation points" during the execution of the cancelled thread)
or asynchronously, although asynchronous cancellation requires very careful pre-
cautions.
* POSIX.lc allows the application to create a thread as either "globally sched-
uled" or "process-scheduled," which roughly translates into "kernel thread"
and "user-space thread." Globally scheduled threads usually allow more con-
currency, while process-scheduled threads do not consume kernel resources. Of
course, a particular implementation of POSIX.lc may provide only one kind of
thread or the other.
* Unlike some other thread interfaces, POSIX.lc does not specify interfaces for
suspending and resuming threads, for acquiring a global lock on all thread
execution, for waiting for one of a specified set of threads to complete, or for
waiting for one of a specified set of condition variables to be signalled.
* POSIX.1c specifies reentrant interfaces for C library functions which previously
used static data for return values or internal state. For instance, the func-
tion strtok O uses internal state to keep track of the string being tokenized;
POSIX.lc specifies strtokro) as a reentrant interface where the caller passes
in a pointer to the space which should be used for internal state.
Note that some important areas of system functionality such as networking
code are not covered by the POSIX standards, so POSIX.lc does not provide
reentrant interfaces to those routines.
3.1 MIT Pthreads
There are several free software libraries available which implement all or part of the
POSIX.lc standard. The only one installed and used in the Athena environment
is, unsurprisingly, one developed at MIT by Christopher Provenzano and commonly
called "MIT Pthreads". MIT Pthreads has the distinction of supporting ten plat-
forms, including Ultrix, Solaris, IRIX, Linux, and NetBSD (but not AIX). MIT
Pthreads also attempts to implement all of the POSIX standard by providing its
own version of large parts of the C library (other thread libraries claim to imple-
ment the POSIX standard but ignore the required library routines). Moreover, as a
concession to existing code, routines such as strtokO which don't have reentrant
interfaces use thread-specific data instead of static buffers so that they may be used
simultaneously in multiple threads. Finally, MIT Pthreads includes the only currently
available thread-safe Domain Name Service resolver other than the Solaris resolver.
On the other hand, MIT Pthreads has the following weaknesses:
* It is a user-level threads package, and therefore will not allow concurrent use of
multiple CPUs or disks by a single process.
* Because the Unix select () mechanism only allows a process to wait for a
file descriptor event, signal, or timeout, any other events such as waiting for
a lock on a file must be polled for by the threads library, with corresponding
performance problems.
* Because it provides most of a C library, it may replace a C library routine with
one that doesn't interact properly with system configuration files. (Ideally the
threads library knows how to interact properly with the system configuration
files on each system, of course.)
* MIT Pthreads will not interrupt a system call in order to run a signal handler;
thus, if all of a process's threads are in the middle of locks or system calls and
the process receives a signal, the signal will not be delivered until some thread
wakes up naturally.
* MIT Pthreads tends to interact poorly with libraries not compiled against the
MIT Pthreads header files, for several reasons: the library may use the operating
system's getc () and putc 0 macros which are generally incompatible with the
MIT Pthreads standard I/O implementation; the library may use the global
constant errno and therefore not be able to detect errors properly; or the library
may contain inlined system calls (Pthreads relies on being able to intercept
system calls).
* A few of the reentrant C library routines are not yet implemented.
Because the source code for Pthreads is available and freely redistributable, it is
possible to work around or fix some of these problems. Future releases of Pthreads are
expected to allow the use of kernel-level threads where the operating system supports
it, and to implement the remaining C library functions specified by POSIX.lc.
MIT Pthreads is probably the most useful tool for running multithreaded pro-
grams on systems whose operating systems don't support kernel threads. As a user-
space threads library with freely available source, MIT Pthreads also provides some
debugging opportunities not available in native threads environments, as I will dis-
cuss shortly. Nevertheless, it is often less painful to use a multithreaded environment
integrated into the operating system; I will discuss such an operating system below.
3.2 Solaris Threads
One of the most widely used native threads environments is the environment in
Sun's Solaris operating system. Solaris version 2.3 (the version currently used in
the Athena environment) and version 2.4 do not implement the POSIX threads stan-
dard, but the interface Solaris does implement is functionally very similar to the
POSIX threads standard1 , since Solaris threads were one of the important models for
the POSIX threads standard. Solaris version 2.5 contains a minimal implementation
of the POSIX threads standard.
As part of the operating system, the Solaris thread facilities do not have many of
the problems that MIT Pthreads does. Solaris implements a hybrid threads system;
that is, it supports both kernel-level and user-level threads, so the application can
have concurrent access to multiple CPUs and disks. The Solaris thread facilities
are not prone to improper use of system configuration files as MIT Pthreads is.
Unfortunately, Solaris does not solve the problem of interaction between libraries and
multithreaded applications; all code intended for a multithreaded application must
be compiled with -DREENTRANT, while code compiled for a singlethreaded application
must not be2
'The primary difference is that the Solaris threads interface does not provide support for cancel-
lation of threads, and does provide support for suspending and resuming threads.
2 There are two reasons for this: first, older versions of Solaris contain a shared C library which
won't operate properly with multithreaded code, and second, getc() 0 and putc ) are required to
In a Usenet discussion in comp .programming. threads, Peter Eriksson and Simon
E. Spero pointed out some notable bugs in the threads facilities of Solaris 2.4:
* The YP and NIS+ name lookup modules contain deadlocking problems.
* accept () is not thread-safe when called with the same file descriptor concur-
rently.
* The fork () library routine calls malloc () in the child process; if malloc () was
locked by another thread in the parent, the child process will hang.
Of course, the most important limitation of the Solaris threads facilities is that
they only work on Solaris, and are thus only a partial solution for programs which
must run on multiple platforms. To avoid being tied to Solaris, applications which
wish to use the Solaris thread facilities should use the POSIX threads interface and
use macros to translate POSIX calls to Solaris calls until Solaris 2.5 is in use in the
Athena environment. See Appendix B for an example header file which performs
translations for the important parts of the POSIX interface.
3.3 DCE Threads
Part of the Open Software Foundation's Distributed Computing Environment is a
user-space threads library. As a commercially supported, cross-platform library, the
DCE threads system at first seems like it might be a useful solution for compil-
ing threaded programs on platforms without native thread support. In addition
to POSIX.lc draft 4 functionality, the DCE threads system supplies an exception-
handling system and primitives for acquiring a global lock on thread execution. Unfor-
tunately, there are several reasons why the DCE threads system is probably unsuitable
for use in the Athena environment:
be thread-safe under both the Solaris and POSIX threads specifications, making those functions
significantly slower. Although a program can use getc-unlocked() and putcunlocked() for faster
access, existing single-threaded programs do not use those functions and would thus be slowed down.
Both of these problems are surmountable, but Solaris does not solve them.
* According to the DCE Porting and Testing Guide, there are only reference ports
of DCE to HP/UX 9.0.1, AIX 3.2.4, OSF/1 1.2, and SINIX 5.41.
* The DCE threads system implements Draft 4 of the POSIX.lc specification.
There are significant and subtle differences between Draft 4 and the final ap-
proved standard, so code written for DCE threads may encounter subtle incom-
patibilities with native threads environments on other platforms.
* The DCE threads system apparently does not provide all of the C library rou-
tines required by the POSIX standard; for instance, there is no definition of
strtokr in the most recently available sources.
* Fundamentally, the DCE threads system appears to be designed to support
the DCE environment, and not to provide a full POSIX.lc implementation for
general applications.
3.4 Debugging tools
For the skilled developer, a user-level threads library such as MIT Pthreads gives the
most control over debugging, since the developer has access to all of the internals of
the threads system. For the casual developer, however, the lack of integrated debugger
support for the threads system can be frustrating. If a thread is preempted during
single-stepping, for instance, the debugger will generally fail to notice when the thread
resumes. Scheduling threads non-preemptively (an option under MIT Pthreads) can
alleviate this problem, but the inability to control which threads are running is still
limiting.
The version of dbx contained in the Sun development tools for Solaris provides
integrated debugging support for threads, including the ability to suspend and resume
the execution of individual threads. However, the lack of access to the internals of
the threads implementation can make it difficult to debug some problems because it
becomes impossible to break at critical points within the implementations of thread-
blocking system calls and the like.
Chapter 4
Implementation Projects
In evaluating how well multithreaded design applies to the Athena environment, per-
haps the most important question is: how does the existing Athena software adapt
to a multithreaded design? This question naturally divides itself into two areas:
1. How easy is it to modify the Athena libraries so that they can be used in a
multithreaded application?
2. How easy and how useful is it to take an existing Athena application and adapt
it to use a multithreaded design?
To answer the first question, I selected two Athena libraries, the Hesiod and Com-
mon Error Description libraries, and modified them to be usable in a multithreaded
application. To answer the second question, I selected an Athena application, attach,
and modified it to perform tasks in parallel which it previously did in sequence. For
each project I completed, I will discuss the design decisions I made and will judge the
success of the project.
4.1 The Hesiod Library
Hesiod[l] is a system layered on top of the Domain Name Service (DNS) for distribut-
ing database information. In many respects, it fills the same role as Sun Microsystem's
Network Information Service[7]. The Hesiod library provides two different kinds of
functionality. First, it provides a function hes_resolve() which performs a Hesiod
query to a DNS server in much the same fashion as one might perform a hostname
lookup, except that the result is a list of text records instead of a host record. Sec-
ond, the Hesiod library provides functions like hesgetpwnam() to emulate C library
functions which perform database lookups, using particular Hesiod queries to retrieve
the required information. Most of the functions provided by the Hesiod library return
data in static buffers.
The first design issue to arise is what to do about the interfaces to the Hesiod
library. There are essentially three options:
1. Make the existing interfaces thread-safe by returning results in thread-specific
data buffers.
2. Define new interfaces where the user provides data buffers for the returned
results. The old interfaces would still exist, but would not be safe to use in
multithreaded programs.
3. Define new interfaces with user-provided data buffers as in option 2, and also
make the old interfaces thread-safe by returning results in thread-specific data
buffers.
Option 1 or 3 require the least number of changes to existing applications which
use the Hesiod library, but I chose option 2 for the following reasons:
* Both to reduce code complexity and to make usage easier, it is desirable to be
able to compile the library in the same fashion for use in both threaded and
non-threaded environments 1. Therefore, it is preferrable not to use any thread
primitives within the Hesiod library.
* Although thread-specific data primitives are provided by POSIX.lc, it may be
desirable to use the thread-safe Hesiod library in threads environments with no
1'Unfortunately, almost all existing environments require all code to be specially compiled for use
in a multithreaded program, but in the future there may be environments where this is not true.
thread-specific data facilities. That is, even if we use thread primitives in the
library, it is preferrable to avoid the more obscure features of POSIX threads.
* As noted in Chapter 2, returning data in static buffers causes problems even
within a single flow of control. It is always better for the user to provide a buffer
for results.
* Making an existing application multithreaded usually involves a lot more work
than modifying a few Hesiod calls, so trying to save work by making the old
interfaces thread-safe isn't a good trade-off.
Thus, I provided new functions hesresolve_r(), hesgetpwnamr(), etc. in
the style of POSIX.lc.
A second, similar design decision which came up is how to deal with initialization.
The Hesiod library contains several global variables set by reading a configuration
file; it is necessary that some thread finish initializing these global variables before
any thread performs a Hesiod query. The POSIX.1c standard specifies a function
pthread-once () to satisfy exactly this kind of constraint, so it would be possible to
make sure that the Hesiod library is initialized by having each function begin with
a call to pthread_once (), but for the same reasons listed in the discussion of the
previous design decision, I chose to mandate that the application call hesinit ()
at some point prior to calling hes_resolve-rO and other thread-safe functions. Of
course, the non-thread-safe interfaces continue to work without a call to hes_init ().
A third decision is how to handle errors. Previously, when a Hesiod function
failed to finish, the Hesiod library placed an error value indicating the kind of failure
in a global variable HesErrno, which is obviously not appropriate for a thread-safe
interface. The POSIX.lc solution for the C library global variable errno is to store
it in a thread-specific data object, presumably so that they don't have to change the
signature of every Unix system call. For the Hesiod library, since I needed to change
the signature of every function anyway, and since I wanted to avoid using thread
primitives in the library, I chose to have each Hesiod function return its error status
as an integer.
A fourth, minor design issue is the interface to hesgetservbyname.r, a func-
tion which retrieves port numbers by service name. The Hesiod implementation
of getservbyname involves the possibility of Hesiod query failure conditions (net-
work failures, running out of sockets, etc.) which aren't a possibility in other im-
plementations where this information comes from a local file. Thus, the signature
of hesgetservbynamer cannot be the same as the signature of getservbynamer,
since it must somehow indicate whether and which Hesiod failure occurred. While
this seems like a minor complication, it is an instance of the more general problem of
how to deal with implementation-specific errors for an implementation-independent
interface.
Finally, there is the issue of the resolver. Hesiod makes use of the ressend()
resolver function to perform actual queries to the name server. MIT Pthreads provides
a thread-safe implementation of res_send O, but Solaris does not 2 . Thus, to get the
Hesiod library to work in a multithreaded program using native Solaris threads, I was
obliged to borrow code from MIT Pthreads to implement the ressend() function.
Hopefully, better threads environments will eliminate the need for this kind of work-
around in the future.
Once these issues had been resolved, only minimal work was required to make
the Hesiod library conform to the new specification. Existing functions such as
hesresolveO were converted to hesresolverO() and modified to place return
values in result buffers; then, the old functions like hes_resolve ) were reimple-
mented in terms of hesresolver ). Some effort was required to do length-checking
to avoid overwriting the buffers passed in (the old code simply assumed that its static
buffers were big enough), but this was not difficult.
To test the new code, I wrote a single-threaded regression test engine (hestest. c).
It reads lines from a configuration file like:
resolve systest group systest:*:17019:
resolve foo bar E
2 Solaris provides a thread-safe resolver interface, but it can only be used for hostname and host
address queries.
getservbyname zephyr udp zephyr:udp:2102
Each line consists of a type of query (resolve for a raw query, or the name of
a database query), one or two words giving the data to query for, and an expected
result (or E if an error is expected). The test engine performs lookups using both
the thread-safe and non-thread-safe versions of the appropriate functions, compares
the actual results to the expected results, and outputs whether each test passed or
failed. This design requires that the data file contain the answers to various queries (a
couple of answers used in the data file actually changed during the course of writing
this thesis), but makes it easy for a developer not familiar with the test suite to
determine whether the library passes or fails the tests.
Because there is no interaction within the Hesiod library between threads doing
Hesiod lookups, I can have high confidence that the Hesiod library will work properly
in a multithreaded program as long as it works properly in a single-threaded program 3.
I also wrote a simple multithreaded hesiod lookup program (hesthread. c) as a quick
test that the library works for concurrent lookups, but I did not attempt to write a
controlled test suite for multithreaded operation.
4.2 The Common Error Description Library
The Common Error Description library[5] is a simple tool for building and using tables
of errors for different modules of a program. It allows each library or other module of
a program to have its own table of errors and error messages; an initialization routine
for each module adds its error table to a global list. Once that initialization is done,
a single error code can be used to represent either a system error or an error from any
module's error table. The application program can then use the function comerr to
report an error condition given the code for that error.
3This is an example of how a multithreaded design can make testing and debugging easier than
a design based on an event loop by restricting the logical lifetime of data objects, as I described
in Chapter 2. If I had modified the Hesiod library to support an event loop model for concurrent
lookups, I would have had to test many different interactions between lookups.
I chose the Common Error Description library for its ubiquitousness rather than
its level of challenge; however, a couple of interface issues arose. One involved the
function set_cornmerrhook 0, which allows the application to provide an alternative
function for handling all comerr() calls. Because the whole concept of this function
involves global state (the idea being that you can control all error handling in an
application without explicitly telling each module how to handle errors), the best
way I could find to handle this function is simply to leave things the way they are.
A possible alternative involves inherited thread-specific state, but I did not want to
introduce thread primitives into the library.
A second, more complicated interface issue arose with the routines for initializing
the error table list. The Common Error Description library previously initialized its
error table list by automatically generating code for each module which looks like:
extern struct et_list *_et_list;






(et is a static variable of the source file containing the error table itself.) Pointer
assignments are not guaranteed to be atomic by ANSI C or POSIX.lc. Thus, if a
comerr ) call were to occur during an initialization routine, the list might not be
consistent at all times. I modified the code to use the ANSI C sigatomict type
so that the list is always consistent:
extern struct etlist *_etlistptrs[2];
extern sigatomic_t _et_list_index;
static struct et_list link = { 0, 0 };
void initializekrberrortableO) {
if (!link.table) {




Now the error table list (as defined by _etlistptrs [_Letlistindex]) is al-
ways consistent: both of the pointers in etlistptrs are valid when the list index is
updated, and assignments to sigatomict are atomic. Thus, it is safe for comerr
calls to be performed in parallel with an initialization. Of course, it is still not safe
for two initialization functions to run in parallel; that problem can only be solved
using a lock.
Beyond those decisions, the changes needed to make the Common Error Descrip-
tion library useful to a multithreaded application were trivial. Most of the complexity
in the library is in the program for automatically generating the source files for the er-
ror tables; this program did not need to be modified except for the change mentioned
in the previous paragraph. Two functions needed alternative reentrant interfaces
(errortablename_r() and error_messager()), and comerr needed to be mod-
ified to use those interfaces. Due to the simplicity of the changes made, I performed
only cursory tests using the existing test suites for the library, none of which turned
up any problems.
4.3 The attach Program
attach is used in the Athena environment to ensure that an Athena "locker" is
mounted on the local filesystem of a machine and that the user is authenticated
to the remote filesystem on which the locker resides. attach uses a Hesiod query
to look up the remote filesystem containing a locker, the local name to use when
mounting the locker, and the type of authentication necessary to access the locker.
A file /usr/tmp/attachtab on each machine keeps track of the lockers attached on
that machine. In addition to attaching lockers, attach is also capable of detaching
lockers, performing maintenance on the attachtab file, authenticating to existing
lockers, and acquiring Zephyr subscriptions for file server messages about attached
lockers.
I picked attach because it is representative of Athena software in terms of size
(about 8000 lines), complexity (a fairly simple procedurally-oriented design which
has been corrupted by a long history of changes), duplication of operating system
tasks (in this case, mounting filesystems), and use of Athena libraries. My goal in
the project was straightforward: modify the code so that attach can attach multiple
lockers in parallel.
The first step in making attach multithreaded was to introduce function proto-
types into the code base. Because most function signatures would have to be changed
during the course of the subsequent work, it was vital that the compiler be able to de-
tect calls which hadn't been converted to use new function signatures. (Alternatively,
I could have used lint, but lint is no longer portable.) For convenience, I used the
mkptypes program, a small utility installed in the Athena system, to generate the
required prototypes.
The second step was to analyze the use of global and static data in the program.
Use of global data falls into four categories:
1. Configuration parameters. These variables are set during a well-defined phase at
the beginning of the program and never changed. In the multithreaded version
of the program, these variables can be initialized while the program still has
only one thread.
2. Command-line parameters which may differ for each locker to be attached, but
don't change during the course of an operation.
3. Variables which potentially change multiple times during the course of attaching
a locker, usually error status variables. A few command-line parameters fall
into this category when one operation wants to invoke another operation with
slightly modified behavior than the usual.
4. Variables containing information shared among the lockers attached, such as
the list of Zephyr subscriptions to send after all the lockers are attached.
Variables of the first type could have been left alone, but for internal documenta-
tion purposes, I grouped them together in a global structure variable called config.
Variables of the second and third type must be passed to most functions in the pro-
gram; I created a flags structure containing most of these values and had it passed
to most of the functions involved in performing an attach. Variables of the fourth
type can be protected by locks.
The most difficult global variable to handle was the attachtab_first variable,
which points to a list of the entries in the attachtab file. For lack of internal docu-
mentation, it took considerable time to determine that:
1. Each operation which uses the attachtab file separately locks, reads, potentially
writes, and unlocks the file, discarding the list acquired from previous reads.
2. No operation keeps the attachtab file locked for very long; for example, the
operation of attaching a locker first modifies the entry for the locker to indicate
that it is attaching the locker, performs the actual attach with the attachtab
file unlocked, and then modifies the entry to indicate that the lock is attached.
Therefore, it is easiest to treat the list pointed to by attachfirst as local to a
particular attach operation, rather than as data shared between attaches. Once I de-
termined determined this fact, I moved attachfirst into a structure attachlist
along with a few other variables used to keep track of the in-memory list of attachtab
entries. I did not use the flags structure for these variables, since there are a few
cases where multiple copies of the attachtab entries are kept in memory at one time,
such as during the operation of detaching all unwanted lockers in the attachtab file4.
A third step in the conversion process was output handling. Under some circum-
stances, attach is required to print its output in an order corresponding to the order
of the locker names passed on the command line. I provided an output buffer in the
flags structure and had the high-level attachcmd O function output the contents of
the output buffer after each attach operation completed, in order of the command-line
arguments. I left output to standard error alone, so error output might be reordered,
on the assumption that the ordering of error output is not crucial to any uses of
attach.
Converting attach into a multithreaded program was very time-consuming. In
addition to the above issues relating to use of global data, many minor issues arose:
I had to disable support for the RVD filesystem because of the antiquated system
interface; I had to lock around calls to the RPC subsystem, the Zephyr library, and
the Kerberos library (leading to the inability to perform multiple such operations
in parallel); and I was unable to efficiently perform the operation where attach
uses setuid to test the user's ability to read an AFS path, since user credentials are
global to a process. The use of many different system services made attach a difficult
program to multithread.
I was able to get attach to work properly under both MIT Pthreads and Solaris
threads. I measured only slight performance benefits from doing attach operations
in parallel rather than serially, and contention for the attachtab file often increased
the overall running time. I saw several opportunities for speeding up the process of
attaching multiple lockers, but none specific to a multithreaded program.
4The acute reader may wonder how the original attach program used the same global variable
to contain two copies of the list of attachtab entries. The answer is that, in such cases, the attach
program would copy the value of attachtab.first to a local variable and resets attachtabIirst
to NULL before getting the second copy of the list. I rejected this approach as too inelegant.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
As a design tool, the use of multiple threads should be treated with caution in the
Athena environment. Development environments for threads are still primitive and
nonstandardized, with native POSIX-compliant threads environments only recently
emerging. Programs in the Athena environment tend to use a wide range of system
services; if any of these services cannot be used in a multithreaded program, the ro-
bustness of a multithreaded design for that program could be seriously compromised.
On the other hand, as I illustrated in two of my implementation projects, it is not
difficult to convert Athena libraries to be usable in a multithreaded program without
wedding ourselves to multithreaded development environments. Furthermore, as I
noted in Chapter 2, interfaces which return data in static buffers create problems in
single-threaded as well as multi-threaded programs. It would be in our interest to
convert more of the Athena libraries to support thread-safe interfaces, both because of
the cleaner design such interfaces entail and because it would help make multithreaded




This appendix contains the modified code that I produced in the course of this thesis.
Obviously, the code that is here is (with the exception of the Hesiod test driver and
hesthread. c) based on code written by other people. Please refer to Chapter 4 to
determine what parts of the design are my contribution.
A.1 Hesiod
A.1.1 Imakefile
# Makefile for the Project Athena Hesiod Nameserver library
# $Id: Imakefile,v 1.1 1995/03/29 00:41:09 ghudson Exp ghudson $




OSDEF= -DREENTRANT -DINTERNAL_RESOLVER -Isolaris
OSSRC= hes_internal.c hessend.c hesmkquery.c
OSOBJ= hesinternal.o hes_send.o hesmkquery.o







SRCS = hesiod.c hespwnam.c hesmailhost.c hesservbyname.c resolve.c cistrcmp.c \
$(OSOBJ)
OBJS = hesiod.o hespwnam.o hesmailhost.o hesservbyname.o resolve.o cistrcmp.o \
$(OSOBJ)
ProfiledObjectRule ()













/ * This file contains definitions for use by the Hesiod name service and
* applications.
*
* For copying and distribution information, see the file <mit-copyright.h>.
*
* Original version by Steve Dyer, IBM/Project Athena.





/* Configuration information. */
#define HESIOD_CONF "CONFDIR/hesiod. conf"
#define DEF_RHS ".Athena.MIT.EDU"
#define DEFLHS ".ns"























/* Configuration file. */
/* Defaults if HESIODCONE */
/* file is not present. */
uninitialized */
no error */
Hesiod name not found by server */
local problem (no config file?) */
network problem */
return buffer not large enough */
insufficient memory is available */
invalid response from hesiod server */





/ * Declaration of routines */
#ifdef _STDC
/ * Thread-safe. */
int hes init(void);
int hes_to_bind r(char *HesiodName, char *HesiodNameType,
char *buffer, int buflen);
int hes resolver(char *HesiodName, char *HesiodNameType,
char **retvec, int retveclen);
int hes getpwnamr(char *nam, struct passwd *entry, char *buf, int bufsize);
int hes getpwuid r(int uid, struct passwd *entry, char *buf, int bufsize);
int hesgetmailhostjr(char *user, struct hes.postoffice *ret,
char *linebuf, int bufsize);
int hesgetservbynamejr(char *name, char *proto, struct servent *result,
char *buffer, int buflen);
/ * Non- thread-safe. */
char *hesto_bind(char *HesiodName, char *HesiodNameType);
char **hesresolve(char *HesiodName, char *HesiodNameType);
int hes error(void);
struct passwd *hesgetpwnam(char *nam);
struct passwd *hesgetpwuid(int uid);
struct hes_postoffice *hesgetmailhost(char *user);
struct servent *hesgetservbyname(char *name, char *proto);
#else
char *hes to bindO, **hesresolve();
int hes_initO, heserroro, hes to bindr(), hes resolve r0;
int hesgetmailhostro(), hesgetservbynamer();
int hes-getpwnamr(, hes-getpwuid ro; 70
struct hes postoffice *hes getmailhost0;
struct servent *hesgetservbynameo;
struct passwd *hes_getpwnam0, *hes-getpwuid(;
#endif /* _STDC */
#endif / * _HESIOD H */
A.1.3 hesinternal.h
/*
* Copyright (c) 1985 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright 1o
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgement:
* This product includes software developed by the University of
* California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
* 20
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
#if defined(LIBC-SCCS) && !defined(lint)
/ *static char *sccsid = "from: @(#)hesinternal.h 6.22 (Berkeley) 3/19/91";*/
static char *rcsid = "$Id: hes internal.h,v 1.7 1995/03/18 05:52:03 ghudson Exp $";
























number of net to sort on */
max # of host lookup types */
min. seconds between retries */




use virtual circuit */
*/
only */
query primary server only */
ignore trucation errors */
recursion desired */
use default domain name */
Keep TCP socket open */
search up local domain tree */
#define HES DEFAULT (HESRECURSE I HESDEFNAMES I HESDNSRCH)
struct _hes state {
int retrans; /* retransmition time interval */
int retry; / * number of times to retransmit */
long options; /* option flags - see below. */
int nscount; /* number of name servers */
struct sockaddr_in nsaddriist[MAXNS]; / * address of name server /
#define nsaddr nsaddrlist[0] /* for backward compatibility */
ushort id; /* current packet id */
char *dnsrch[MAXDNSRCH+11; /* components of domain to search */
char defdname[MAXDNAME]; /* default domain */
long pfcode; / * HES PRF_ flags - see below. */
uchar ndots:4; / * threshold for initial abs. query */
u_char nsort:4; /* number of elements in sortlist[] */
char unused[3];
struct {



















/* $Header: mit-copyright.h,v 1.3 88/08/07 21:52:57 treese Exp $ */
/*
Copyright 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this
software and its documentation for any purpose and without
fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright
notice and this permission notice appear in supporting o10
documentation, and that the name of M.I. T. not be used in
advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
software without specific, written prior permission.
M.L T. makes no representations about the suitability of
this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty.
*/
A.1.5 resscan.h
/* This file contains definitions for the name resolver scanning routines
* used by the Hesiod library.
*
* For copying and distribution information, see the file <mit-copyright.h>.
*
* Original version by Steve Dyer, IBM/Project Athena, and Sam Hsu,
* DEC/Project Athena.
*
* $Author: ghudson $
* $Athena: resscan.h,v 1.3 88/08/07 21:53:09 treese Exp $ 10
* $Header: /afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/resscan.h,v 1.1 1995/03/18 17:C
* $Source: /afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/resscan.h,v $
* S$Log: resscan.h,v $
* Revision 1.1 1995/03/18 17:39:00 ghudson
* Initial revision
*
* Revision 1.3 88/08/07 21:53:09 treese
* First public distribution
*
* Revision 1.2 88/06/12 00:53:14 treese 20
* Cleaned up to work with Saber.
* First public distribution.
*
*Revision 1.2 88/06/05 19:51:32 treese
* Cleaned up for public distribution
*
*/














/* RR type */
/* RR class */
/* len of data section */
/ * pointer to data */
sizeof(msg) */
offset to name server RRs */
offset to additional RRs */
total number of RRs */
message header */
vector of (stripped-down) RR descriptors */




#define NMSGSIZE (sizeof(nsmsgt) + \
sizeof(rrt) * ((PACKETSZ - sizeof(HEADER)) / RRFIXEDSZ))
#define DATASIZE (PACKETSZ - sizeof(HEADER))
extern char *p_cdnameo, *p_rro, *ptype(), *pclass();
extern struct nsmsg *resscano, *resolve(), *_resolve();
A.1.6 solaris/pthread.h
/ * System includes for Solaris threads. */
#include <thread.h>
#include <synch.h>




#define PTHREAD_STACKMIN thrmin _stacko
#define PTHREAD CREATE DETACHED THRDETACHED
#define PTHREAD_CREATE_JOINABLE 0
#define PTHREADMUTEX INITIALIZER SHAREDMUTEX
#define PTHREADCOND INITIALIZER SHAREDCV
#define PTHREADONCE INIT { PTHREADMUTEX INITIALIZER, 0 }




typedef struct { int size; void *base; int flags; } pthreadattr_t;
typedef struct { pthreadjmutext lock; int flag; } pthreadoncet; 20
/ * Translations for attribute initialization and thread creation. */
#define pthreadattr init(a) ((a)->base = 0, (a)->size = (a)->flags = 0)
#define pthreadattrdestroy(a)
#define pthreadattrsetstacksize(a, b) ((a)->size = (b))
#define pthreadattr_getstacksize(a) ((a)- >size)
#define pthreadattrsetstackaddr(a, b) ((a)->base = (b))
#define pthreadattrgetstackaddr(a) ((a)->base)
#define pthread attr_setdetachstate(a, b) ((a)->flags = (b))
#define pthreadattr_getdetachstate(a) ((a)->flags)
#define pthreadcreate(a, b, c, d) \
thr_create((b)->base, (b)->size, c, d, (b)->flags, a)









#define pthread cond signal
#define pthreadcond_broadcast











/* Doing things once. */
#define pthreadonce(once, func) { \
if (!(once)->flag) { \
pthreadmutexlock(& (once)->lock); \
if (!(once)->flag) { \(*(func))O; \
(once)->flag = 1; \}\
pthreadmutexunlock(&(once) ->lock); \
}\
/* Thread-specific data. */
#define pthreadkey create thr keycreate
#define pthread setspecific thrsetspecific
static void *pthread_getspecific(pthreadkeyt key) {
void *value;
return (thrgetspecific(key, &value) == 0) ? value : NULL;
A.1.7 cistrcmp.c
#ifndef lint
static char sccsidl = "M(#)cistrcmp.c 4.3 (Berkeley) 6/4/86";
#endif
/*
* Copyright (c) 1986 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved. The Berkeley software License Agreement




* This array is designed for mapping upper and lower case letter
* together for a case independent comparison. The mappings are
* based upon ascii character sequences.
*/
static char charmap[] = {
'\000','\001', '\002', '\003', '\004','\005', '\006', '\007',
'\010','\011', '\012', '\013', '\014', '\015', '\016', '\017',
'\020','\021','\022', '\023', '\024','\025', '\026', '\027', 20
'\030','\031','\032', '\033', '\034','\035', '\036', '\037',
'\040','\041', '\042', '\043', '\044', '\045', '\046', '\047',
'\050','\051', '\052', '\053', '\054', '\055', '\056', '\057',
'\060','\061', '\062', '\063', '\064', '\065', '\066', '\067',
'\070','\071', '\072', '\073', '\074', '\075', '\076', '\077',
'\100','\141', '\142', '\143', '\144', '\145', '\146', '\147',
'\150','\151', '\152', '\153', '\154', '\155', '\156', '\157',
'\160','\161','\162','\163','\164', '\165', '\166', '\167',
'\170','\171','\172', '\133', '\134', '\135', '\136', '\137',
'\140','\141','\142','\143','\144', '\145', '\146', '\147', 30
'\150','\151', '\152', '\153','\154', '\155', '\156', '\157',
'\160', '\161', '\162', '\163','\164', '\165', '\166','\167',
'\170', '\171', '\172', '\173', '\174', '\175', '\176', '\177',
'\200','\201', '\202', '\203','\204','\205', '\206', '\207',
'\210', '\211', '\212', '\213','\214', '\215', '\216','\217',
'\220', '\221', '\222', '\223', '\224', '\225', '\226','\227',
'\230', '\231', '\232', '\233','\234', '\235', '\236','\237',
'\240', '\241', '\242', '\243', '\244', '\245', '\246','\247',
'\250','\251', '\252', '\253', '\254', '\255', '\256','\257',
'\260','\261', '\262', '\263', '\264', '\265', '\266','\267', 40
'\270', '\271', '\272', '\273', '\274', '\275', '\276','\277',
'\300', '\341', '\342', '\343', '\344', '\345', '\346','\347',
'\350','\351', '\352', '\353', '\354', '\355', '\356', '\357',
'\360', '\361', '\362', '\363', '\364', '\365', '\366', '\367',
'\370', '\371', '\372', '\333', '\334', '\335', '\336', '\337',
'\340', '\341', '\342', '\343', '\344', '\345', '\346', '\347',
'\350', '\351', '\352', '\353', '\354', '\355', '\356', '\357',
'\360', '\361', '\362', '\363', '\364', '\365', '\366', '\367',
'\370', '\371', '\372', '\373', '\374', '\375', '\376', '\377',
}; 50
cistrcmp(sl, s2)
register char *s1, *s2;
{
register char *cm = charmap;
while (cm[*sl] == cm[*s2++])
if (*sl++=='\0')
return(0);
return(cm[*sl] - cm[*--s2]); 60
}
cistrncmp(sl, s2, n)
register char *sl, *s2;
register n;
{
register char *cm = charmap;
while (--n >= 0 && cm[*sl] == cm[*s2++])
if (*sl++== '\0') 70
return(0);




* Copyright (c) 1985 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright o10
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgement:
* This product includes software developed by the University of
* California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
* 20
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSI
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRIC ,
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
#if defined(LIBC SCCS) && !defined(lint)
/*static char *sccsid = "from: @(#)hes_internal.c 6.22 (Berkeley) 3/19/91";*/
static char *rcsid = "$Id: hesinternal.c,v 1.13 1995/09/20 21:04:28 ghudson Exp $";














static void set_options(const char *options, const char *source);
static unsigned int net mask(struct in addr in);
static int qcomp(const void *argl, const void *arg2);
static struct _hesstate start;
60




/ * Make sure the global initializations have been done. */
pthreadonce(&init_once, _hesinit_global);
if (init_status < 0)
return NULL;
70
/ * Initialize thread-specific data for this thread if it hasn't
* been done already. */
data = (struct hesdata *) pthread getspecific(key);
if (!data) {
data = (struct hesdata *) malloc(sizeof(struct hes data));
if (data == NULL)
return NULL;
















char line[BUFSIZ], buf[BUFSIZ], *domain, *p, *net;
int i, localdomainset = 0, numservers = 0, num sorts = 0;
FILE *fp;
struct in_addr addr;
/* Assume an error state until we finish. */
initstatus = -1; 100
/ * Initialize the key for thread-specific data. */
result = pthread keycreate(&key, free);
if (result < 0)
return;
/* Initialize starting state. */
start.retrans = HES_TIMEOUT;
start.retry = DEFAULTRETRIES;









strncpy(start.lookups, "f ", sizeof(start.lookups));
120
/ * Look for a LOCALDOMAIN definition. */
domain = getenv("LOCALDOMAIN");




/ * Construct a search path from the LOCALDOMAIN value, which is
* a space-separated list of strings. For backwards-compatibility,
* a newline terminates the list. */ 130
i = 0;
while (*domain && i < MAXDNSRCH) {
start.dnsrch[i] = domain;
while (*domain && !isspace(*domain))
domain++;









/ * Look for a config file and read it in. */
fp = fopen(_PATHRESCONF, "r");
if (fp != NULL) {
strncpy(start.lookups, "bf", sizeof(start.lookups)); 150
/ * Read in the configuration file. */
while (fgets(line, sizeof(line), fp)) {
/ * Ignore blank lines and comments. */
if (*line == '; I I *line '#' !*line)
continue;
if (strncmp(line, "domain", 6) == 0) {
160
/ * Read in the default domain, and initialize a one-
* element search path. Skip the domain line if we




/* Look for the next word in the line. */
p = line + 6;
while (*p == ' ' *p == '\t') 170
p++;
if (!*p 11 *p== ' \n')
continue;
/* Copy in the domain, and null-terminate it at the
* first tab or newline. */
strncpy(start.defdname, p, sizeof(start.defdname) - 1);
p = strpbrk(start.defdname, "\t\n");
if (p)
*p = 0; 180
start.dnsrch[0] = start.defdname;
start.dnsrch[1] = NULL;
} else if (strncmp(line, "lookup", 6) == 0) {
/ * Get a list of lookup types. */
memset(start.lookups, 0, sizeof(start.lookups));
/ * Find the next word in the line. */ 190




while (*p && i < MAXDNSLUS) {
/ * Add a lookup type. */
if (*p== 'y' *p== 'b' *p == 'f')
start.lookups[i++] = *p;
200
/* Find the next word. */




} else if (strncmp(line, "search", 6) == 0) {
/* Read in a space-separated list of domains to search 210
* when a name is not fully-qualified. Skip this line
* if the LOCALDOMAIN environment variable was set. */
if (localdomain set)
continue;
/* Look for the next word on the line. */
p = line + 6;
while (*p == ' ' *p == '\t')
p++;
if (!*p *p ==' \n') 220
continue;
/* Copy the rest of the line into start.defdname. */
strncpy(start.defdname, p, sizeof(start.defdname) - 1);
domain = start.defdname;
p = strchr(domain, ' \n');
if (*p)
* p = 0;
/* Construct a search path from the line, which is a 230
* space-separated list of strings. */
i = 0;
while (*domain && i < MAXDNSRCH) {
start.dnsrch[i] = domain;
while (*domain && !isspace(*domain))
domain++;







}else if (strncmp(line, "nameserver", 10) )
} else if (strncmp(line, "nameserver", 10) == 0) {
/* Add an address to the list of name servers we can
* connect to. */ 250
/* Look for the next word in the line. */
p = line + 10;
while (*p == ' ' I *p== '\t')
p++;
if (*p && *p != '\n') {
addr.saddr = inet_addr(p);
start.nsaddr list[numservers].sin addr = addr;
start.nsaddrlist[num-servers].sin family = AFINET;
start.nsaddr list[numservers].sin_port = 260
htons(NAMESERVER PORT);
if (++numfservers >= MAXNS)
break;}
} else if (strncmp(line, "sortlist", 8) == 0) {
p = line + 8;
while (num sorts < MAXRESOLVSORT) {
270
/* Find the next word in the line. */
p = line + 8;
while (*p == ' *p== '\t')
p++;
/* Read in an IP address and netmask. */
if (sscanf(p, ". [0EO-9./] s", buf) != 1)
break;
net = strchr(buf, 'I/');
if (net) 280
*net = 0;
/* Translate the address into an IP address
* and netmask. */
addr.s addr = inetaddr(buf);
start.sortlist[numsorts].addr = addr;
if (net) {
addr.saddr = inet addr(net + 1);
start.sort list[num sorts].mask = addr.saddr













/ * If we don't have a default domain, strip off the first
* component of this machine's domain name, and make a one-
* element search path consisting of the default domain. */
if (*start.defdname == 0) { 31o
if (gethostname(buf, sizeof(start.defdname) - 1) = 0) {
p = strchr(buf, '. ');
if (p)










static void set options(const char *options, const char *source)
{
const char *p = options; 330
int i;
while (*p) {
/ * Skip leading and inner runs of spaces. */
while (*p ==I 1 1 *p =='\t')
p++;
/* Search for and process individual options. */
if (strncmp(p, "ndots:", 6) == 0) { 340
i = atoi(p + 6);




} else if (!strncmp(p, "debug", 5))
start.options 1= HES_DEBUG;
else if (!strncmp(p, "usevc", 5))
start.options 1= HESUSEVC;
else if (!strncmp(p, "stayopen", 8)) 350
start.options 1= HES_STAYOPEN;
/* Skip to next run of spaces */
while (*p && *p != ' ' && *p!= '\t')
}}
static unsigned int net_mask(struct inaddr in){ 360
unsigned int i = ntohl(in.s addr);
if (INCLASSA(i))





static int qcomp(const void *argl, const void *arg2) 370
{
const struct in_addr **al = (const struct inaddr **) argl;
const struct inaddr **a2 = (const struct inaddr **) arg2;
struct hesdata *data = (struct hes data *) pthread getspecific(key);
struct hes state *state = &data->state;
int posl, pos2;
for (posl = 0; posl < state->nsort; posl++) {
if (state->sortlist[posl].addr.s_addr
((*al) ->s _addr & state- >sort list [pos 1].mask)) 380so
break;
}
for (pos2 = 0; pos2 < state->nsort; pos2++) {
if (state->sortJist[pos2].addr.s addr ==
((*a2)->saddr & state- >sortJist[pos2].mask))
break;
}
return posl - pos2;
}
390/*
* Compress domain name 'expdn' into 'compdn'.
* Return the size of the compressed name or -1.
* 'length' is the size of the array pointed to by 'compdn'.
* 'dnptrs' is a list of pointers to previous compressed names. dnptrs[O]
* is a pointer to the beginning of the message. The list ends with NULL.
* 'lastdnptr' is a pointer to the end of the arrary pointed to
* by 'dnptrs'. Side effect is to update the list of pointers for
* labels inserted into the message as we compress the name.
* If 'dnptr' is NULL, we don't try to compress names. If 'lastdnptr' 400
* is NULL, we don't update the list.
*/
int
dnscomp(exp_dn, compdn, length, dnptrs, lastdnptr)
const u_char *exp_dn;
uchar *compdn, **dnptrs, **lastdnptr;
int length;
{
register u_char *cp, *dn;
register int c, 1;
uchar **cpp, **lpp, *sp, *eob;
u_char *msg;
dn = (uchar *)expdn;
cp = compdn;
eob = cp + length;
if (dnptrs != NULL) {
if ((msg = *dnptrs++) != NULL) {
for (cpp = dnptrs; *cpp != NULL; cpp++)
lpp = cpp; / * end of list to search */
} else
msg = NULL;
for (c = *dn++; c != '\0'; ) {
/ * look to see if we can use pointers */
if (msg != NULL) {
if ((1 = dn find(dn-1, msg, dnptrs, lpp)) >= 0) {
if (cp+l >= eob)
return (-1);
*cp++ = (1 >> 8) INDIRMASK;
*cp++ 1 % 256;
return (cp - comp_dn);
}
/ * not found, save it */








cpp < lastdnptr-1) {
/ * save ptr to length byte */
}
if(c== '\\') {
if ((c = *dn++) == '\0')
break;
if (cp >= eob) {





} while ((c = *dn++) != '\0');
/ * catch trailing '.'s but not '..' */




if (1 <= 0 II1 > MAXLABEL) {






if (cp >= cob) { 470





return (cp - comp_dn);
}
/*
* Search for expanded name from a list of previously compressed names. 480
* Return the offset from msg if found or -1.
* dnptrs is the pointer to the first name on the list,
* not the pointer to the start of the message.
*/
static int




register u_char *dn, *cp, **cpp; 490
register int n;
uchar *sp;
for (cpp = dnptrs; cpp < lastdnptr; cpp++) {
dn = expdn;
sp = cp = *cpp;
while (n = *cp++) {/*
* check for indirection
*/ 500
switch (n & INDIR MASK) {
case 0: /* normal case, n == len */
while (--n >= 0) {
if (*dn == '. )
goto next;
if (*dn == '\\')
dn++;
if (*dn++ != *cp++)
goto next;
} 510
if ((n = *dn++) == '\0' && *cp '\0')




default: /* illegal type */
return (-1);
case INDIRMASK: / * indirection */
cp = msg + (((n & Ox3f) << 8) 1 *cp);




* Routines to insert/extract short/long's. Must account for byte
* order and non-alignment problems. This code at least has the
* advantage of being portable.
** sdb edal
* used by sendmail.
*/




















* Copyright (c) 1985 Regents of the University
* All rights reserved.
of California.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright 1o
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgement:
* This product includes software developed by the University of
* California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
* 20
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
#if defined(LIBC SCCS) && !defined(lint)
/ I*static char *sccsid = "from: @(#)hesmkquery.c 6.16 (Berkeley) 3/6/91";*/
static char *rcsid = "$Id: hes mkquery.c,v 1.6 1995/02/12 04:50:46 snl Exp $";










* Form all types of queries.
* Returns the size of the result or -1. 50
*/
hes_mkquery(op, dname, class, type, data, datalen, newrr_in, buf, buflen)
int op; /* opcode of query */
const char *dname; /* domain name */
int class, type; /* class and type of query */
const char *data; /* resource record data */
int datalen; / * length of data */
const char *newrr in; /* new rr for modify or append */
char *buf; /* buffer to put query */




struct rrec *newrr = (struct rrec *) newrr in;









if ((buf == NULL) 1 (buflen < sizeof(HEADER)))
return(- 1);
memset(buf, 0, sizeof(HEADER)); 80so
hp = (HEADER *) buf;
hp->id = htons(++_rs->id);
hp->opcode = op;
hp->pr = (rs->options & HESPRIMARY) != 0;
hp->rd = (_rs->options & RESRECURSE) != 0;
hp->rcode = NOERROR;
cp = buf + sizeof(HEADER);
buflen -= sizeof(HEADER);
dpp = dnptrs;
*dpp++ = buf; 90
*dpp++ = NULL;
lastdnptr = dnptrs + sizeof(dnptrs)/sizeof(dnptrs[0]);
/*




if ((buflen -= QFIXEDSZ) < 0)
return(-1);
if ((n = dn comp((u_char *)dname, (u-char *)cp, buflen, 100







cp += sizeof(u short);
hp->qdcount = htons(1);
if (op == QUERY 11 data == NULL) 110
break;
* Make an additional record for completion domain.
*/
buflen -= RRFIXEDSZ;
if ((n = dnscomp((uchar *)data, (uchar *)cp, buflen,





cp += sizeof(u short);









* Initialize answer section
*/
if (buflen < 1 + RRFIXEDSZ + datalen)
return (-1);
*cp++ = ' \0'; /* no domain name */
putshort(type, (uchar *)cp);














* For UPDATEM/ UPDATEMA, do UPDATED/ UPDATEDA followed by UPDATEA





* The res code for UPDATED and UPDATEDA is the same; user
* calls them differently: specifies data for UPDATED; server
* ignores data if specified for UPDATEDA.
*/
case UPDATEDA:
buflen -= RRFIXEDSZ + datalen;




cp += sizeof(u short);
putshort(class, cp);













/* Else UPDATEM/ UPDATEMA, so drop into code for UPDATEA */
190
case UPDATEA: /* Add new resource record */
buflen -= RRFIXEDSZ + datalen;




cp += sizeof(u short);
putshort(newrr->r class, cp);





if (newrr->r size) {
memcpy(cp, newrr->r data, newrr->rsize);





#endif / * ALLOW UPDATES */
}




* Copyright (c) 1985, 1988 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright o10
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgement:
* This product includes software developed by the University of
* California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
* 20
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
#if defined(LIBCSCCS) && !defined(lint)
/*static char *sccsid = "from: @(#)hessend.c 6.45 (Berkeley) 2/24/91";*/
static char *rcsid = "$Id: hes send.c,v 1.7 1995/03/29 06:49:51 ghudson Exp $";











enum { SENDGIVEUP = -1, SEND_TRYNEXT = -2, SENDTRYSAME = -3, 50
SEND TIMEOUT, SENDTRUNCATED = -4 };
static int send datagram(int server, int sock, const char *buf, int buflen,
char *answer, int anslen, int try,
struct hesdata *data);
static int send_circuit(int server, const char *buf, int buflen, char *answer,
int anslen, struct hes_data *data);
static int close_saveerrno(int sock);




int use virtual_circuit, result, udp_sock, have_seen_same, terrno = 0;
int try, server;






/ * Try doing connectionless queries if appropriate. */
if (!(data->state.options & HES_USEVC) && buflen <= PACKETSZ) {
/ * Create and bind a local UDP socket. */
udp_sock = socket(AFJINET, SOCKDGRAM, 0);
if (udpsock < 0)
return -1;
local.sin_family = AFINET; 0so
local.sin_addr.saddr = htonl(INADDRANY);
local.sinport = htons(0);




/* Cycle through the retries and servers, sending off queries and
* waiting for responses. */
for (;try < data->state.retry; try++) { 90
for (; server < data->state.nscount; server++) {
result = senddatagram(server, udp_sock, buf, buflen, answer,
anslen, try, data);
if (result == SEND_TIMEOUT)
terrno = ETIMEDOUT;
else if (result != SEND TRY NEXT)
break;
}
if (server < data->state.nscount)
break; o100}
close(udp_sock);
if (result < 0)
errno = (terrno == ETIMEDOUT) ? ETIMEDOUT: ECONNREFUSED;
else
errno = 0;
if (result != SEND TRUNCATED)
return (result >= 0) ? result : -1;
/ * Either we have to use the virtual circuit, or the server couldn't
* fit its response in a UDP packet. Cycle through the retries and
* servers, sending off queries and waiting for responses.
* response of SEND TRY SAME to cause an extra retry once. /
for (; try < data->state.retry; try++) {
for (; server < data->state.nscount; server++) {
result = sendcircuit(server, buf, buflen, answer,
terrno = errno;









return (result >= 0) ? result : -1;
static int send datagram(int server, int sock, const char *buf, int buflen,
char *answer, int anslen, int try,
struct hes data *data)
int count, timeout;
struct sockaddrin local_addr;
HEADER *request = (HEADER *) buf, *response = (HEADER *) answer;
struct pollfd fd;
#ifdef DEBUGRESOLVER
if (_res.options & HES_DEBUG) {
printf("hes _send: request: \n");
pquery(buf);}
#endif / * DEBUGRESOLVER */
/* Send a packet to the server. /
count = sendto(sock, buf, buflen, 0,
(struct sockaddr *) &data->state.nsaddr list[server],
sizeof(struct sockaddr in));
if (count != buflen) {
#ifdef DEBUGRESOLVER
if (count < 0){
if (_res.options & HES_DEBUG)
perror("senddatagram: sendto");}
#endif / * DEBUG_ RESOLVER */
return SENDTRYNEXT;}





timeout = 1000 * data->state.retrans << try; 170




count = poll(&fd, 1, timeout);
if (count <= 0)
return SENDTRYNEXT;
count = recvfrom(sock, answer, anslen, 0, (struct sockaddr *) &from,
&from len);
if (count <= 0) iso
return SENDTRY NEXT;
/ * If the ID is wrong, it's from an old query; ignore it. */
if (response->id == request->id)
break;
#ifdef DEBUGRESOLVER
if ( res.options & HES_DEBUG) {
printf("hes.sendto: count=%d, response:\n", count);
p_query(answer);
}
#endif / * DEBUG RESOLVER */ 190
}
/* Report a truncated response unless HESIGNTC is set. This will
* cause the hessend0 loop to fall back to TCP. */





static int sendcircuit(int server, const char *buf, int buflen, char *answer,
int anslen, struct hesdata *data)
{
HEADER *response = (HEADER *) answer;




/* If data->sock is valid, then it's an open connection to the 210
* first server. Grab it if it's appropriate; close it if not. */
if (data->sock) {






/ * Initialize our socket if we didn't grab it from d
if (sock == -1) {
sock = socket(AFINET, SOCKSTREA





if (result < 0) {
closesaveerrno(sock);
return SEND TRY NEXT;
/ * Send length and message. */
len = htons((unsigned short) buflen);
iov[0].iov_base = (caddr t) &len;
iov[0].iovlen = sizeof(len);
iov[1].iov_base = (char *) buf;
iov[1].iovlen = buflen;
if (writev(sock, ioy, 2) != sizeof(len) + buflen) {
close_save errno(sock);
return SEND TRY NEXT;
}
/ * Receive length. */
p = (char *) &len;
n = sizeof(len);
while (n) {
count = read(sock, p, n);
if (count <= 0) {
/ * If we got ECONNRESET, t
* and we report SEND TRYS
* allow one of these, so we do
* indefinitely.) */
closesave errno(sock);
return (errno == ECONNRE
}
p += count;
n - = count;
}
len = ntohs(len);
response len = (len > anslen) ? anslen : len;
len -= responselen;
/* Receive message. */
p = answer;
n = response len;
while (n) {
count = read(sock, p, n);
if (count <= 0) {
ata. */
M, 0);





he remote server may have restarted,
AME. (The main loop will only
n't have to worry about looping
SET) ? SENDTRYSAME: SENDTRY NEXT;
close save errno(sock);





/ * If the reply is longer than our answer buffer, set the truncated
* bit and flush the rest of the reply, to keep the connection in




n = (len > sizeof(junk)) ? sizeof(junk) : len;
count = read(sock, junk, n);




len -= count; 290
}}
/* If this is the first server, and HES_ USEVC and HES STAYOPEN are
* both set, save the connection. Otherwise, close it. */
if (server == 0 && (data->state.options & HESUSEVC &&














/* This is the source code for the hesinfo program, used to test the
* Hesiod name server.
* $Source: /afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/hesinfo.c,v $
* $Author: ghudson $
* $Athena: hesinfo.c,v 1.4 88/08/07 21:52:19 treese Locked $
* $Log: hesinfo.c,v $
* Revision 1.1 1995/03/18 07:04:51 ghudson
* Initial revision
* 10
*Revision 1.6 91/01/21 12:35:27 probe
* PS/2 integration - added detailed Hesiod errors
*
*Revision 1.5 88/08/07 23:16:50 treese
* Second-public- distribution
*
* Revision 1.4 88/08/07 21:52:19 treese
* First public distribution
*
*Revision 1.3 88/06/12 00:52:34 treese 20
* Cleaned up to work with Saber.
* First public distribution.
*
*Revision 1.2 88/06/05 19:51:18 treese
* Cleaned up for public distribution
*
*
* Copyright 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. See the
* file <mit- copyright.h> for copying and distribution information.
*/ 30
#include "mit- copyright .h"
#ifndef lint








register char *cp, **cpp;
char *hes_tobindO, **hesresolveO;





while ((c = getopt(argc, argv, "lb")) != EOF) {
if (c== '1') lflag = 1;
else if (c == 'b') bflag = 1;
else errflg++;
}
if (argc - optind != 2 Ij errfig) {
fprintf(stderr,"Usage: %s [-bl] identifier type\n",argv[0]);
fprintf(stderr," -1 selects long format\n");
fprintf(stderr," -b also does hesto.bind conversion\n");
exit(2); 60so
identifier = argv[optind];




printf("hes-tobind(%s, %s) expands to\n",
identifier, type);
cp = hes to bind(identifier, type);
if (cp == NULL) { 70








cpp = hesresolve(identifier, type); 80so






fputs("Hesiod name not found\n", stderr);
break;
case HESERCONFIG:
fputs("Hesiod configuration error\n", stderr); 90
break;
default:










/* This file is part of the Hesiod library.
* $Source: /afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/hesiod.c,v $
* $Author: ghudson $
* $Athena: hesiod.c,v 1.5 88/08/07 22:00:44 treese Locked $
* $Log: hesiod.c,v $
* Revision 1.15 93/10/22 12:02:36 epeisach
* Under POSIX, include stdlib.h so that calloc/getenv defined
* properly for the OS.
* Also, allow header files in current directory to define the o10
* return type for hes resolve and _resolve (instead of redefing)
* Revision 1.14 93/10/22 08:17:40 probe
* Use memmove [ANSI] instead of bcopy, except on the platforms where we
* don't have memmove.
*Revision 1.13 93/10/22 08:16:06 probe
* ANSI says to use strchr, and even the BSD systems have this function.
*Revision 1.12 93/10/21 14:35:55 mar 20
* include string.h instead of strings.h
* Revision 1.11 93/06/15 10:26:37 mar
* handle empty LHS
*
* Revision 1.10 93/04/27 14:03:44 vrt
* compatibility index in solaris is braindamaged.
*Revision 1.9 90/07/19 09:20:09 epeisach
* Declare that getenv returns a char* o30
*
*Revision 1.8 90/07/11 16:46:44 probe
* Patches from <mar>
* Support for HES_DOMAIN environment variable added
*
* Revision 1.9 90/07/11 16:41:18 probe
* Patches from <mar>
* Added description about error codes and the HES_DOMAIN environment
* variable
* 40
*Revision 1.7 89/11/16 06:49:31 probe
* Uses T TXT, as defined in the RFC.
*
* Revision 1.6.1.1 89/11/03 17:50:12 probe
* Changes T_ TXT to T UNSPECA.
* The BIND 4.8.1 implementation of T TXT is incorrect; BIND 4.8.1 declares
* it as a NULL terminated string. The RFC defines T TXT to be a length
* byte followed by arbitrary changes.
* 50
* Because of this incorrect declaration in BIND 4.8.1, when this bug is fixed,
* TTXT requests between machines running different versions of BIND will
* not be compatible (nor is there any way of adding compatibility).
* Revision 1.6 88/08/07 23:17:03 treese
* Second-public-distribution
*
* Revision 1.5 88/08/07 22:00:44 treese
* Changed T_ UNSPECA to T TXT.
* Changed C HESIOD to C HS. 60
* Deleted ifdef's based on USE_HSQUERY -- they're obsolete.
*Revision 1.4 88/08/07 21:52:31 treese
* First public distribution
*
*Revision 1.3 88/06/12 00:52:58 treese
* Cleaned up to work with Saber.
* First public distribution.
*
*Revision 1.2 88/06/11 22:36:38 treese 70




* Copyright 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. See the
























#define memcpy(a, b, c) bcopy(b, a, c)
#endif
#define USE HS_QUERY /* undefine this if your higher-level name servers *//* don't know class HS */
retransXretry t NoRetryTime = { 0, 0};
110
char *HesConfigFile = HESIODCONF;
static char *HesLHS;
static char *Hes_RHS;





register char *key, *cp, **cpp;
int len;
char buf[MAXDNAME+7];





Hes Errno = HES ER UNINIT;
HesLHS = NULL; HesRHS = NULL;
if ((fp = fopen(HesConfigFile, "r'")) == NULL) {
/* use defaults compiled in */
/* no file or no access uses defaults */
/* but poorly formed file returns error */
HesLHS = DEF LHS; HesRHS = DEFRHS;
} else {
while(fgets(buf, MAXDNAME+7, fp) != NULL) { 140
cp = buf;
if (*cp == I# *cp '\n') continue;
while(*cp == ' ' *cp == '\t') cp++;
key = cp;
while(*cp != ' ' && *cp != '\t' && *cp != '=') cp++;
*cp++ = '\0';
if (strcmp(key, "lhs") == 0) cpp = &HesLHS;
else if (strcmp(key, "rhs") == 0) cpp = &Hes_RHS;
else continue;
while(*cp =-- ' 11 *cp == '\t' *cp= '') cp++; 150





*cpp = calloc((unsigned int) len, sizeof(char));
(void) strncpy(*cpp, cp, len-1);
}
fclose(fp);} 160
/* see if the RHS is overridden by environment variable */
if ((cp = getenv("HESDOMAIN")) != NULL)
HesRHS = strcpy(malloc(strlen(cp)+l),cp);
/* the LHS may be null, the RHS must not be null */
if (HesRHS == NULL)
Hes_Errno = HESER CONFIG;
else








if (HesErrno == HES ER UNINIT |1 HesErrno == HES_ER CONFIG)
(void) hes init(); 18is0
if (HesErrno == HESER CONFIG) return(NULL);
status = hesto_bind r(HesiodName, HesiodNameType, buffer, MAXDNAME);








hesto-bind r(HesiodName, HesiodNameType, buffer, bufsize)









if (Hes Errno == HESER CONFIG)
return(HESERCONFIG);
if (HesErrno == HESER UNINIT) {
fprintf(stderr, "Library not initialized in hes.to-bindr(o.\n");
aborto();
}
if (cp = strchr(HesiodName,''3)) {
if (cp - HesiodName > bufsize - 1)
return(HESER_RANGE); 210
if (strchr(cp + 1,' .'))
RHS = cp + 1;
else
if (hes resolve-r(cp + 1, "rhs-extension", cpp, 2) == HES ER OK





(void) strncpy(buffer,HesiodName,cp - HesiodName); 220
buffer[cp - HesiodName] = ' \0 ;
} else {
RHS = HesRHS;




len = strlen(buffer) + 1 + strlen(HesiodNameType);
if (HesLHS)
len += strlen(Hes LHS) + ((Hes LHS[0] != '. ') ? 1: 0); 230
len += strlen(RHS) + ((RHS[0] != '.') ? 1: 0);
























if (Hes Errno == HES ER UNINIT j) HesErrno == HES ERCONFIG)
(void) hesinito; 260
if (Hes_Errno == HES ER CONFIG) return(NULL);
status = hesjresolve r(HesiodName, HesiodNameType, retvec, 100);








hes resolve r(HesiodName, HesiodNameType, retvec, retveclen)




char buffer[MAXDNAME], nmsgbuf[NMSGSIZE], databuf[DATASIZE];
char *ocp, *dst;
int i, j, n;
I I
struct nsmsg *ns; 280
rrt *rp;
extern int errno;
if (Hes Errno == HESERCONFIG)
return(HESERCONFIG);
if (HesErrno == HES ER UNINIT) {
fprintf(stderr, "Library not initialized in hes.resolver().\n");
abort();
}
i = hesto bindr(HesiodName, HesiodNameType, buffer, MAXDNAME); 290
if (i != HES ER OK) return(i);
cp = buffer;
errno = 0;
ns = -resolve(cp, CHS, T_TXT, NoRetryTime, nmsgbuf, databuf);
if (ns == NULL && (errno == ETIMEDOUT |1 errno == ECONNREFUSED))
return(HES ERNET);
if (ns == NULL 11 ns->nsoff <= 0)
return(HESER NOTFOUND);
for(i = j = 0, rp = &ns->rr; i < ns->ns off; rp++, i++) {
if (j >= retveclen) { 300





rp->class == CHS &&
rp->type = TTXT) { /* skip CNAME records */
retvec[j] = calloc(rp->dlen + 1, sizeof(char));
if (retvec[j] == NULL) {





ocp = cp = rp->data;
while (cp < ocp + rp->dlen) {
n = (unsigned char) *cp++;
(void) memcpy(dst, cp, n);
cp += n;





if (j >= retveclen) {













/* This file contains hes_postoffice, which retrieves post-office information
* for a user.
*
* For copying and distribution information, see the file <mit-copyright.h>
*
* Original version by Steve Dyer, IBM/Project Athena.
*
* $Author: ghudson $
* $Athena: hesmailhost.c,v 1.4 88/08/07 21:52:45 treese Locked $
* $Source: / afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/code/RCS/hesmailhost.c, wo$
* $Log: hesmailhost.c,v $
* Revision 1.1 1995/03/18 07:04:51 ghudson
* Initial revision
*
* Revision 1.6 93/10/21 14:36:09 mar
* include string.h instead of strings.h
*
* Revision 1.5 88/08/07 23:17:10 treese
* Second-public-distribution
* 20
* Revision 1.4 88/08/07 21:52:45 treese
* First public distribution
*
* Revision 1.3 88/06/12 00:53:06 treese
* Cleaned up to work with Saber.
* First public distribution.
*
* Revision 1.2 88/06/ 05 19:51:36 treese
























status = hes-getmailhostr(user, &ret, linebuf, LINESIZE);













status = hes resolve_r(user, "pobox", cp, 2);
if (status != HES ER OK) 80so
return(status);
if (*cp == NULL)
return(HESERINVAL);










ret->po host = p;
while(!isspace(*p)) p++;
*p++ = n'\0';




/* This file contains hes getpwnam, for retrieving passwd information about
* a user.
*
* For copying and distribution information, see the file <mit-copyright.h>
*
* Original version by Steve Dyer, IBM/Project Athena.
*
* $Author: ghudson $
* $Source: /afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/hespwnam.c,v $











static struct passwd pw._entry;
static char buf[256];




hesgetpwcommon(arg, which, entry, buf, bufsize)
char *arg;








status = hes_resolve r(arg, which ? "uid" : "passwd", pp, 2);
if (status != HESER OK)
return(status);
if (*pp == NULL)
return(HES-ER INVAL);
/* choose only the first response (only 1 expected) */









entry->pw passwd = p;
p = NextPWField(p);
entry->pw_uid = atoi(p); 60
p = _NextPWField(p);
entry->pw gid = atoi(p);
#if defined(-AIX) && (AIXV < 31)






p = _NextPWField(p); 70
entry->pw dir = p;
p = _NextPWField(p);
entry->pwshell = p;

























status = hes getpwcommon(nam, 0, &pw_entry, buf, sizeof(buf));















status = hes getpwcommon(uidstr, 1, &pw_entry, buf, sizeof(buf)); 120














return hes_getpwcommon(nam, 0, entry, buf, bufsize);
}
int












* Copyright (c) 1983 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved. The Berkeley software License Agreement
* specifies the terms and conditions for redistribution.
*1
#if defined(LIBC SCCS) && !defined(lint)
static char sccsid[j = "1(#)getservbyname.c 5.3 (Berkeley) 5/19/86";











extern char *malloco; 20
#endif
#include "hesiod.h"









status = hesgetservbynamejr(name, proto, &result, buffer, 2048);








hes_getservbynamer(name, proto, result, buffer, buflen)




register char **cp, **aliases - (char **) buffer; 50
char *buf[100], *line;
register int i = 0;
int status;
status = hes resolve r(name, "service", buf, 100);
if (status != HESER OK) return(status);
status = HESERNOTFOUND;
for (cp = buf; *cp; cp++) {
register char *servicename, *protoname, *port, *1 = *cp;
register int len = strlen(1); 60
/* Find the service name. */
while(*l && (*1 =-- II *1 '\t'))
1++;
servicename = 1;
while(*l&& *1 != ' ' && *1!= '\t' && *1!= ';')
1++;
if (*1 == '\O') /* malformed entry */
continue;
*1++= '\0'; 70
/ * Find the protocol name and check it. */
while(*l && (*1 == ' ' Ii *1 == 't'))
1++;
protoname = 1;
while(*l && *1 != ' ' &&*l!= ; )
1++;
if (*1 =-- '\0') / * malformed entry */
continue;
*1++= ' \0O'; 80so
if (cistrcmp(proto, protoname)) / * wrong protocol */
continue;
/* Find the port number. */
while(*l&& (*1== ' ' *1== '\t' 1 *1== ;))
1++;
















if ((i + 1) * sizeof(char *) + len >= buflen) {




line = (char *)(aliases + i);
memcpy(line, *cp, len + 1);
result->s name = line;
result->s port = htons((unsigned short) atoi(port));
result->sproto = line + (protoname - *cp);
result->s_aliases = aliases;
for (; *aliases; aliases++)
*aliases = line + (*aliases - *cp);
status = HES EROK;
break;
}




/ * This file is part of the Hesiod library.
*
* $Source: /afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/hesiod.c,v $
* $Author: ghudson $
* $Athena: hestest.c,v 1.5 88/08/07 22:00:44 treese Locked $
* $Log: hestest.c,v $
* Revision 1.1 1995/03/18 07:04:51 ghudson
* Initial revision
* Copyright 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. See the



















while (*s && !isspace(*s))
s++;
return s;




return s; } 40
char *getword(char *p, char *buf)
{
char *q = wordend(p);
strncpy(buf, p, q - p);




char *getfield(char *p, int delim, char *buf)
{
char *q = strchr(p, delim);
if (q) {
strncpy(buf, p, q - p);
buf[q - p] = 0;






int compare vector(char **vector, char *spec)
{
char field[100];
for (; *vector; vector++) {
spec = getfield(spec, ' \\', field); 70
if ((!spec && vector[1]) II strcmp(*vector, field) != 0)
return -1;
}
return (spec) ? -1 : 0;




spec = getfield(spec, ':', field);
if (!spec | strcmp(pw->pwname, field) != 0)
return -1;
spec = getfield(spec, ':',field);
if (!spec 11 strcmp(pw->pw_passwd, field) != 0)
return -1;
spec = getfield(spec, ':',field);
if (pw->pw_uid != atoi(field))
return -1;
spec = getjfield(spec, ':', field); 90
if (pw->pw gid != atoi(field))
return -1;
spec = getjfield(spec, ':', field);
if (!spec 11 strcmp(pw->pw gecos, field) != 0)
return -1;
spec = getfield(spec, ':', field);
if (!spec 1 strcmp(pw->pw dir, field) != 0)
return -1;
spec = getfield(spec, ':', field);




int compare serv(struct servent *serv, char *spec)
{
char field[100], **aliases;
spec = getfield(spec, ':', field);
if (!spec |1 strcmp(serv->sname, field) != 0) 110
return -1;
spec = get field(spec, :', field);
if (!spec 11 strcmp(serv->sproto, field) != 0)
return -1;
spec = getfield(spec, ':', field);
if (serv->s port != htons(atoi(field)))
return -1;
for (aliases = serv->saliases; *aliases; aliases++) {
spec = getjfield(spec, ' \\', field);
if ((!spec && aliases[1]) 11 strcmp(*aliases, field) != 0) 120
return -1;
}
return (spec) ? -1 : 0;
}
int compareoffice(struct hes_postoffice *office, char *spec)
{
char field[100];
spec = getjfield(spec, ':', field); 130
if (!spec 11 strcmp(office->po-type, field) != 0)
return -1;
spec = getfield(spec, ':', field);
if (!spec 11 strcmp(office->po_host, field) != 0)
return -1;
spec = get field(spec, ':', field);
if (spec 1 strcmp(office->po name, field) != 0)
return -1;
return 0; } 140
void freeptrs(char **ptrs)
{








char buf[1000], *p, *q, name[100], type[100], *vec[100], **vecp;
char buf2[1000];
int line, status;
struct passwd pw, *pwp;
struct servent serv, *servp;
struct hes_postoffice office, *officep;
if (argc != 2) { 160
fprintf(stderr, "Usage: %s filename\n", argv[0]);
exit(1);
}
fp = fopen(argv[1], "r");
if(!fp) {






while (fgets(buf, sizeof(buf), fp)) {
line++;
/ * Strip off trailing spaces (inefficiently). */
while (isspace(buf[strlen(buf) - 1]))
buf[strlen(buf) - 1] = 0;
/* Get the first word, discard comment lines and invalid lines. */ 180so
q = wordend(p = find_word(buf));
if (*p == '#' 1[ !*p)
continue;
if (!*q) {
fprintf(stderr, "Invalid test: %s\n", buf);
continue;
}
/* Test for hes resolve and hes resolve_ r. */
if (q - p == 7 && strncmp(p, "resolve", 7) == 0) { 190
q = getword(findword(q), name);
q = get word(findword(q), type);
p = find_word(q);
status = hesresolvejr(name, type, vec, 100);
if (status != HES_ER_OK && !(*p == 'E' && p[1] == 0)) {




if (status HES_ER_OK && compareyvector(vec, p) < 0) { 200




if (status == HESEROK)
freeptrs(vec);
vecp = hesresolve(name, type);
if (!vecp) {
if (*p == 'E' && p[1] == 0) {
printf("Line %d passed (errors %d, %d) .\n", 210
line, status, heserror());
} else {





if (comparevector(vecp, p) < 0)
printf("Line %d failed in hesresolve().\n", line);
else 220
printf("Line %d passed.\n", line);
freeptrs(vecp);
/* Test for hes getpwnam and hes getpwnamr. */
} else if (q - p == 8 && strncmp(p, "getpwnam", 8) == 0) {
q = getword(findword(q), name);
p = findword(q);
status = hesgetpwnamr(name, &pw, buf2, sizeof(buf2));
if (status != HESER_OK && !(*p == 'E' && p[il] == 0)) {




if (status == HES_EROK && compare pwnam(&pw, p) < 0) {





if (*p == 'E' && p[1] == 0) { 240
printf("Line %d passed (errors %d, %d) .\n",
line, status, hes error());
} else {





if (comparepwnam(pwp, p) < 0)
printf("Line %d failed in hesgetpwnam()O.\n", line); 250
else
printf("Line %d passed.\n", line);
/* Test for hes_ getpwuid and hes getpwuid r. */
} else if (q - p == 8 && strncmp(p, "getpwuid", 8) == 0) {
q = getword(findcword(q), name);
p = find word(q);
status = hesgetpwuidr(atoi(name), &pw, buf2, sizeof(buf2));
if (status != HESEROK && !(*p == 'E' && p[1] == 0)) {




if (status == HES_EROK && compare pwnam(&pw, p) < 0) {





if (*p == 'E' && p[1] == 0) { 270
printf("Line Xd passed (errors %d, %d).\n",
line, status, heserrorO);
} else {





if (compare pwnam(pwp, p) < 0)
printf("Line %d failed in hes.getpwuid() .\n", line); 280
else
printf("Line %d passed. \n", line);
/* Test for hes getservbyname and hes getservbyname r. */
} else if (q - p == 13 && strncmp(p, "getservbyname", 13) == 0) {
q = get.word(findword(q), name);
q = get.word(findword(q), type);
p = find word(q);
status = hesgetservbynamer(name, type, &serv, buf2,
sizeof(buf2)); 290
if (status != HESEROK && !(*p == 'E' && p[1] == 0)) {




if (status == HES_ER_OK && compareserv(&serv, p) < 0) {
printf("Line %d failed in hes-getservbyname-r. \n", line);
continue;
I
servp = hes.getservbyname(name, type); 300
if (!servp) {
if (*p== 'E' && p[1] ==0) {
printf("Line %d passed (errors %d, %d).\n",
line, status, heserrorO);
} else {





if (compareserv(servp, p) < 0)
printf("Line %d failed in hes.getservbyname() .\n", line);
else
printf("Line %d passed. \n", line);
/* Test for hesgetmailhost and hes-getmailhostr. */
} else if (q - p ==-- 11 && strncmp(p, "getmailhost", 11) == 0) {
q = getword(find word(q), name);
p = findword(q);
status = hesgetmailhostr(name, &office, buf2, sizeof(buf2)); 320
if (status != HESER_OK && !(*p == 'E' && p[l] == 0)) {




if (status == HES_ER_OK && compareoffice(&office, p) < 0) {
printf("Line %d failed in hes getmailhost r.\n", line);
continue;
}
officep = hes getmailhost(name); 330
if (!officep) {
if (*p == 'E' && p[1] == 0) {
printf("Line %d passed (errors %d, %d).\n",
line, status, heserrorO);
} else {




if (compareoffice(officep, p) < 0)
printf("Line %d failed in hesgetmailhost () .\n", line);
else
printf("Line %d passed.\n", line);
} else {
printf("Line %d invalid.\n", line);
}} } 350
A.1.17 hesthread.c
/* This is the source code for the hesinfo program, used to test the
* Hesiod name server.
* $Source: / afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/hesinfo.c,v $
* $Author: ghudson $
* $Athena: hesinfo.c,v 1.4 88/08/07 21:52:19 treese Locked $
* $Log: hesinfo.c,v $
*Revision 1.1 1995/03/18 07:04:51 ghudson
* Initial revision
* 10
* Revision 1.6 91/01/21 12:35:27 probe
* PS/2 integration - added detailed Hesiod errors
*
*Revision 1.5 88/08/07 23:16:50 treese
* Second-public-distribution
*
* Revision 1.4 88/08/07 21:52:19 treese
* First public distribution
*
*Revision 1.3 88/06/12 00:52:34 treese 20
* Cleaned up to work with Saber.
* First public distribution.
*
*Revision 1.2 88/06/05 19:51:18 treese
* Cleaned up for public distribution
*
*
* Copyright 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. See the












char *buf[100/, **cpp, **argv = (char **) arg;
char *name = argv[0], *type = argv[1];
switch (hesjresolver(name, type, buf, 100)) {
case HESER• OK:
if (*buf && !bulf[1]) { 50
printf("%s .s => %s\n", name, type, *buf);
} else {
flockfile(stdout);
printf("%s %s: \n", name, type);





case HESER NOTFOUND: 60
fputs("Hesiod name not found\n", stderr);
break;
case HES_ER_CONFIG:
fputs("Hesiod configuration error\n", stderr);
break;
default:










if (argc % 2 != 1) {






pthreadcreate(&id, NULL, resolve, argv);
pthreaddetach(id);





static char *RCS ID = "$Header: /afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/reso]
#endif/*
* $Author: ghudson $
* $Source: / afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/resolve.c,v $




#define res mkquery hesmkquery























cp += sizeof(u short/ *type*/);
rr->class = _getshort(cp);
#ifdef _alpha
cp += sizeof(ushort/ *class*/) + sizeof(uint/*ttl*/);
#else
cp += sizeof(u-short/ *class*/) + sizeof(ulong/*ttl*/); 50
#endif
rr->dlen = (int)_getshort(cp);




res scan(msg, nmsgbuf, databuf) 60





register char *data = databuf;
register int n, n_an, n_ns, n_ar, nrec;
register nsmsgjt *mess = (nsmsgt *)nmsgbuf;
hp = (HEADER *)msg; 70








mess->ar_off = nan + nns; 80so
mess->count = nrec;
rp = &mess->rr;
/ * skip over questions */
if (n = ntohs(hp->qdcount)) {
while (--n >= 0) {
register int i;
if ((i = dn-skip(cp)) < 0)
return((nsmsg t *)NULL);
cp += i + (sizeof(u-short/ *type*/) + sizeof(ushort/*class*/)); 90
}}
/ * scan answers */
if (n = nan) {
while (--n >= 0) {
if ((cp = rr scan(cp, rp)) == NULL)
return((nsmsgt *)NULL);
(void) strncpy(data, rp->data, rp->dlen);
rp->data = data; 100oo
data += rp->dlen;
*data++ = ' \0';
rp++;}}
/ * scan name servers */
if (n = nns) {
while (--n >= 0) {
if ((cp = rr scan(cp, rp)) == NULL) 110
return((nsmsgt *)NULL);






* scan additional records */ 120
if (n = nar) {
while (--n >= 0) {
if ((cp = rrscan(cp, rp)) == NULL)
return((nsmsgt *)NULL);











* Resolve name into data records
* 140
nsmsgp
_resolve(name, class, type, patience, nmsgbuf, databuf)








if ( res.options & RESDEBUG)
printf(" resolve: class = %d, type = %d\n", class, type);
#endif





n = res mkquery(QUERY, name, class, type, (char *)0, 0, NULL, qbuf, PACKETSZ);




n = res send(qbuf, n, abuf, PACKETSZ);
if (n < 0) {
errno = ECONNREFUSED;
return((nsmsgt *)NULL); 170}
return(res scan(abuf, nmsgbuf, databuf));}
/*








while (n = *cp++) {
/*
* check for indirection
switch (n & INDIR MASK) {
case 0: /* normal case, n == len */
cp += n;
continue;
default: /* illegal type */
return (-1);




return (cp - comp dn);
A.1.19 hes-getpwnam.3
.\" Copyright 1995 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. For
.\" copying and distribution information, see the file <mit-copyright.h>.
.\ 
Oi




















ve a user password record using Hesiod resolution





.B int hes_getpwnamr(name, entry, buf, bufsize);
.B char *name, *buf;









is the primary interface to the Hesiod name server.
It takes two arguments, a name to be resolved and a string, known
as a HesiodNameType. If it succeeds, it returns a NULL-terminated vector
of strings (a la argv), one for each record containing Hesiod data.
Each such string is allocated using
.I calloc
and should be freed using
.I free
when its memory is no longer needed. On error,
.I hes_resolve
returns NULL; the function
.I hes_error
may be called to determine the source of the error. It will return
one of the HES_ER_* codes defined in
.I hesiod.h. It is not necessary to call
.I hes_init
in order to use
.I hes_resolve.
.I hes_resolve_r
is a thread-safe interface to the Hesiod name server. The caller must
pass in a return vector whose length (in number of character pointers)
is given by
.I retveclen. hesresolver
returns HES_ER_0K on success, and one of the error codes defined in
.I hesiod.h








If the environment variable
.B HESDOMAIN




'Hesiod - Project Athena Technical Plan -- Name Service', named(8)
.SH AUTHOR
Steve Dyer, IBM/Project Athena
.br
Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
.br
Greg Hudson, MIT IS DCNS
.br
Copyright 1995 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
.SH BUGS
A.1.20 hesiod.3
.\" Copyright 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. For
.\" copying and distribution information, see the file <mit-copyright.h>.
.\" Original version by Steve Dyer, IBM/Project Athena.
.i
II
.\" $Author: ghudson $
l\" $Source: /afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/hesiod.3,v
.\" $Athena: hesiod.3,v 1.3 88/08/07 21:52:25 treese Locked $
S\" $Header: /afs/athena.mit.edu/user/g/h/ghudson/thesis/hesiod/RCS/hesiod.3,v
.TH HESIOD 3 "2 April 1987"
.SH NAME







.B char **hes_resolve(char *\flname\fP, char *\fltype\fP)
.B int heserror(void)
.B char *hes_to_bind(char *\flname\fP, char *\fltype\fP)
.B struct passwd *hesgetpwnam(char *\flname\fP)
.B struct passwd *hesgetpwuid(int \fluid\fP)
.B struct hes_postoffice *hes_getmailhost(char *\fluser\fP)
.B struct servent *hesgetservbyname(char *\flname\fP, char *\flproto\fP)
.PP
.B int hesinit()
.B int hes_resolve_r(char *\flname\fP, char *\fltype\fP, char **\flretvec\fP,
int \flretveclen\fP);
.B int hes_to_bind_r(char *\flname\fP, char *\fltype\fP, char *\flbuffer\fP,
int \flbuflen\fP);
.B int hesgetpwnamr(char *\flname\fP, struct passwd *\flentry\fP, char *\flbuf\fP
int \flbufsize\fP);
.B int hesgetpwuidr(int \fluid\fP, struct passwd *\flentry\fP, char *\flbuf\fP,
int \flbufsize\fP);
.B int hesgetmailhostr(char *\fluser\fP, struct hespostoffice *\flret\fP,
char *\fllinebuf\fP, int \flbufsize\fP);
.B int hes_getservbyname_r(char *\flname\fP, char *\flproto\fP,
struct servent *\flresult\fP, char *\flbuffer\fP, int \flbuflen\fP);
.PP
.B cc file.c -lhesiod
.PP
.SH DESCRIPTION
\flhesresolve\fP is the primary interface to the Hesiod name server.
It takes two arguments, a \flname\fP to be resolved and a type of
hesiod name to resolve. If it succeeds, it returns a NULL-terminated
vector of strings (a la argv), one for each record containing Hesiod
data. Each such string is allocated using \flcalloc\fP and should be
freed using \flfree\fP when its memory is no longer needed. On error,
\flhesresolve\fP returns NULL; the function \flhes_error\fP may be
called to determine the source of the error. It will return one of
the HES_ER_* codes defined in \flhesiod.h\fP.
\flhestobind\fP converts a hesiod name and type into a BIND name
which may be resolved using a DNS lookup of class HESIOD.
\flhesgetpwnam\fP, \flhesgetpwuid\fP, and \flhesgetservbyname\fP
look up a password or service name using Hesiod instead of the
system's local databases. Each function works like its counterpart in
the C library. The function \flheserror\fP may be called to
determine the source of errors in these functions.
\flhesgetmailhost\fP looks up a user's mail host using Hesiod, and
returns a pointer to a struct hespostoffice, which contains strings








The *_r versions of the Hesiod functions provide a reentrant interface
to the Hesiod library (if the DNS resolver is reentrant). The
function \flhes_init\fP must be called before entering any of the
reentrant Hesiod functions (this is unnecessary for the non-reentrant
versions). Each function returns one of the HESER_* codes defined in
\flhesiod.h\fP, and accepts extra parameters giving locations to place
the result of the call. These functions will return HES_ERRANGE if
their result buffers are not large enough to hold the result of the
lookup. The password, mail host, and service lookup functions
require, in addition to a location for the result, a character buffer
in which to hold the data pointed to by the result structure.
If the environment variable \fBHESDOMAIN\fP is set, this domain will




'Hesiod - Project Athena Technical Plan -- Name Service', named(8)
.SH AUTHOR
Steve Dyer, IBM/Project Athena
.br
Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
.PP
Greg Hudson, MIT IS DCNS
.br
Copyright 1995 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
.SH BUGS
A.2 The Common Error Description Library
I am including the file compileet. c because I modified it (see Chapter 4), but not




* Copyright 1986, 1987, 1988
* by MIT Student Information Processing Board.
*For copyright ino, see mit-sipb-copyright.h













static const char copyrightf =
"Copyright 1987,1988 by MIT Student Information Processing Board";
static const char rcsid_compileetscf =
"$Header: /source/athena/athena.lib/et/RCS/compileet.c,v 1.4 91/06/10 01:57:57 probe Exp $";
#endif
extern char *gensym0; 30
extern char *current_token;
extern int tablenumber, current;
char buffer[BUFSIZ];
char *table-name = (char *)NULL;
FILE *hfile, *cfile;
/ * C library */
extern char *mallocO;
extern int errno;
40/ * lex stuf */
extern FILE *yyin;
extern int num lines;
char * xmalloc (size) unsigned int size; {






























static const char * const csrc prolog[ = { 80
"static const char * const text[] = {\n",
0,
};









"static const char * const text[] = {\n",
0,
static const char *const structdef[] = {
"struct errortable {\n",





" struct etlist *next;\n",
" const struct error-table * table;\n",
"} ; \n",




static const char warningf =
"/*\n * %s:\n * This file is automatically generated; please do not edit it.\n */\n";
/ * pathnames */
char c-file[MAXPATHLEN]; / * output file */
char h file[MAXPATHLEN]; /* output */
static void usage () { 120




static void dup .err (type, one, two) char const *type, *one, *two; {
fprintf (stderr, "1.s: multiple %s specified: '.s' and '%s'\n",
whoami, type, one, two);
usage ();} 130
int main (argc, argv) int argc; char **argv; {
char *p, *ename;
int len;
char const * const *cpp;
int got language = 0;
/ * argument parsing */
debug = 0;
filename = 0; 140
whoami = argv[0];
p = strrchr (whoami, '/');
if (p)
whoami = p+l;
while (argv++, -- argc) {
char *arg = *argv;
if (arg[O] != '-') {
if (filename)
dup_err ("filenames", filename, arg);




if (check arg (debug-args, arg))
debug++;
else if (check arg (lang-args, arg)) {
got-language++;




duperr ("languanges", language_names[(int)language], arg);
#define checklang(x,v) else if (!strcasecmp(arg,x)) language = v
check_lang ("c", lang C);
check_lang ("ansic", langC);
check lang ("ansi-c", langC);
checklang ("krc", lang_KRC);
checklang ("kr c", lang_KRC);
checklang ("kr-c", langKRC);
check_1ang ("k&r-c", lang_KRC); 170
check lang ("k&rc", langjKRC);
checklang ("c++", langCPP);
checklang ("cplusplus", lang-CPP);
checklang ("c-plus-plus", lang CPP);
#undef check lang
else {
fprintf (stderr, "%s: unknown language name '%s'\n",
whoami, arg);












else if (language == langCPP) {




p = xmalloc (strlen (filename) + 5); 200
strcpy (p, filename);
filename = p;
p = strrchr(filename, '/');





len = strlen (ename);
p += len - 3; 210
if (strcmp (p, ".et"))
p += 3;
*p++= ',.,;
/* now p points to where "et" suffix should start */
/* generate new filenames */
strcpy (p, "c");
strcpy (c file, ename);
*p = 'h';
strcpy (hfile, ename);
strcpy (p, "et"); 220





hfile = fopen(hfile, "w");




fprintf (hfile, warning, h file);
cfile = fopen(cfile, "w");




fprintf (cfile, warning, cjfile); 240
/ * prologue */
if (language == lang C)
cpp = csrc prolog;
else if (language == langKRC)




fputs (*cpp++, cfile); 250
/*parse it */
yyparseO;
fclose(yyin); /* bye bye input file */
fputs (" O\n}; \n\n", cfile);
for (cpp = structdef; *cpp; cpp++)
fputs (*cpp, cfile);
fprintf(cfile,
"static const struct errortable et = { text, %ldL, %d };\n\n", 260
table_number, current);
fputs("static struct etlist link = { 0, 0 };\n\n", cfile);
fprintf(cfile, "void initialize_%serrortable() {\n", table-name);
fputs(" if (!link.table) {\n",cfile);
fputs(" link.next = etlist-ptrs L[et.list-index] ;\n",cfile);
fputs(" link. table = &et; \n", cfile);
fputs(" _et-list-ptrs[PLetlistindex) = &link;\n", cfile);




fprintf(hfile, "extern void initialize_%serror-table ();\n",
table-name);
fprintf (hfile, "#define ERRORTABLEBASE-%s (%ldL) \n",
tablename, table-number);
/ * compatibility... */
fprintf(hfile, "\n/* for compatibility with older versions... */\n");
fprintf (hfile, "#define init/.serr-tbl initializej/.serror.table\n",
table name, tablename); 280
fprintf (hfile, "#define %serrbase ERRORTABLEBASE_.s\n", tablename,
tablename);
fclose(hfile); /* bye bye include file */
return O;
}
int yyerror(s) char *s; {
fputs(s, stderr);
fprintf(stderr, "\nLine number %d; last token was '%s' \n", 290
numlines+1, current_token);}
#if 0 /* previously "i386", which is wrong; add OS defines as appropriate. */
/* Need strcasecmp for this machine */
/*
* Copyright (c) 1987 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved. The Berkeley software License Agreement
* specifies the terms and conditions for redistribution.
*1/ 300
#if defined(LIBCSCCS) && !defined(lint)
static char sccsid] = "C(#)strcasecmp.c 1.3 (Berkeley) 8/3/87";
#endif LIBCSCCS and not lint
/*
* This array is designed for mapping upper and lower case letter
* together for a case independent comparison. The mappings are
* based upon ascii character sequences.
*/ 310
static char charmap[] = {
'\000', '\001', '\002', '\003', '\004', '\005', '\006', '\007',
'\010', '\011', '\012', '\013', '\014', '\015', '\016', '\017',
'\020', '\021', '\022', '\023', '\024', '\025', '\026', '\027',
'\030','\031', '\032', '\033','\034','\035', '\036','\037',
'\040', '\041', '\042', '\043', '\044', '\045', '\046', '\047',
'\050','\051','\052', '\053','\054','\055', '\056','\057',
'\060', '\061', '\062', '\063', '\064', '\065', '\066', '\067',
'\070','\071','\072', '\073', '\074', '\075', '\076','\077',
'\100', '\141','\142', '\143', '\144', '\145', '\146','\147', 320
'\150', '\151', '\152', '\153', '\154', '\155', '\156', '\157',
'\160', '\161', '\162', '\163', '\164', '\165', '\166', '\167',
'\170', '\171', '\172', '\133', '\134', '\135', '\136', '\137',
'\140', '\141', '\142', '\143', '\144', '\145', '\146', '\147',
'\150', '\151', '\152', '\153', '\154', '\155', '\156', '\157',
'\160', '\161', '\162', '\163', '\164', '\165', '\166', '\167',
'\170', '\171', '\172', '\173', '\174', '\175', '\176', '\177',
'\200', '\201', '\202', '\203', '\204', '\205', '\206', '\207',
'\210', '\211', '\212', '\213', '\214', '\215', '\216', '\217',
'\220', '\221', '\222', '\223', '\224', '\225', '\226', '\227', 330
100
'\230', '\231', '\232', '\233', '\234', '\235', '\236', '\237',
'\240', '\241', '\242', '\243', '\244', '\245', '\246', '\247',
'\250', '\251', '\252', '\253', '\254', '\255', '\256', '\257',
'\260', '\261', '\262', '\263', '\264', '\265', '\266', '\267',
'\270', '\271', '\272', '\273', '\274', '\275', '\276', '\277',
'\300', '\341', '\342', '\343', '\344', '\345', '\346', '\347',
'\350', '\351', '\352', '\353', '\354', '\355', '\356', '\357',
'\360', '\361', '\362', '\363', '\364', '\365', '\366', '\367',
'\370', '\371', '\372', '\333', '\334', '\335', '\336', '\337',
'\340', '\341', '\342', '\343', '\344', '\345', '\346', '\347', 340
'\350', '\351', '\352', '\353', '\354', '\355', '\356', '\357',
'\360', '\361', '\362', '\363', '\364', '\365', '\366', '\367',
'\370',)'\371','\372','\373',)'\374',5'\375',1'\376',1'\377',
strcasecmp(sl, s2)
register char *s1, *s2;
{
register char *cm = charmap;
350








* $Header: error message.c,v 1.2 89/0/125 09:08:57 shanzer Exp $
* $Source: /paris/source/4.3/athena.lib/et.new/RCS/errormessage.c,v $
* $Locker: $
*
* Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board
* of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
*








static const char rcsidf =
"$Header: error.message.c,v 1.2 89/01/25 09:08:57 shanzer Exp $"; 20
static const char copyright[] =
"Copyright 1986, 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board\nand the department of
101




/* To allow atomic updates
* head of the list and an ii
* update the list, modify j
* et list index. */
struct etlist * _etlist_ptrs
sig atomic t _etlistindex =













int started = 0;
char *cp, namebuf[6];
offset = code & ((1<<F
tablenum = code - off,
if (!table num)
return strerror(oa
for (et = et list ptrs[_e
if (et->table-->I





strcpy (buf, "Unknown it
if (table num) {
strcat (buf, error
strcat (buf, " ")
}
for (cp = buf; *cp; cp+
if (offset >= 100) {




to the list, we have two potential pointers to the
,.dex telling us which one to use. To atomically
t list_ptrs[!_et list index] and then invert









t list_index]; et; et = et->next) {
>ase == tablenum) {
right table */










if (started i offset >= 10) {










* Copyright 1987 by MIT Student Information Processing Board
*







static const char copyrightf =
"Copyright 1987,1988 by Student Information Processing Board, Massachusetts Institute of Techno
static const char rcsid-et-nameco =
"$Header: et-name.c,v 1.7 89/01/01 06:14:56 raeburn Exp $";
#endif
static const char char seto =
"ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzOl123456789_";
20







/ * num = aa aaa abb bbb bcc ccc cdd ddd d?? ??? ??? */
p = buf; 30
num >>= ERRCODE RANGE;
/* num = ?? ??? ??? aaa aaa bbb bbb ccc ccc ddd ddd */
num &= 077777777;
/ * num = 00 000 000 aaa aaa bbb bbb ccc ccc ddd ddd */
for (i = 4; i >= 0; i--) {
ch = (num >> BITS PER CHAR * i) & ((1 << BITS PER CHAR) - 1);
if (ch != 0)
*p++ = charset[ch-1];
}












* $Header: initet.c,v 1.5 88/10/27 08:34:54 raeburn Exp $
* $Source: /mit/raeburn/Work/et/src/RCS/initet.c,v $
* $Locker: $
*
* Copyright 1986, 1987, 1988 by MIT Information Systems and
* the MIT Student Information Processing Board.
*









static const char rcsid-initetc[ =
"$Header: init-et.c,v 1.5 88/10/27 08:34:54 raeburn Exp $";
#endif
extern char *malloco, *reallocO;
struct foobar {
struct et list etl;
struct error_table et;
}; 30
extern struct etlist * etlist;
int init error table(msgs, base, count)




struct foobar * newet;
40
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if (!base II !count I !msgs)
return 0;
new et = (struct foobar *) malloc(sizeof(struct foobar));
if (!new_et)
return errno; /* oops */
new_et->etl.table = &new-et->et;
new et->et.msgs = msgs;
new et->et.base = base;
new_et->et.nmsgs= count; 50
new_et->etl.next = _etlist;





* Copyright 1987, 1988 by MIT Student Information Processing Board.
*




#if !defined(_STDC_) && defined(_vax-) o10
#define VARARGS 1
#endif




# include <stdarg.h> 20
#else /* varargs: not STDC or no <stdarg> */
/* Non-ANSI, always take <varargs.h> path. */
# undef VARARGS
# define VARARGS 1
# include <varargs.h>




* Protect us from header version (externally visible) of com err, so
* we can survive in a <varargs.h> environment. I think.
*/





static const char rcsid = o40
"$Header: /afs/rel-eng.athena.mit. edu/project/release/source/athena/athena. lib/et/RCS/com-er
#endif / *! lint */
static void
#ifdefSTDC
defaultcomerrproc (const char *whoami, long code, const char *fmt, va_list args)
#else

















vfprintf (stderr, fmt, args);
}





error handler t cornmerrhook = default com err proc;






(*com err hook) (whoami, code, fmt, args);
}
#if! VARARGS
void cornmerr (const char *whoami,
long code,












va start (pvar); 100oo
whoami = vaarg (pvar, const char *);
code = vaarg (pvar, long);








errorhandlert set_cornm err hook (new_proc)
errorhandler t new proc;
{
errorhandler t x = com_err hook;
if (new-proc)
com err hook = newproc;
else




errorhandler t resetcom err hook 0 {
errorhandler t x = cornm errhook;
comrerr_hook = default com err proc;
return x;}
A.2.6 comrerr.3
.\" Copyright (c) 1988 Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
.\" Student Information Processing Board. All rights reserved.
.\" $Header$
.TH COMERR 3 "22 Nov 1988" SIPB
.SH NAME








void com_err(const char *\flwhoami\fP, long \flcode\fP,
const char *\flformat\fP, ... );
.PP
const char *errormessage(long \flcode\fP);
.PP
const char *errormessager(long \flcode\fP, char *\flbuf\fP);
.PP
typedef void(*error_handlert)(const char *\flwhoami\fP,







\flComerr\fP displays an error message on the standard error stream
\flstderr\fP (see
.IR stdio (3S))
composed of the \flwhoami\fP string, which should specify the program
name or some subportion of a program, followed by an error message
generated from the \flcode\fP value (derived from
.IR compileet (1)),
and a string produced using the \flformat\fP string and any following
arguments, in the same style as
.IR fprintf (3).
The behavior of \flcom_err\fP can be modified using
\flset_com_errhook\fP; this defines a procedure which is called with
the arguments passed to \flcomerr\fP, instead of the default internal
procedure which sends the formatted text to error output. Thus the
error messages from a program can all easily be diverted to another
form of diagnostic logging, such as
.IR syslog (3).
\flReset_comerrhook\fP may be used to restore the behavior of
\flcomerr\fP to its default form. Both procedures return the
previous "hook'' value. These "hook'' procedures must have the
declaration given for \flproc\fP above in the synopsis.




from a source file containing names and associated strings. Each
table has a name of up to four characters, which is used in place of
the \fBXXXX\fP in the name of the routine. These routines should be
called before any of the corresponding error codes are used, so that
the \flcomerr\fP library will recognize error codes from these tables
when they are used.
The functions \flerrormessage\fP and \flerrormessager\fP return the
error message for an error code. \flerrormessage\fP may return its
error message inside a static buffer, and therefore is not reentrant;
\flerrormessager\fP will in these cases use the storage provided in
\flbuf\fP, which should be at least \fBCOM_ERR_BUFLEN\fP bytes long.
The \fBcomerr.h\fP header file should be included in any source file
that uses routines from the \flcomerr\fP library; executable files
must be linked using \fIC"-lcomerr"\fP in order to cause the
\flcomerr\fP library to be included.
Multithreaded programs must perform all of the
\flinitializeXXXXerrortable\fP calls serially, but may perform them
in parallel with \flcomerr\fP, \flerrormessage\fP, and
\flerrormesesager\fP calls as long as the call to
\flinitializeXXX_error_table\fP for a given table has completed
before any corresponding error codes are used. Calls to
\flset_comerrhook\fP and \flresetcomerrhook\fP must also be
performed serially or they may return the wrong old hook value.
.\" .IR for manual entries
.\" .PP for paragraph breaks
.SH "SEE ALSO"
compileet (1), syslog (3).
Ken Raeburn, "A Common Error Description Library for UNIX".
A.3 Attach
I've omitted the manual pages, since I didn't modify any of them. I have also omitted
the three RVD files, since they don't result in any code being compiled in.
A.3.1 Imakefile
#ifdef SOLARIS
OSDEF= -DREENTRANT -DINTERNALRESOLVER -DSOLARIS -DPOSIX -Isolaris
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LDDEFS = -L../hesiod -L../et
LIBS = -lhesiod -lzephyr -lkrb -ldes $(RPCLIB) -lcomerr $(XLIBS)
SRCS = main.c util.c attachtab.c attach.c detach.c mul.c nfs.c rvd.c\
afs.c ufs.c rpc.c mount.c unmount.c zephyr.c getrealm.c\
rvdutil.c pathcan.c config.c $(XSRCS)
OBJS = main.o util.o attachtab.o attach.o detach.o mul.o nfs.o rvd.o\
afs.o ufs.o rpc.o mount.o unmount.o zephyr.o getrealm.o\
rvdutil.o pathcan.o config.o $(XOBJS)
buildprogram(attach, $ (OBJS),, $ (LIBS))















In -s attach $(DESTDIR)$(ATHRBINDIR)/detach
In -s attach $(DESTDIR)$(ATHRBINDIR)/fsid
In -s attach $(DESTDIR)$(ATHRBINDIR)/nfsid
in -s attach $(DESTDIR)$(ATHRBINDIR)/zinit
in -s $(ATHRBINDIR)/attach $(DESTDIR)$(ATHRETCDIR)/zinit
protos.h: protos.h.new
C-cmp -s $@ protos.h.new II \
(echo cp protos.h.new $Q; cp protos.h.new $@)
protos.h.new: $(SRCS)




* $Id: attach.h,v 1.17 93/06/30 16:52:17 vrt Exp $
* Copyright (c) 1988,1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.








































#endif /* NFS */





#endif / * NFS */
#define KERNEL
/* AACK! this @#OU@#)($(#) file defines and initializes an array which
loses on multiple includes, but it's surrounded by #ifdef KERNEL. */
#include <sys/fs types.h>
#undef KERNEL




#define MRDONLY MNT READONLY
#endif




* If MOUNT CMD or UMOUNT-CMD are defined, it will run the program




















* We don't really want to deal with malloc'ing and free'ing stuff






















































* Attach flags defines
FLAG_NOSETUID --- this filesystem was mounted nosetuid (no meaning
for afs filesystems)
FLAGLOCKED --- this filesystem is passed over by detach -a, and
you must be the owner of the filesystem to detach it.
FLAGANYONE --- anyone can detach this filesystem (not yet implemented)
FLAGPERMANENT --- when this filesytem is detached, don't do
actually unmount it; just deauthenticate, if necessary. attach



























/ * Values set during initialization phase and never changed. */
struct config {

































/ * Set in config.c; ONLY used to initialize flags.
int verbose;
int debugflag;





/ * Values set at the beginning of attachcmdO . */
int default suid;
/ * Flags varying per attach.
struct flags {





























wand line and never changed. */































/* mount fs read-only */
/ * mount fs without setuid perms */
/* File system type */
/ * Mount flags */




















(*attach) _P((struct _attachtab *at, struct mntopts *mopt,
int errorout, struct flags *flags));
(*detach) _P((struct _attachtab *at, struct attach-list *list,
struct flags *flags));
(*explicit) _P((char *name, char **hesptr, char *hesline,
struct flags *flags));





#define ATFS MNTPT CANON 8
/*
* Command option lists
116










#define RPC MAXCACHE 10
struct cacheent {
struct in addr addr;
CLIENT *handle;




* Calls to RPC.MOUNTD
*/
#ifndef MOUNTPROC KUIDMAP
#define MOUNTPROCKUIDMAP 7 330
#define MOUNTPROCKUIDUMAP 8
#define MOUNTPROCKUIDPURGE 9



















* Error status defininitions
*/
#define ERR NONE 0
#define ERR BADARGS 1
#define ERR SOMETHING 2
#define ERR FATAL 3
#define ERR INTERRUPT 4
#define ERR BADCONF 5
#define ERR BADFSDSC 6
#define ERR BADFSFLAG 7
#define ERR KERBEROS 10
#define ERR HOST 11
#define ERR AUTHFAIL 12
#define ERR NOPORTS 13
/* No error */
/* Bad arguments */
/* Something wrong - > 1 args */
/ * Internal failure */
/* Program externally aborted */
/* Bad configuration file */
/* Bad filesystem description */
/* Bad filsys flag */
/* Kerberos failure */
/* General host communication failure */
/* Authentication failure */
/* Out of reserved ports */
#define ERR NFSIDNOTATTACHED 20 / * Filesystem with -f not attached */
#define ERR NFSIDBADHOST 21 /* Can't resolve hostname */
#define ERR NFSIDPERM 22 /* unauthorized nfsid -p */
#define ERR ATTACHBADFILSYS 20 / * Bad filesystem name /
#define ERR ATTACHINUSE 21 / * Filesystem in use by another proc */
#define ERR ATTACHNEEDPW 22 / * RVD spinup needs a password */
#define ERR ATTACHFSCK 23 / * FSCK returned error on RVD */
#define ERR ATTACHNOTALLOWED 24 / * User not allowed to do operation */
#define ERR ATTACHBADMNTPT 25 /* User not allowed to mount a /
/ * filesystem here */
#define ERR ATTACHNOFILSYS 26 /* The remote filesystem doesn't exist */




ERR DETACHNOTATTACHED 20 / * Filesystem not attached */
ERR -DETACHINUSE 21 /* Filesystem in use by another proc */






#define ZEPHYR MAXSUBS 100 /* 50 filesystems... */
#define ZEPHYR TIMEOUT 60 / 1 minute timeout */











extern struct config config;








* Contains the local configuration information for attach/detach/ nfsid




* Warning: attach may not compile if NFS is not defined... given
* that attach was originally designed just for NFS filesystems,
* this isn't so surprising. Sigh. This is true, to a lesser
* extent, for KERBEROS. 10
*
* NEEDSTRTOK means that we're on a system that does not have
* strtoko support in libc (usually pre BSD 4.3 systems).
*
* OLD KERBEROS means we're compiling with the old, buggy kerberos
* library. This is necessary because of release skew. Note that the






#if (defined(vax) && !defined(ultrix)) l defined(ibm032) I defined(i386)












#define ATHENA COMPAT73 /* 7.3 fsid compatibility */
1* 40
* Other external filenames
*/
#define ATTACHCONFFILE "/etc/athena/attach. conf"
#define ATTACHTAB "/usr/tmp/attachtab"
#define FSCKFULLNAME "/etc/fsck"
#define FSCK SHORTNAME "fsck"
#define AKLOG FULLNAME "/bin/athena/aklog"
#define AKLOG SHORTNAME "aklog"
#define RVDGETMYFULLNAME "/etc/athena/rvdgetm"
#define RVDGETMSHORTNAME "rvdgetm" 50






















* This is the type of function required by signal. Since it changes
* from system to system, it is declared here.
*/








#if defined(ultrix) && !defined(vax)
120




* This is a set of horrible hacks to make attach support Ultrix as
* easily as possible. Praise (and Blame) belongs to John Kohl.
*/
#ifdef ultrix
/ * need to re-name some structures for Ultrix */
#define ufs_args ufsspecific 100oo
#define nfsargs nfs gfsmount
/ * define a struct mntent for convenience of mount.c & unmount.c. Used
mainly as a convenient place to store pointers to stuff needed








/ * hacks for filesystem type */
#define MOUNT NFS GT-NFS
#define MOUNT UFS GT ULTRIX
/* hacks for M names */ 120
#define M RDONLY M RONLY
#define PGUNITS 1024 /* to convert MINPGTHRESH to K */
#define DEFPGTHRESH 64 /* default page threshhold */
#endif /* ultrix compat stuff */
/* These are not defined or recognized by the system, but they are useful
to allow common data structures with systems that do have these defines */
#ifdefined(_AIX) II defined(sun) 130o
#define MOUNT UFS 1
#define MOUNT NFS 2
#endif
A.3.4 solaris/pthread.h
/ * System includes for Solaris threads. */
#include <thread.h>
#include <synch.h>
/* Constants and types. */
#define POSIXTHREADS
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#define POSIX THREADATTR STACKSIZE
#define POSIXTHREADATTR STACKADDR
#define PTHREAD STACKMIN thr min_stackO
#define PTHREAD CREATEDETACHED THR DETACHED
#define PTHREAD CREATE JOINABLE 0
#define PTHREAD MUTEXINITIALIZER SHAREDMUTEX
#define PTHREAD COND INITIALIZER SHAREDCV
#define PTHREADONCE INIT { PTHREADMUTEX INITIALIZER, 0 }
typedef thread t pthreadt;
typedef mutex t pthread_mutext;
typedef condt pthreadcondt;
typedef thread keyt pthread key t;
typedef struct { int size; void *base; int flags; } pthread-attr t;
typedef struct { pthread_mutex_t lock; int flag; } pthread once t;
/* Translations for attribute initialization and thread creation. */
#define pthreadattrjinit(a) ((a)->base = 0, (a)->size = 0, \
(a)->flags = THRIBOUND)
#define pthreadattr-destroy(a)
#define pthread-attr.setstacksize(a, b) ((a)->size = (b))
#define pthreadattr getstacksize(a) ((a)->size)
#define pthread-attr-setstackaddr(a, b) ((a)->base = (b))
#define pthread attr getstackaddr(a) ((a)->base)
#define pthread attrsetdetachstate(a, b) ((a)->flags = (b))
#define pthread-attrgetdetachstate(a) ((a)->flags)
#define pthread create(a, b, c, d) ((b) ? \
thrcreate(((pthreadattr_t *)(b))->base, \
((pthread_attr t*)(b))->size, c, d, \
((pthreadattr t *)(b))->flags, a): \
thr-create(NULL, 0, c, d, THR_BOUND, a))
#define pthreadjoin(a, b) thrjoin(a, NULL, b)






#define pthread condjinit(a, b)
#define pthreadconddestroy
#define pthread condwait
#define pthread cond signal
#define pthreadcond broadcast
mutexes and conditions. */










/* Doing things once. */
#define pthreadonce(once, func) { \
if (!(once)->flag) { \
pthread mutex-lock(&(once)->lock); \
if (!(once)->flag) { \(*(func))0; \
(once)->flag = 1; \
}\pthreadmutexunlock(&(once)-ock);pthread mutex unlock(&:(once)- >lock); \
122
/ * Thread-specific data. */
#define pthread key_create thr_keycreate
#define pthread setspecific thr_setspecific
static void *pthread getspecific(pthreadkeyt key) {
void *value;
return (thr getspecific(key, &value) == 0) ? value : NULL;
/* gethostbyname r. This is a mess, and should be fixed in MIT pthreads,
* but this is what we're going to do for the moment. */
#include <netdb.h>
struct hostent answer { struct hostent hostent; char buf[2048]; };
static struct hostent *pthread gethostbyname r(const char *hostname,







* $Id: afs.c,v 1.10 94/06/07 17:21:36 miki Exp $
*
* Copyright (c) 1990,1992 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*/










afs.c,v 1.10 94/06/07 17:21:36 miki Exp $";
#include <krb.h>
extern char *krbrealmofhosto;
/ * Flags to afs authkinternal0 */
#define AFSAUTHDOAUTH






static int afsauthinternal(char * errorname, char * afspathname,
struct in addr hostaddrl, int authflags,
struct flags *flags);
#else
static int afs authinternal();
#endif
/*
* The current implementation of AFS attaches is to make a symbolic 40
* link. This is NOT GUARANTEED to always be the case.
*/






struct stat statbuf; 50
char buf[BUFSIZ];
int len;
int afs authflags = 0;
if ((at->mode != 'n') && flags->do_nfsid)
afs authflags AFSAUTHDOAUTH;
if (flags- >usezephyr)
afs authflags = AFSAUTHWDOZEPHYR;
60
if ((afsauthflags & (AFSAUTH_DOAUTH I AFSAUTHDOZEPHYR)) &&
afs auth internal(at->hesiodname, at->hostdir,
at->hostaddr, afsauthflags, flags) == FAILURE)
return(FAILURE);
if (flags->debugflag)
printf("lstating %s.... \n", at->hostdir);
seteuid(flags- >owner uid);
if (stat(at->hostdir, &statbuf)) {
if (errno == ENOENT) 70








if ((statbuf.stmode & SIFMT) != SIFDIR) {








printf("lstating Vs. . . .\n", at->mntpt);
if (!lstat(at->mntpt, &statbuf)) { 90
seteuid(config.effective uid);
if ((statbuf.stmode & S_IFMT) == SIFLNK) {
len = readlink(at->mntpt, buf, sizeof(buf));
buf[len] = '\0';
(void) strcpy(buf, path canon(buf));
if (!strcmp(buf, pathcanon(at->hostdir))) {
if (!flags->printpath && flags->verbose)
fprintf(stderr,
"1.s: %s already sym linkedXs\n",
at- >hesiodname, at->hostdir, 100o
(afsauthflags & AFSAUTHDOAUTH) ?







"%s: Couldn't attach; symlink from %s to %s already exists.\n",





#if defined(_AIX) && (AIXV==12)
/* AIX 1.x */
rmslink(at->mntpt) == -1 &&
#endif
unlink(at->mntpt) == -1){ 120
fprintf(stderr,
"%s: Couldn't remove existing symlink from %s to %s: %s\n",
at - > hesiodname, at- >mntpt, buf, strerror(errno));
flags->status = ERR ATTACHINUSE;
return (FAILURE);
}}
} else if ((statbuf.st_mode & SIFMT) == SIFDIR) {
if (rmdir(at->mntpt)) {
if (errno == ENOTEMPTY) 130
fprintf(stderr,












"%s: Couldn't attach; Xs already exists.\n",
at->hesiodname, at->mntpt);





* Note: we do our own path canonicalization here, since




printf("Mountpoint canonicalized as: %s\n", at->mntpt);






printf("symlinking %s to %s\n", at->hostdir, at->mntpt);
if (symlink(at->hostdir, at->mntpt) < 0) {
fprintf(stderr, "1%s: ", at->hesiodname);
perror(at->hostdir); 170






* afsauthinternal --- authenticate oneself to the afs system
* 180
* Actually, it also does the zephyr subscriptions, but that's because
* aklog does all of that stuff.
*/
static int afs_auth internal(errorname, afspathname, hostlist, authflags,
flags)
char *errorname;















int hostidx = 0;
pidt pid;
if (flags- >debug flag)
printf("performing an %s .s %s -hosts -zsubs Ws\n",
config.aklog fn,
authflags & AFSAUTH CELL ? "-cell" : "-path",
afspathname,























(authflags & AFSAUTHCELL) ? "-cell": "-path",
afspathname, "-hosts", "-zsubs",






if ((f = fdopen(fds[0], "r")) == NULL) {
127
perror("fdopen: to aklog output");
return(FAILURE);
}
while (fgets(buff, sizeof(buff), f)) {
char *cp;
int len;
if (flags- >debugflag) 250
fputs(buff, stdout);




if (!strcmp(buff, "zsub") &&
(authflags & AFSAUTHDOZEPHYR)) {
cp++;









if (hostlist && !strcmp(buff, "host")) {
cp++;





cp[len] = ' \0';
hostlist[host_idx++].s_addr = inet addr(cp);
}}
fclose(f);






error ret = (WIFEXITED(waitb)) ? WEXITSTATUS(waitb) 1;
#else
errorret = waitb.w_retcode; 290
#endif






int afs auth(hesname, afsdir, flags)
char *hesname, *afsdir; 300
struct flags *flags;
{
return(afs auth_internal(hesname, afsdir, 0, AFSAUTHDOAUTH, flags));
}
/*
* Parsing of explicit AFS file types
*/
int afs explicit(name, hesptr, hesline, flags)





if (*name != '/'){




dir = strrchr(name, '/');
(void) strcpy(newmntpt, config.afsmountdir);
(void) strcat(newmntpt, dir);
sprintf(hesline, "AFS %.s %c %s", name, flags->overridemode ?
flags->override-mode : 'w', flags->mntpt ? flags->mntpt : newmntpt);
hesptr[0] = hesline;
hesptr[1] = 0; 330
return 0;
}








#if defined(_AIX) && (AIXV==12)
/ * AIX 1.x */











fprintf(stderr, "%s: detach of filesystem %s failed, unable to remove mountpoint\n\tE
config.progname, at->hesiodname, strerror(errno));

















return(afs-authjinternal(hesname, afsdir, 0, AFSAUTH_DOZEPHYR, flags));}
#endif /* AFS */
A.3.6 attach.c
/ * Created by: Robert French
*
* $Source: /afs/dev.mit.edu/project/release/source/src/athena/bin/attach/RCS/attach.c,v $
* $Author: miki $
*
* Copyright (c) 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*/
#ifndef lint










struct flags *flags = (struct flags *) arg;
flags->status = ERR_NONE;




* Attempt to attach a filesystem. Lookup the name with Hesiod as 30
* necessary, and try all possible results in order. Also handles
* the explicit flag for explicitly defined hostname/directory





struct flags *flags; { 40











result = buildhesiod line(name, hesvec, 32, hesline, flags);
printstatus ("resolved", flags);





if (flags->lookup 11 flags->debugflag) {














print status("After initial get", flags);
if (atp = attachtablookup(name, &list, flags)) {
switch (atp->status) {
case STATUS ATTACHING:
if (!flags->force && reallyinuse(name, flags)) { 8so
unlock .attachtab (&list, flags);
free attachtab(&list, flags);
if (flags- >print path) {
sleep(print-wait); /* Wait a few seconds */














if (!flags->force && really-in-use(name, flags)) {





















if (atp->fs->type == TYPEMUL)
return mulattach(atp, NULL, 0, flags);
if (flags- >printpath) {
sprintf(flags->outbuf, "Y.s\n", atp->mntpt);
flags->output = flags->outbuf;} else if(flags->verbose) {
sprintf(flags- >outbuf,






if (flags->map_anyway && atp->mode != 'n'
&& atp->fs->type == TYPE NFS) {
int ret;
if (flags->verbose && !flags->print.path)
strcat(flags- >outbuf, " (mapping)\n");
140
ret = nfsid(atp->host, atp->hostaddr[0], MOUNTPROC_KUIDMAP,
1, name, 1, config.realuid, flags);
if(atp->mode != 'm')
return ret;









if (flags->mapanyway && atp->mode != 'n' &&
atp->fs->type == TYPEAFS) {
if (flags->verbose && !flags->print_path)
strcat(flags->outbuf, " (authenticating) \n");




if (flags->verbose && !flags->printpath)
putchar(' \n');




/* Note: attachtab is still locked at this point */ 170







memset((char *)&at.hostaddr, 0, sizeof(at.hostaddr));
at.rmdir = 0; 180
at.drivenum = 0;






* Mark the filsys as "being attached".
startcriticalcode(); / * Don't let us be interrupted */




print status("After initial write", flags);
for (i=0;hesvec[i];i++) {
if (flags->debugflag)
printf("Processing line %s\n", hesvec[i]);
if (caughtsignal) {
if (flags- >debug-flag)










* Note tryattach will change attachtab appropriately if
* successful.
*/
if (try attach(name, hesvec[i], !hesvec[i+l], &list,
flags) == SUCCESS) {
free attachtab(&list, flags);





if (flags->status == ERRATTACHNOTALLOWED)
fprintf(stderr, "%s: You are not allowed to attach %s .\n",
config.progname, name);
if (flags->status == ERRATTACHBADMNTPT)
fprintf(stderr,
"%s: You are not allowed to attach a filesystem here\n",
config.progname);
*We'veailed -- delete the partial entry and unlock the in-use file.




attachtab delete(attachtab lookup(at.hesiodname, &list, flags), &list,
flags);
put_attachtab(&list, flags);








* Given a Hesiod line and a filesystem name, try to attach it. If
* successful, change the attachtab accordingly.
*/
tryattach(name, hesline, errorout, list, flags)
char *name, *hesline;
int errorout; 260
struct attach_ list *list;
struct flags *flags;
I






struct mntopts mopt; 270
char *defaultoptions;
print status("trying", flags);
if (parse hes(hesline, &at, name)) {
flags->status = ERR BADFSDSC;
return FAILURE;
}
if (flags->filsys type && *flags->filsys type &&
strcasecmp(flags->filsys type, at.fs->name) != 0) {
flags->status = ERR ATTACHBADFILSYS; 280
return FAILURE;
}
if (!flags->override && !allowfilsys(name, at.fs->type, flags)) {











* Note if a filesystem does nothave AT FSMNTPT CANON as a property,
* it must also somehow call check mntpt, if it wants mountpoint
* checking to happen at all.
*/ 300
if (at.fs->flags & AT FSMNTPTCANON) {
char *path;
/ * Perform path canonicalization */
if ((path = pathscanon(at.mntpt)) == NULL) {







printf("Mountpoint canonicalized as: %s\n", at.mntpt);






if (at.fs->flags & ATFSMNTPT
&& (atp=attachtablookup mntpt(at.mntpt, list, flags))) {






at.mode = flags->override mode; 330
if (flags->overridesuid == -1)
attach_suid = !nosetuid_filsys(name, at.fs->type, flags);
else
attach suid = flags->overridefsuid;
at.flags = (attachsuid ? 0 : FLAG_NOSETUID) +
(flags->lockjfilesystem ? FLAG_LOCKED : 0);
/* Prepare mount options structure */
memset(&mopt, 0, sizeof(mopt)); 340
mopt.type = at.fs->mountjtype;
/* Read in default options */
defaultoptions = filsysoptions(at.hesiodname, at.fs->type, flags);
add_options(&mopt, "soft"); /* Soft by default */
136
if (flags->mount-options && *flags->mount options)
add options(&mopt, flags- >mountoptions);
if (defaultoptions && *default options)
addoptions(&mopt, default_options);
350
if (at.mode ' r')
addoptions(&mopt, "ro"ll);
if (at.flags & FLAGNOSETUID)
add options(&mopt, "nosuid");
print status("before filsys routine", flags);
if (at.fs->attach) {
if (at.fs->flags & AT FS MNTPT) {
if (make mntpt(&at, flags) FAILURE) {
rm mntpt(&at, flags); 360
return FAILURE;
}}
status = (at.fs->attach)(&at, &mopt, errorout, flags);
} else {
fprintf(stderr,





print-status("after filsys routine", flags);
if (status == SUCCESS) {
char tmp[BUFSIZ];
if (at.fs->flags & ATFS REMOTE)
sprintf(tmp, "%s:%s", at.host, at.hostdir);
else
strcpy(tmp, at.hostdir);
if (flags->verbose) { 380
if(at.fs->type == TYPEAFS)
sprintf(flags->outbuf,
"%s: %s linked to Ys for filesystem %s\n",
config.progname, tmp, at.mntpt, at.hesiodname);
else
sprintf(flags- >outbuf,
"%s: filesystem %s (%s) mounted on %s (%s)\n",
config.progname, at.hesiodname, tmp,












attachtab replace(&at, list, flags); 400
putattachtab(list, flags);
unlockattachtab(list, flags);/*
* Do Zephyr stuff as necessary
*/
#ifdef ZEPHYR
if (flags->usezephyr && at.fs->flags & ATFSREMOTE) {
if(at.fs->type == TYPE_AFS) {
afszinit(at.hesiodname, at.hostdir, flags);
} else { 410
















static char *attach list format = "%-22s X-22s %cY.-18ss\n"; 430
struct attachlist list = ATTACHLISTINITIALIZER;
struct _attachtab *atp;
char optstr[40];





atp = list.attachtab first; 440
if (!atp) {





printf(attach listformat, "f ilesystem", "mountpoint",
', i"user", "mode");
printf(attach listformat, "-----", "---- ...----"





if (atp->flags & FLAGQNOSETUID)
strcat(optstr, ",nosuid");
if (atp->flags & FLAGLOCKED)
strcat(optstr, ", locked");




for (i=0; i<MAXHOSTS && atp->hostaddr[i].s addr; i++) {





if (!bad && atp->status == STATUSATTACHED) {
printf(attachlist format, atp->hesiodname,
(atp->fs->type&TYPE MUL) ? "-" : atp->mntpt,






















* $Source: /afs/dev.mit.edu/project/release/source/src/athena/bin/attach/RCS/config.c,v $
* $Author: miki $
* $Header: /afs/dev.mit.edu/project/release/source/src/athena/bin/attach/RCS/config.c,v 1.7 94/06/07 17:2:
*/
#ifndef lint








#define TOKSEP " \t\r\n"
I/*






int explicit; /* 0 = don't care, 1 = explicit */
/* only, -1 = no explicit only */
char *tabdata;
} tab[MAXFILTAB];
int idx; /* Index to next free entry */
} nosuidtab, allowtab, goodmntpt, fsdb, optionsdb;







/* trusted uid table */
* Define the keyword table
static void parseboolean _P((char *keyword, char *argument, char *buff,
void *variable, int arg));
static void parsestring _P((char *keyword, char *argument, char *buff,
void *variable, int arg));
static void parsefslist P((char *keyword, char *argument, char *buff,
void *variable, int arg));
static void parse_fslista _P((char *keyword, char *argument, char *buff,
void *variable, int arg));
static void parse_uidlist _P((char *keyword, char *argument, char *buff,
void *variable, int arg));
static int getfstype P((char **cpp, int *explicit));
struct keydef {
char *key;
void (*proc) P((char *, char *, char *, void *, int));
void *variable;
int arg;
} keywordlistU = {
{"verbose", parse boolean, &config.verbose, 1 },
140
{"debug", parse -boolean, &config.debugflag,
{"ownercheck", parse-boolean, &config.ownercheck,{ "ownerlist", parseboolean, &config.ownerlist,
{"keep-mount", parse -boolean, &config.keepmount,
{ "explicit-mntpt" ,parse boolean,&config.expjmntpt,
{ "explicit", parseboolean, &config.exp.._allow,
{"nfs-root-hack", parse boolean,&config.nfs root hack,
{"nfs-mount-dir", parse-string, &config.nfs.mountdir,
{"attachtab", parsestring, &config.attachtabfn,
{ "mtab", parse._string, &config.mtab fn,
#ifdef AFS
{"aklog", parse -string, &config.aklogJfn,

































































printf("Reading configuration file: %s\n", config file name);
if (!(f = fopen(configfilename, "r"))) {
if (config.debugflag) 120
printf("Couldn't read conf file, continuing...\n");
return(SUCCESS);
}
while (fgets(buff, sizeof(buff), f)) {
cp = buff+strlen(buff)-1;
while (cp >= buff && *cp < 032)
*cp-- = '\0';
cp = buff;
while (*cp && isspace(*cp)) cp++;
if (!*cp *cp == '#') 130
continue;
keyword = strtok(cp, TOKSEP);
argument = strtok(NULL, TOKSEP);
for (kp=keyword-list; kp->key; kp++) {












static void parseboolean(keyword, argument, buff, variable, arg) 150




if (argument && !strcmp(argument, "on"))
* (int *) variable = 1;
else if (argument && !strcmp(argument, "off"))
* (int *) variable = 0;
else {
if (arg == -1) 160
if (argument)
fprintf(stderr,
"%s: Argument to %s must be on or off!\n",
argument, keyword);
else
fprintf(stderr, "%s: Argument required! \n", keyword);
else
* (int *) variable = arg; /* Default */
170} 170
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static void parsestring(keyword, argument, buff, variable, arg)




if (!argument 11 !*argument) {
fprintf(stderr,




if (* (char **) variable)
free(* (char **) variable);
* (char **) variable = strdup(argument);
}
static void parsefslist(keyword, argument, buff, variable, set sw)




register struct filesystab *fslist;
fslist = (struct filesystab *) variable;
while (argument && *argument) {
if (fslist->idx >= MAXFILTAB) {




fslist->tab[fslist->idx].fs type = getfstype(&argument,
&fslist->tab[fslist- >idx] .explicit);
fslist->tab[fslist->idx].regexp = strdup(argument);
fslist->tab[fslist->idx].tab_data = setsw ? datat : NULL;
fslist->idx++;
argument = strtok(NULL, TOKSEP);
}
fslist->tab[fslist->idx].regexp = NULL;
fslist->tab[fslist-->idx] .tab data = NULL; 210
static void parse fslista(keyword, argument, buff, variable, dummy)




register struct filesys tab *fslist;
char *cp;
220
fslist = (struct filesystab *) variable;
if (fslist->idx >= MAXFILTAB) {





fslist->tab[fslist->idx].fs-type = get fstype(&argument,
&fslist- >tab[fslist- >idx].explicit);
fslist->tab[fslist->idx].regexp = strdup(argument);
cp = strtok(NULL, ""); 230





if (cp && *cp) {
fslist->tab[fslist->idx].tab data = strdup(cp);
} else {
fprintf(stderr, 240





fslist- >tab[fslist->idx].tabdata = NULL;
}
/* 250
* Parse a filesystem type specification
*








register char *cp, *ptrstart;
register int parsing, type;
int negate = 0;
struct fstypes *fs;




if (!cp f *cp++ != ' {') 270
return(ALL TYPES);
if (*cp == '+') {
exp = 1;
cp++;





*explicit = exp; 280
if (!strchr(cp, ' }')) {












if (!(cp = strchr(ptrstart,', '))) {





if (!fs) { s300
fprintf(stderr,






type = -type & ALL-TYPES;





static void parse uidlist(keyword, argument, buff, variable, arg)
char *keyword, *argument, *buff;
void *variable;
int arg; { 320
register struct uid_tab *ul;
int uid;
struct passwd *pw;
ul = (struct uid tab *) variable;
while (argument && *argument) {
if (ul->idx >= MAXTRUIDTAB) {








if ((pw = getpwnam(argument)))




"Unknown user %s in config file\n", 340
argument);





argument = strtok(NULL, TOKSEP);
}



















for (fp = nosuidtab.tab; fp->regexp; fp++) {
if (fp->explicit && ((flags->explicit && fp->explicit == -1) 1
(!flags->explicit && fp->explicit == 1)))
continue;
if (!(fp->fstype & type))
continue;
380
if (retval=regcomp(&reg, fp->regexp, 0)) {
regerror(retval, &reg, errbuf, sizeof(errbuf));





if (regexec(&reg, name, 0, NULL, 0) == 0)














for (fp = allowtab.tab; fp->regexp; fp++) {
if (fp->explicit && ((flags->explicit && fp->explicit == -1) f
(!flags->explicit && fp->explicit == 1)))
continue;
if (!(fp->fstype & type))
continue; 410
if (retval=regcomp(&reg, fp->regexp, 0)) {
regerror(retval, &reg, errbuf, sizeof(errbuf));




if (regexec(&reg, name, 0, NULL, 0) == 0)
return(fp->tabdata ? 1 : 0);
420
}
return(1); / * Default to allow filsystem to be mounted */
}









for (fp = goodmntpt.tab; fp->regexp; fp++) {
if (fp->explicit && ((flags->explicit && fp->explicit == -1) f
(!flags->explicit && fp->explicit == 1)))
continue;
if (!(fp->fstype & type)) 440
147
continue;
if (retval=regcomp(&reg, fp->regexp, 0)) {
regerror(retval, &reg, errbuf, sizeof(errbuf));




if (regexec(&reg, name, 0, NULL, 0) 0) 450
return(fp->tabdata ? 1 : 0);
}










ip = trusted uid.tab;
while (*ip >= 0) {




return(uid == 0); /* Hard code root being trusted */
}
/*
* Look up a filesystem name and return a "hesiod" entry
*/




register struct tab *fp;
char **hp;
hp = hesptr;









* Return the options for a particular filesystem.
*/
char *filsysoptions(name, type, flags)
char *name;
int type;
struct flags *flags; 500oo
{




for (fp = optionsdb.tab; fp->regexp; fp++) {
if (fp->explicit && ((flags->explicit && fp->explicit == -1)
(!flags->explicit && fp->explicit == 1))) 510
continue;
if (!(fp->fs_type & type))
continue;
if (retval=regcomp(&reg, fp->regexp, 0)) {
regerror(retval, &reg, errbuf, sizeof(errbuf));










/ * Created by: Robert French
*
* $Source: /jafs/rel- eng.athena.mit.edu/project/release/current/source/ athena/athena.bin/attach/RCS/detacl
* $Author: probe $
*
* Copyright (c) 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*/











struct attach list list = ATTACH LIST INITIALIZER;









if (!(atp = attachtablookup(name, &list, flags))) {
if (!(atp = attachtablookup_mntpt(name, &list, flags))) {
unlockattachtab(&list, flags);
freeattachtab(&list, flags);








if (!flags->force && reallyjin_use(name, flags)) {
fprintf(stderr, "%s: Filesystem \"%s\" is being attached by another process\n",
config.progname, name);









if (!flags->force && reallyinuse(name, flags)) {











/ * Note: attachtab still locked at this point */
startcriticalcode();
if (flags->clean-detach) {






* If we fall through, it means we should detach the filesystem
*/
}
if (atp->status == STATUS_ATTACHED) {




} else if (conflg.ownercheck && !flags->clean-detach) {
if (delan_owner(atp, flags->owner-uid)) {
int ret = SUCCESS;





if (atp->fs->type == TYPE_NFS && flags->donfsid)













if (!flags->override && atp->flags & FLAGQLOCKED) {
flags->status = ERR.DETACHNOTALLOWED;
if (trusted user(config.real uid))
fprintf(stderr,
"%s: Filesystem \"%s\" locked, use -override to detach it.\n",
config.progname, name);
else















status = (at.fs->detach)(&at, &list, flags);
else {
fprintf(stderr, "%s: Can't detach filesystem type \"%s\"\n",
config.progname, at.fs->name);
flags->status = ERR-FATAL; 140
return(FAILURE);
}
if (status == SUCCESS) {
if (flags->verbose)
printf("%s: %s detached\n", config.progname, at.hesiodname);





attachtab delete(attachtab lookup_mnntpt(at.mntpt, &list, flags),
&list, flags);
else
attachtab-delete(attachtab lookup(at.hesiodname, &list, flags),
&list, flags);
put_attachtab(&list, flags);
markin use(NULL, &fslock, flags);
unlock_attachtab(&list, flags);
/* 160
* Do Zephyr stuff as necessary
*/
#ifdef ZEPHYR
if (flags->use-zephyr && at.fs->flags & ATFSREMOTE) {
sprintf(instbfr, "%s:%s", at.host, at.hostdir);
zephyr_-addsub(instbfr, flags);




















* Detach all filesystems. Read through the attachtab and call detach






struct attach-list list = ATTACH_LIST INITIALIZER;
struct attach_list innerlist = ATTACHLIST INITIALIZER;
struct attachtab *atp, *next;
int tempexp;
extern struct attachtab *attachtablast, *attachtab first;








atp = list.attachtab Jlast;
while (atp) {
next = atp->prev; 210
flags->explicit = atp->explicit;
if ((flags->override 1 !config.ownercheck flags->clean-detach
II is an-owner(atp,flags->owneruid)) &&
(!flags->filsystype 1 fstype == atp->fs)) {





put attachtab(&innerlist, flags); 220
unlock attachtab(&inner list, flags);
fprintf(stderr,












* Detach routine for the NULL filesystem. This is for cleanup
purposes only.
*/
null detach(at, list, flags)
struct _attachtab *at;





null filesystem %s... .\n", at->hesiodname);
* Detach all filesystems from a specified host. Read through the





struct attach list list = ATTACHLIST_INITIALIZER;
struct attach list innerlist = ATTACH_LIST_INITIALIZER;
struct _attachtab *atp, *next;
int tempexp;
extern struct _attachtab *attachtab last, *attachtab flrst;







tempexp = flags- >explicit;




if ((flags->override 11 !conflg.owner_check flags->clean_detach
11 is anowner(atp, flags->owner uid)) &&
(!flags->filsys type 1 fs type == atp->fs)) {
for (i=O; i<MAXHOSTS && atp->hostaddr[i].s -addr; i++)
if (hostcompare(host, (char *) inetntoa(atp->hostaddr[i]),
flags)) {





attachtab_replace(atp, &inner list, flags); 290
put attachtab(&inner list, flags);
unlockattachtab(&inner list, flags);
fprintf(stderr,















* This is for A/ UX. It is a wrapper around the C library regex functions.
*












if (!(re = regcmp(s, (char *)0))) 20












* $Author: probe $
*
* Copyright 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*
* For copying and distribution information, please see the file
* <mit-copyright.h>.
*

















* Given a fully-qualified domain-style primary host name,
* return the name of the Kerberos realm for the host.
* If the hostname contains no discernable domain, or an error occurs,
* return the local realm name, as supplied by get krbrlm(
*
* The format of each line of the translation file is:
* domain-name kerberos realm
* -or-
* hostname kerberosrealm 40
*
* domainname should be of the form .XXX. YYY (e.g. .LCS.MIT.EDU)
* host names should be in the usual form (e.g. FOO.BAR.BAZ)











domain = index(host, '. ');






if ((transfile = fopen(KRB RLM TRANS, "r")) == (FILE *) 0) {




if ((retval = fscanf(transfile, "%s %s",
transhost, trans_realm)) != 2) {




continue; /* ignore broken lines */
} so
transhost[MAXHOSTNAMELEN] = \ ;
trans realm[REALMSZ] = '\0';
if (!strcasecmp(trans host, host)) {
/* exact match of hostname, so return the realm */




if ((trans host[0] = '. ') && domain) {
/ * this is a domain match */ 90
if (!strcasecmp(trans host, domain)) {/ * domain match, save for later */








* $Id: main.c,v 1.82 94/03/25 15:54:51 miki Exp $
*
* Copyright (c) 1988,1992 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*/




struct fstypes fstypes[] = {
{ "---", 0, -1, 0, NULL, NULL, nulldetach, NULL }, /* The null type */
#ifdef NFS
{ "INFS", TYPENFS, MOUNTNFS,
AT FSMNTPT I ATFS-REMOTE I AT FSMNTPTCANON,
"rwnm", nfsattach, nfs detach, nfs explicit },
#endif
#ifdef RVD 20
{ "RVD", TYPE RVD, MOUNTUFS,
ATFSMNTPT I ATFSREMOTE I AT FSMNTPTCANON,
"rw", rvdattach, rvd_detach, rvdexplicit },
#endif
#ifdef UFS{ "UFS", TYPE UFS, MOUNT-UFS,
AT FSMNTPT j ATFS MNTPT CANON,
"rw", ufs attach, ufs_detach, ufsexplicit },
#endif
#ifdef AFS 30
{ "AFS", TYPE-AFS, -1,
ATFSMNTPT I ATFSYPARENTMNTPT,
"nrw", afsattach, afs_detach, afsexplicit },
#endif
{ "ERR", TYPEERR, -1, 0, NULL, err attach, NULL, NULL },
{ "MUL", TYPEMUL, -1, 0, "-", mul attach, muldetach, NULL },
{ NULL, -1, 0, 0, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL }
};
struct config config; 40
static int fsidcmd P((int argc, char **argv, struct flags *flags));
static void fsid all P((int op, char *ops, struct attach list *list,
struct flags *flags));
static int fsidfilsys _P((struct _attachtab *atp, int op, char *ops,
char *filsys, int uid, struct attach-list *list,
struct flags *flags));
static int attachcmd _P((int argc, char **argv, struct flags *flags));
static void finishthread _P((pthreadt thread, int *error statusptr));
static int detachcmd _P((int argc, char **argv, struct flags *flags)); 50
static int zinitcmd _P((int argc, char **argv, struct flags *flags));
158
* Primary entry point -- look at argv[O] to figure out who we are and












/ * Stop overriding my explicit file modes! */ 70
umask(022);
















config.owner list = 1; 90
config.exp allow = 1;
config.exp mntpt = 1;
config.real uid = getuid();
config.effective uid = geteuido;
config.abort msg = "Operation aborted\n";
config.progname = argv[0];
ptr = strrchr(config.progname, '/');
if (ptr)
config.progname = ptr+1; 100
config.attachtabfn = strdup(ATTACHTAB);
config.mtab fn = strdup(MTAB);
#ifdef AFS
config.aklog fn = strdup(AKLOG FULLNAME);




config.nfs mountdir = strdup("");
#endif 110
config.fsck fn = strdup(FSCKYFULLNAME);
/ * Initialize flags common to several functions. */
flags.map-anyway = 0;









flags.use zephyr = 1;
#endif
flags.filsys type = NULL;
flags.spoofhost = NULL;
flags.owner uid = config.realtuid;
flags.skip fsck = 0;
flags.status = ERRNONE; 130o
flags.output = NULL;
1*
* User can explicitly specify attach, detach, or nfsid by using the
* -P option as the first command option.
*/
if (argv[1] && !strncmp(argv[1], "-P", 2)) {
config.progname = argv[1]+2;














return attachcmd(argc, argv, &flags);
if (!strcmp(config.progname, DETACH CMD))















return zinitcmd(argc, argv, &flags);
#endif




* Command handler for nfsid.
*/











struct hostent answer answer;
char hostname[BUFSIZ];
struct attach list list = ATTACHLIST_INITIALIZER;
struct _attachtab *atp;
struct in addr addr;
static struct command list options- = { 200
{ "-verbose", "-v" },{ "-quiet", "-q" },
{ "-debug", "-d" },
{ "1-map", "-m" },{ "-unmap", "-u" },
{ "-purge", "-p" },{ "-purgeuser", "-r" },{ "-spoofhost", "-s" },
{ "-filsys", "-f" },
{ "-host", "-h" }, 210
#ifdef AFS
{ "-cell", "-c" },
#endif
{ "-user", "-U" },
161
{ "-all", "-a" },
{ 0,O}};













op = MOUNTPROC KUIDMAP;
ops = "mapped";
#ifdef ATHENA COMPAT73




hostp = filsysp = 1;} 240
#endif
for (i=1;i<argc;i++) {
if (*argv[i] '-') {




















ops = "mappings user-purged";
break;
case 'p':
if (!trusteduser(config.real uid)) {
162
fprintf(stderr,























if (trusteduser(config.real uid)) {
if (!argv[i]) {




flags- >owner uid = parseusername(argv[ij);
} else { 300
fprintf(stderr,





if (i == argc-1) {





























* Lookup the specified filsys name and perform an nfsid
* on the host associated with it.
*/
if (atp = attachtab_lookup(argv[i), &list, flags)) {
if (atp->fs->type == TYPEMUL)
gotname = 2;
fsidfilsys(atp, op, ops, argv[i], flags->owner_uid, &list,
flags);
continue;
} else if (!hostp) {
flags->status = ERR NFSIDNOTATTACHED;
fprintf(stderr, "%s: %s not attached\n",
config.progname, argv[i]);
if (hostp) {/*
* Perform an nfsid on the specified host.
*/
hent = gethostbynamer(argv[i], &answer);
if (!hent) {
fprintf(stderr, "%s: Can't resolve Y.s\n", config.progname,
argv[i]);





memmove(&addr, hent->h addrlist[0], 4);
#else
bcopy(hent->h addr_1ist[0], &addr, 4);
#endif
if ((nfsid(hostname, addr, op, 1, "nfsid", 0,
flags- >owneruid, flags) == SUCCESS) &&
flags->verbose)




if (gotname == 1) 38so
return (flags->status);
if (gotname > 1)
return (flags->status ? ERR SOMETHING : ERRNONE);












* Read the attachtab one entry at a time, and perform the
* operation on each host found therein. Note this 400oo
* will even include hosts that are associated with
* filesystems in the process of being attached or
* detached. Assume that the -a option implies more






while (atp) { 410
if (atp->fs->type == TYPE MUL) {
/ * Do nothing
* Type MUL filesystems are authenticated
* by their individual parts.
*/
} else if ((op == MOUNTPROCJKUIDMAP
op == MOUNTPROCQKUIDUMAP) &&
!isan owner(atp, flags->owner uid)) {
/ * Do nothing
* Only map/unmap to filesystems that the 420
* user has attached.
*
* Purges apply to ALL attached filesystems.
*/
} else if (atp->fs->type == TYPENFS) {
if ((op == MOUNTPROCQKUIDMAP II
op == MOUNTPROCQKUIDUMAP) &&
atp->mode == 'n') {
/ * Do nothing */
} else if (nfsid(atp->host, atp->hostaddr[0], 430
165
op, 1, atp->hesiodname, 0,
flags->owner uid, flags) SUCCESS &&
flags->verbose)
printf("%s: Xs %s\n", config.progname,
atp->hesiodname, ops);
#ifdef AFS
} else if (atp->fs->type == TYPEfAFS &&
op MOUNTPROC KUIDMAP) {
/* We only support map operations on AFS */
if (atp->mode != 'n' && 440
(afsauth(atp->hesiodname, atp->hostdir, flags)
SSUCCESS) && flags->verbose)























if (atp->fs->type == TYPEMUL) {
strcpy(mul buf, atp->hostdir);
cp = strtok(mul buf, ","); 470
while (cp) {
atp = attachtablookup(cp, list, flags);
if (atp)
fsid filsys(atp, op, ops, atp->hesiodname, uid,
list, flags);
cp = strtok(NULL, ",");
}
#ifdef NFS
} else if (atp->fs->type == TYPENFS) {
if ((nfsid(atp->host, atp->hostaddr[0], op, 1, 480
filsys, 0, flags->owner uid, flags) == SUCCESS) &&
flags->verbose)




} else if (atp->fs->type == TYPEAFS) {
if (op == MOUNTPROCKUIDMAP &&
(afs auth(atp->hesiodname, atp->hostdir, flags) == SUCCESS)
&& flags->verbose)
printf("%s: %s %s\n", config.progname, filsys, ops); 490
#endif }





struct flags *flagscopy; 500oo
int gotname, i, numthreads = 0;
int printhost = 0;
int print banner = 1;
int parallel = 0;
int error status = ERRNONE;
pthread_t threads[100];
pthread_attrt attr;
static struct command list optionsf = {{ "-verbose", "-v" }, 510o
{ "-quiet", "-q" },
{ "-force", "-f" },{ "-printpath", "-p" },
{ "-lookup", "-1" },
{ "-debug", "-d" },
{ "-map", "-y" },
{ "-nomap", "-n" },
{ "-remap", "-g" }{ "-noremap", "-a" },
#ifdef ZEPHYR 520
{ "-zephyr", "-z" },{ "-nozephyr", "-h" },
#endif /* ZEPHYR */{ "-readonly", "-r" },
{ "-write", "-w" },{ "-mountpoint", "-m" },{ "-noexplicit", "-x" },
{ "-explicit", "-e" },
{ "-type", "-t" },{ "-mountoptions", "-0" }, 530{ "-spoofhost", "-s" },
{ "-nosetuid", "-N" },
{ "-setuid", "-S" },{ "-nosuid", "-N" },{ "-suid", "-S" },
{ "-override", "-0" },
{ "-skipfsck", "-F" },{ "-lock", "-L" },
167
{ "-user", "-U" },
{ "-host", "-H" },






config.default suid = 0;
gotname = 0;
flags->verbose = config.verbose;




flags->mntpt = (char *)NULL;
flags->overridemode = ' \0 ';
flags- >overridesuid = -1;
flags->mountoptions = " ";
flags->mapanyway = 1;
flags->printpath = 0;
/* -1 means use default */
if (argc == 1)
return (attach_print(0, 1, flags));
for (i=1;i<argc;i++) {
if (*argv[i] == '-') {















flags->do nfsid = 1;
break;
case 'n':









if (i ==argc - 1) {














flags - > override mode = 'r';
break;
case 'w':
















flags->use zephyr = 0;
break;













if (i == argc-1) {
169






if (i == argc-1) {




flags- >mountoptions = argv[++i];
break; 660
case 's':
if (i == argc-1) {











flags- >override suid = 1;
else {
fprintf(stderr,






























flags->owner uid = parse username(argv[i]);} else {
fprintf(stderr,























flagscopy = malloc(sizeof(struct flags));
*flags copy = *flags;








flags->override suid = -1;
flags->override = 0;
flags->lock.filesystem = 0;
flags->mntpt = (char *)NULL;
}
750
/* Get thread return values and statuses. */
for (i = 0; i < numthreads; i++)
finish-thread(threads[i], &error_status);
171
/ * Flush Zephyr subscriptions */
#ifdef ZEPHYR
zephyr_sub(0, flags);
#endif /* ZEPHYR */
if (gotname == 1) 760
return (errorstatus);
if (gotname > 1)
return (errorstatus ? ERR_SOMETHING : ERR NONE);
fprintf(stderr,
"Usage: attach [options] filesystem [options] filesystem ... \n");
return (ERRBADARGS);
}







status = pthreadjoin(thread, &thread_return);
if (status) {


















static struct command list options[] = {
{ "-verbose", "-v" }, s800
{ "-quiet", "-q" },{ "-all", "-a" },{ "-debug", "-d" },
{ "-unmap", "-y" },
{ "-nomap", "-n" },
#ifdef ZEPHYR{ "-zephyr", "-z" },
{ "-nozephyr", "-h" },
172
#endif/* ZEPHYR */
{ "-type", "-t" }, 81so
{ "-explicit", "-e" },
{ "-noexplicit", "-x" },
{ "-force", "-f" },{ "-spoofhost", "-s" },
{ "-override", "-0" },
{ "-host", "-H" },
{ "-user", "-U" },
{ "-clean", "-C" },
{ "-lint", "-L" },







flags->force = 0; 830
flags->override = 0;




if (*argv[i] - -') {
switch (internal getopt(argv[i], options)) {
case ' v':




































if (i argc-1) {











if (i == argc-1) {

















if (trusteduser(config.real uid)) {
if (!argv[i]) {
fprintf(stderr, "%s: Username required with -U.\n",
config.progname);
return (ERR BADARGS);} 910
flags- >owner uid = parse username(argv[i]);
} else {
fprintf(stderr,
















gotname = 1;} 930
break;
default:













/* Flush Zephyr unsubscriptions */
#ifdef ZEPHYR
zephyrunsub(0, flags);
#endif /* ZEPHYR */ 950
if (gotname == 1)
return (flags->status);
if (gotname > 1)
return (flags->status ? ERRSOMETHING : ERRNONE);
fprintf(stderr,
"Usage: detach [options] filesystem [options] filesystem ...\n");
return (ERRBADARGS);} 960
#ifdef ZEPHYR





struct attachlist list = ATTACH_LIST_INITIALIZER;
char instbfr[BUFSIZ];
struct _attachtab *p; 970
175
int i;
enum { USER ONLY, ROOT-TOO, ALL-USERS } who = ROOT TOO;
static struct commandlist options[] = {{ "-verbose", "-v"},
{ "-quiet", "-q" },{ "-all", "-a"},{ "-me", "-m"},{ "-debug", "-d" },





if (*argv[i] - ') {





















for (p = list.attachtabfirst; p; p = p->next) {
if (p->status == STATUSATTACHING)/,
* If it is being attached, someone else will
* deal with the zephyr subscriptions.
* (Also, all the information won't be here yet.)
*/
continue;
if (who != ALLUSERS && !wantstosubscribe(p, config.realuid, who))
continue; 1020
#ifdef AFS
if (p->fs->type == TYPE_AFS)




if (p->fs->flags & ATFS REMOTE) {






return((zephyr-sub(1, flags) == FAILURE) ? flags->status : 0);
}
#endif / * ZEPHYR */
A.3.12 mount.c
/ * Created by: Robert French
*
* $Id: mount.c,v 1.9 94/03/25 15:57:35 miki Exp $
*
* Copyright (c) 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*/




















fprintf(stderr, "Unable to fork\n");
return(FAILURE);












return(status ? FAILURE}: SUCCESS);
return(status ? FAILURE : SUCCESS);














* Mount a filesystem
*/









#if defined(UFS) II defined(RVD)
struct ufs args ufs args;
#endif
#ifdef NFS





#if !defined(_AIX) && !defined(ultrix)




mnt.mnt opts = stropt(*mopt);
mnt.mnt freq = 0;
#if defined(-AIX) && (AIXV<30)
mnt.mnt type = at->fs->mount type == MOUNT NFS ? "nfs" : "ufs";
mnt.mntcheckno = 0;
#else
mnt.mnt_passno = 0; 100
#endif
#if defined(sun)
mnt.mnt type = at->fs->mounttype == MOUNTNFS ? "nfs" • "ufs";
#endif
bzero(&data, sizeof(data));
/ * Already mounted? Why lose? */
if (mounted(&mnt)) {
fprintf(stderr,






#if defined(UFS) I defined(RVD)
if (at->fs->mounttype == MOUNT_UFS)




if (at->fs->mount type == MOUNTNFS) {




if (nfs_mount(mnt.mnt_dir, &data.nfs_args, mopt->flags) != 0) {
if (errorout)
fprintf(stderr,
".s: Can't mount %s on %s - s\n",




/ * We need to get the filesystem's gfs for mtab */
struct dstat st_buf;
if(dstat(mnt.mnt dir, &st_buf, sizeof(st_buf)) != 0) {
if (errorout)
fprintf(stderr,
"%s: Can't stat %s to verify mount: ,s\n",









#endif / * NFS */
150
#ifdef ultrix
if (mount(mnt.mnt fsname, mnt.mnt_dir, mopt->flags,
at->fs->mounttype, (char *)&data) < 0) {
#else / * !ultrix */
#ifdef AIX
if (mount(mnt.mnt fsname, mnt.mnt dir, mopt->flags) < 0) {
#else
#if defined(sun)
if (mount(mnt.mnt type, mnt.mntdir, MWNEWTYPE I mopt->flags, &data) < 0) {
#else 160
if (mount(at->fs->mount-type, mnt.mnt_dir, mopt->flags, &data) < 0) {
#endif / * sun */
#endif
#endif / * ultrix */
if (errorout) {
fprintf(stderr,
"%s: Can't mount %s on %s - 1s\n",
at->hesiodname, fsname, mnt.mntdir,
strerror(errno));






if(dstat(mnt.mnt dir, &st buf, sizeof(stbuf)) != 0) {
if (errorout)
fprintf(stderr, 180so










#endif / * !ultrix */
return (SUCCESS);
}
#if defined(UFS) |1 defined(RVD)/*














#endif/* UFS I RVD */
#ifdef NFS/*
* Mount an NFS file system
*/
mount nfs(at, mopt, args, errorout, flags)
struct attachtab *at;
struct mntopts *mopt;




static struct fhstatus fhs;
static struct sockaddrin sin;
struct timeval timeout;
CLIENT *client;
enumrn clntstat rpc stat;
char *hostdir = at->hostdir;
230
if (errored out(at->hostaddr[0])) {
if (errorout)
fprintf(stderr,




if ((client = rpc create(at->hostaddr[0], &sin, flags)) == NULL) {
if (errorout) 240




client->clauth = spoofunixcreate default(flags->spoofhost,
config.real uid);
timeout.tv usec - 0;
timeout.tv sec = 20; 250
rpc stat = clnt call(client, MOUNTPROC_MNT, xdr path, &hostdir,
xdr fhstatus, &fhs, timeout);




clnt perror(client, "RPC return status");
if (!errorout)
return(FAILURE);
switch (rpc stat) {
case RPC TIMEDOUT: 260
fprintf(stderr,

























if (errno = fhs.fhs status) {
if (errorout) {
if (errno == EACCES) { 290
fprintf(stderr,
"%.s: Mount access denied by server %s\n",
at->hesiodname, at->host);
flags->status = ERR ATTACHNOTALLOWED;
} else if (errno < sys nerr) {
flags->status = (errno == ENOENT) ?
ERR ATTACHNOFILSYS : ERR ATTACHNOTALLOWED;
fprintf(stderr,


















sin.sin_port = htons(NFSPORT); / * XXX should use portmapper */









struct mntent *mntck; 330
{
int done = 0;
int fsloc = 0;
int found = 0;
struct fs_data fsdata;
while (getmountent(&fsloc, &fsdata, 1) > 0) {








#else /* !ultrix */
/*







mnted = setmntent(mtab fn, "r+");
if (!mnted j1 addmntent(mnted, mnt)) { 360
















mnttab = setmntent(mtabfn, "r");
if (!mnttab) {
fprintf(stderr, "Can't open %.s for read\n", mtabjfn); 380
exit(ERRFATAL);
}
while (mnt = getmntent(mnttab)) {
if (!strcmp(mnt->mnt_type, MNTTYPEJIGNORE))
continue;
if ((!strcmp(mntck->mntdir, mnt->mntdir)) &&
(!strcmp(mntck->mnt type, mnt->mnttype))) {
if (!strcmp(mnt->mnt type, MNTTYPE.NFS)) {
if (nfsjfsnameycompare(mntck->mnt fsname,


























if (rmdirl = index(hostl, ': '))
*rmdirl++ = '\0';
if (rmdir2 = index(host2, ' : ')) 420
*rmdir2++ = '\0';
if (host compare(host1, host2)) {






#endif /* !ultrix */ 430
#endif/* !MOUNT CMD */
A.3.13 mul.c
/*
* $Header: /afs/dev.mit.edu/project/release/source/src/athena/bin/attach/RCS/mul.c,v 1.5 94/03/25 15:58:31 mik:
*
* Copyright (c) 1990 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*/
static char *rcsidmulc = "$Header: /afs/dev.mit.edu/project/release/source/src/athena/bin/attach/R
#include "attach.h" o10
#include <string.h>






char mulbuf[BUFSIZ], *cp = mulbuf, *mp;
20
strcpy(mulbuf, atp->hostdir);
while (mp = cp) {








int mul_detach(atp, list, flags)
struct _attachtab *atp;




int status = SUCCESS;




while (cp-- >= mul buf) {
flags->explicit = 0;
if (cp < mulbuf *cp == ',') {
if (attachtablookup(cp+1, list, flags)
&& detach(cp+1, flags) != SUCCESS
&& flags->status != ERRDETACHNOTATTACHED)
status = FAILURE;









* $Source: /afs/dev.mit.edu/source/src.77/athena/bin/attach/RCS/nfs.c,v $
* $Author: cfields $
*
* Copyright (c) 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*/
static char *rcsid_nfs_c = "$Header: /afs/dev.mit.edu/source/src.77/athena/bin/attach/RCS/nfs.c
#include "attach.h" 10
#ifdef NFS
/ * If the timeout is not explicitly specified by the attach command,
* it is set to 20 tenths of a second (i.e. 2 seconds). This should
* really be set in the kernel, but due to release shakedown timing,
* it's kludged in here.
* Similarly with retransmissions.
*
* The kernel will double the timeout on each retry until it reaches a
* max of 60 seconds, at which point it uses 60 seconds for the timeout. 20
*
* current kernel defaults: 4 retrans, 7 tenths sec timeout.
* -JTK, 24 Oct 88
*
* The new values are: 6 retrans, 8 tenths sec timeout.
* The total timeout period is approximately 100 seconds, thus
* compensating for a gateway rebooting (740 seconds).
* -RPB, 9 Feb 88
186
** Calculations: 30
* total time = timeout * (2 ^ (retrans) - 1)
* [derived from sum of geometric series = a(r ^ n- 1)/ (r-1)]
* a = initial timeout
* r
* n = retrans
*
* This holds true while timeout * 2 ^ retrans <= 60 seconds
*/
#define TIMEO DEFAULT 8 40
#define RETRANS DEFAULT 7







static char myhostname[BUFSIZ] = ""; 50
/*
* Handle the 'n' mode.
*/




* Try to figure out information about myself. Use fsname 60
* as a temporary buffer.
*/
if (!myhostname[0]) {




if (myhostname[0]) { 70
if (hostscompare(myhostname, at->host, flags)) {
if (!flags->override) {
fprintf(stderr,









if ((at->mode != 'n') && flags->donfsid)
if (nfsid(at- >host, at->hostaddr[0], MOUNTPROC KUIDMAP,
errorout, at->hesiodname, 1,
flags->owneruid, flags) == FAILURE) {
if (mopt->flags & M_RDONLY) {
printf("%s: Warning, mapping failed for f
config.progname, at->hesiodname);
/* So the mount rpc wins */
clear errored(at- >hostaddr[0]);
} else if(at->mode == 'm') {
printf("Xs: Warning, mapping failed for f
config.progname, at->hesiodname);
flags->status = 0;










if (!(mopt->tsa.nfs.flags & NFSMNT_TIMEO)) {
mopt->tsa.nfs.flags |= NFSMNT_TIMEO;
mopt->tsa.nfs.timeo = TIMEODEFAULT;
/* XXX This is kind of bogus, because if a filesystem has a number
* of hesiod entries, and the mount point is busy, each one will
* be tried until the last one fails, then an error printed.
* C'est la vie.
*/
sprintf(fsname, "Ys :%s", at->host, at->hostdir);
if (mountfs(at, fsname, mopt, errorout, flags) ==- FAILURE) {
if ((at->mode != 'n') && flags->do_nfsid)
nfsid(at->host, at->hostaddr[0], MOUNTPROC KUIDUMAP,













if ((at->mode != 'n') && flags->do nfsid &&
nfsid(at->host, at->hostaddr[0], MOUNTPROCQKUIDUMAP, 1, 140
at->hesiodname,0, flags->owner uid, flags) == FAILURE)
printf("%s: Warning: couldn't unmap filesystem %s/host %s\n",
config.progname, at->hesiodname, at->host);
if (at->flags & FLAGPERMANENT) {
if (flags->debugflag)




if (nfs unmount(at->hesiodname, at->host, at->hostaddr[0],





* Parsing of explicit NFS file types
*/ 160
int nfsexplicit(name, hesvec, hesline, flags)






/ * XXX probably unnecessary */
flags->filsys type = "NFS"; 170
strcpy(host, name);
dir = strchr(host, ': );
if (!dir) {






if (*dir != '/') { 18so
fprintf(stderr, "1%s: Illegal explicit definition \"%s\" for type %s\n",





* Zero out any domain names, since they're ugly as mount
* points. 190o
189
if (cp = strchr(temp, ''))
*cp = '\0';
if (!strcmp(dir, "/")) {
if (config.nfsroot hack)
sprintf(newmntpt, "%s/%s/root",
config.nfs mount dir, temp);
else
sprintf(newmntpt, "%s/%s", config.nfs mountdir,
temp); 200oo
} else
sprintf(newmntpt, "Ys/,ss", config.nfs mount_dir, temp,
dir);
}
sprintf(hesline, "NFS %s %s %c %s", dir, host, flags->overridemode ?
flags->override mode : 'w',
flags->mntpt ? flags->mntpt : newmntpt);
hesvec[0] = hesline;






* $Source: /afs/dev.mit.edu/project/release/source/src/athena/bin/attach/RCS/pathcan.c,v $
* $Author: miki $
* $Header: /afs/dev.mit.edu/project/release/source/src/athena/bin/attach/RCS/pathcan.c,v 1.4 94/03
*/
#ifndef lint




































static struct filestack stack[MAXLINKS];
int stkcnt = 0; /* Stack cot
struct filestack *stkptr = &stack[0]; /*Always
register int i;
register char *cp, *token;
static char outpath[MAXPATHLEN];
char *outpathend = outpath; / * Always points to the
char bfr[MAXPATHLEN];
struct stat statbuf;
int errorflag = 0;
pc symlinkcnt = pcfdepthcnt = 0;
if (!infile)
return(NULL);
stkptr->ptr = stkptr->path = strdup(infile);
if (*infile == '/') {
/*





* We're being asked to interpret a relative pathname;




if (getcwd(outpath, sizeof(outpath)) == NULL) {
#else
if (getwd(outpath) == NULL) {
#endif
#ifdef TEST









while (stkcnt >= 0) {/*
* If there's no more pathname elements in this level 90
* of recursion, pop the stack and continue.
*/
if (!stkptr->ptr I1 !*stkptr->ptr) {
#ifdef TEST












* Peel off the next token and bump the pointer
*/
token = stkptr->ptr; 110






*If the token is "" or ".", then just continue
*/
if (!*token 11 !strcmp(token, ".")) 120
continue;
/*
*If the token is ".. ", then lop off the last part of
* outpath, and continue.
*/
if (!strcmp(token, "..")) {
if (cp = strrchr(outpath, '/'))




* Tack on the new token, but don't advance outpathend










* If we get a file not found, or the file is
* not a directory, set a flag so that
* lstat0 is skipped from being called, since
* there's no point in trying any future
* 1stat0 's.
*/ 150
if (errno == ENOTDIR j1 errno == ENOENT) {
errorflag = errno;
outpathend += strlen(outpathend);





*If outpath expanded to a symlink, we're going to 160o
* expand it. This entails: 1) reading the value of
* the symlink. 2) Removing the appended token to
* outpath. 3) Recursively expanding the value of the
* symlink by pushing it onto the stack.
*/
if (!errorflag && (statbuf.stmode & SJIFMT) == SIFLNK) {
pc symlinkcnt++;








printf("stkcnt = %d, found symlink to %s\n",
stkcnt, bfr);
#endif
*outpathend = '\0'; /* Back it out */ s180
stkcnt++;
stkptr++;
if (stkcnt >= MAXLINKS) {
errno = ELOOP;
#ifdef TEST





stkptr->ptr = stkptr->path = strdup(bfr); 190o
if (bfr[0] == '/') {
/* This is a sym link to root, we can */
/* blast outpath and start over */
outpathend = outpath;
*outpath = ' \0 ';
stkptr->ptr++;/* Bump past / */
}




* This is a normal case. Extend out outpathend,




* Special case: if outpath is empty, this means we're at the














if (!(cp = malloc(strlen(s)+1))) {









if (argc != 2) {
fprintf(stderr, "Usage: %s pathname\n", argv[0]); 240
exit(1);
}






/ * Created by: Rober,
$Source: / afs/ rel-eng.a
$Author: vrt $
Copyright (c) 1988 by ti


























* XDR for sending a Kerberos ti
* but this is very old lossage, an
* now.
*/





ks traversed: %d\n", pcsymlinkcnt);
symlink traversal: Y.d\n", pc_depthcnt);
rench
na.mit.edu/project/release/current/source/athena/athena.bin/attach/RCS/rpc.c,i,







et - sends the whole KTEXT block,






auth.length = htonl(authp- >length);
return xdropaque(xdrs, (void *) &auth, sizeof(KTEXT_ST));
}
/ 50
* Maintain a cache of RPC handles and error status.
* If addr found, returns with cache locked.
*/




pthread_mutex lock(&cache lock); 60
for (i=0;i<first free;i++)





void addcache_ent(addr, handle, fd, sin)







/ * We lose a tiny bit of efficiency if we overflow the cache */
if (first free == RPC_MAXCACHE) { 80so
ind = 0;
pthread mutexlock(&rpc lock);





ind = first free++;
rpcycache[ind].addr = addr;
rpc-cache[ind].handle = handle; 90
rpc cache[ind].fd = fd;
rpccache[ind].sin = *sin;









if (ent = lookupscacheent(addr)) {
error = ent->error;








struct cache ent *ent;
if (ent = lookupcache ent(addr)) {
ent->error = 1;
pthread mutex unlock(&cacheJock);} 120
}
int clearerrored(addr)
struct in addr addr;
{
struct cache ent *ent;
if (ent = lookup_cache-ent(addr)) {
ent->error = 0;
pthreadmutex unlock(&cache lock); 130o
}}
/*
* Create an RPC handle for the given address. Attempt to use one
* already cached if possible.
*/
CLIENT *rpc create(addr, sinp, flags)
struct inaddr addr; 140









u short port; 150
if (flags->debugflag)
printf("Getting RPC handle for %s\n", inet ntoa(addr));
197
if (ent = lookup_cacheent(addr)) {
if (flags- >debugflag)
printf("Using cached entry! FD = %d Error = %d\n", ent->fd,
ent->error);
if (ent->error) {









return (client); } 170











printf(" clntudp_ create failed! \n");








sin2.sin family = AFJINET;
err = 1;
for (port=IPPORTRESERVED-1;err && port >= IPPORT RESERVED/2;
port--) {
sin2.sin port = htons(port);
err = bind(s, (struct sockaddr *) &sin2, sizeof(sin2)); 200oo
if (err) {
err = errno;
if (err EINVAL) {/*
* On the NeXT, and possibly other Mach machines,
* the socket from clntudpcreate is already bound.





add_cache_ent(addr, client, s, sinp);
if (flags->debugjflag)
printf("'Adding cache entry with FD = %d\n", s);
if (err) {
if (flags->debugflag) { 220







client = (CLIENT *)0;
mark errored(addr);




* spoofunix create default -- varient of authunix create-default, with
* a neat trick....
*
* Written by Mark W. Eichin <eichin@athena.mit.edu> 240
*/
/ * In our case, NGRPS (for RPC) is 8, but NGROUPS (kernel) is 16. So
* getgroups fails causing abort() if the user is in >8 groups. We











(void) strncpy(machname, spoofname, MAX MACHINENAME);
else





machname[MAXMACHINE NAME] = 0;
gid = getegido;
if ((len = getgroups(NGROUPS,gids)) < 0) {
fprintf(stderr,"%s: Fatal error: User in too many groups!\n",
config.progname);
exit(1);} 270
return (authunix create(machname, uid, gid,
(len > NGRPS) ? NGRPS : len, gids));
}
/*
* Perform a mapping operation of some kind on the indicated host. If
* errorout is zero, don't print error messages. errname is the name
* of the filesystem/host/whatever to prefix error message with.
*/
280


















printf("nfsid operation on %s, op = %d\n", inetntoa(addr), op); 300oo
/*




printf("Host previously errored - ignoring\n");
if (errorout)
fprintf(stderr, "Ys: Ignoring host %s for filesystem %s due to previous host errors\
config.progname, host, errname); 310o/*






* Mapping and user purging are the only authenticated functions...
*/
if (op == MOUNTPROCKUIDMAP Ii op == MOUNTPROCKUIDUPURGE) {
if (flags- >debug-flag)
printf("nfsid operation requiring authentication... op = d\n",
op);
pthreadmutex-lock(&krb lock);
realm - (char *) krbrealmofhost(host);
pthread mutex_unlock(&krblock);
strcpy(instance, host);







printf("krb-mk-req for instance %.s, realm %s\n", instance, realm);
pthread mutexlock(&krblock);
status = krb_mk req(&authent, KERB_NFSID_INST, instance,
realm, 0);
pthreadmutexunlock(&krb lock);
if (status != KSUCCESS) {
if (flags->debug-flag)
printf("krb.mk req failed! status = %d\n", status);
if (status == KDCPR UNKNOWN) {
if(inattach) {
fprintf(stderr,
"Y1s: (warning) Host %s isn't registered wit]
config.progname, host);










fprintf(stderr, "%s: Could not get Kerberos ticket (%s.%sa%s)\n\tfor filesystem %s,









* Get an RPC handle
*/
if ((client = rpc create(addr, &sin, flags)) == NULL) {
if (errorout)
fprintf(stderr, "1.s: server %s not responding (for filesystem %s)\n",
config.progname, host, errname);
/ * 380




client->cl auth = spoofunixcreatedefault(flags->spoofhost, uid);
timeout.tv usec = 0;
timeout.tv sec = 20;
390
pthread mutex_lock(&rpc_lock);
if (op == MOUNTPROC KUIDMAP |1 op == MOUNTPROC KUIDUPURGE)
rpc stat = clnt call(client, op, xdrkrbtkt, (char *) &authent,
xdrvoid, 0, timeout);
else
rpc stat = clnt_call(client, op, xdr yoid, 0, xdr'void,
0, timeout);
pthread mutex_-unlock(&rpclock);
if (rpcstat != RPCQSUCCESS) {
if (errorout) { 400
switch (rpcstat) {
case RPC TIMEDOUT:
fprintf(stderr, "%s: timeout while contacting mount daemon on %7.s (for filesyste:
config.progname, host, errname);
if (inattach)












































/ * strtok.c -- return tokens from a string, NULL if no token left */
/* LINTLIBRARY */
/*
* Get next token from string sl (NULL on 2nd, 3rd, etc. calls),
* where tokens are nonempty strings separated by runs of
* chars from s2. Writes NULs into sl to end tokens. s2 need not
* remain constant from call to call.
* 10
* Written by reading the System V Interface Definition, not the code.
*













static char *scanpoint = (char *)NULL;
if (sl == (char *)NULL && scanpoint == (char *)NULL)
return((char *)NULL);




* Scan leading delimiters.
*/
for (; *scan != '\0'; scan++) {
for (scan2 = s2; *scan2 != '\0'; scan2++)











for (; *scan != '\0'; scan++) {
for (scan2 = s2; *scan2 != ' \0';)




* Reached end of string.
*/
scanpoint = (char *)NULL;
return(tok);
/ * strtok.c ends here */
#endif /* NEED STRTOK *1
A.3.18 ufs.c
204
/ * ++ moved down. */
* Created by: Theodore Ts'o
$Source: / afs*dev.mit.edu/project/ releasesourcesr athena/ bin/ attach/ RCSufs.cv
* $Source: / afs/ dev. mit. edu/iproject/ release/ source/ src/ athena/ bin/ attach/ RCS/ ufs. c, v $
* $Author: miki $
*
* Copyright (c) 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*/
#ifndef lint










* Attach an Unix filesystem
*/




struct flags *flags; 30
{
if (at->mode == 'w' && !flags->skip fsck) {
if (perform_fsck(at->hostdir, at->hesiodname, 1, flags) == FAILURE)
return(FAILURE);
}
/* XXX This is kind of bogus, because if a filesystem has a number
* of hesiod entries, and the mount point is busy, each one will
* be tried until the last one fails, then an error printed.
* C'est la vie. 40
*/






* Detach a Unix filesystem
*/






if (at->flags & FLAGPERMANENT) {
if (flags- >debugjflag)
printf("Permanent flag on, skipping umount.\n"); 60
return(SUCCESS);
}





* Parsing of explicit UFS file types
*/
int ufs-explicit(name, hesvec, hesline, flags)
char *name, **hesvec, *hesline;
struct flags *flags;
I
sprintf(hesline, "UFS %s %c %s", name, flags->overridemode ?
flags->override mode : 'w', flags->mntpt ? flags->mntpt : "/mnt");
hesvec[0] = hesline;




* Attach an "error" filesystem.
* (Print an error message and go away; always fails)
* Not strictly UFS, but it's a good place to sneak it in...
*/ 90










#if defined(UFS) 11 defined(RVD)
/*
* Subroutine to check a filesystem with fsck
*/
static int performjfsck(device, errorname, useraw, flags)
char *device, *errorname;
int useraw;










strncpy(rdevice, device, sizeof(rdevice)); 120















* Try to stat the constructed rdevice. If it isn't a
* device file or if it doesn't exist, give up and use 140
* the original file.
*/




printf("performing an fsck on %s\n", rdevice);
fsck av[0] = FSCK_SHORTNAME; 150
fsck av[1] = "I-p"; / * Preen option */
fsck av[2] = rdevice;




flags->status = ERR ATTACHFSCK;
return(FAILURE);
case 0:
if (!flags->debug flag) { 160





















if ((error ret = WEXITSTATUS(waitb))) {
#else
if (errorret = waitb.wretcode) {
#endif
fprintf(stderr,








* $Id: unmount.c,v 1.10 94/06/20 14:42:14 vrt Exp $
*
* Copyright (c) 1988,1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
*
* For redistribution rights, see "mit-copyright.h"
*/
static char *rcsid mountc = "$Header: /afs/dev.mit.edu/project/release/source/src/athena/bin/
10
#include "attach.h"























#ifdef UMOUNT CMD 40
int status;
if (setuid(0)) {





fprintf(stderr, "%s: unable to fork\n", errname); 50
return(FAILURE);
/ * NOTREACHED */
case 0:
execl(UMOUNT CMD, UMOUNT CMD, mntpt, (char *)0);
exit(l);




#if !defined(SOLARIS) && !defined(linux)
return(status ? FAILURE: SUCCESS);
#else
return(status == 0 j ! is mountpoint (mntpt) ? SUCCESS : FAILURE);
#endif
#else /* !UMOUNT CMD */





if (statx(mntpt, &statb, 0, STXNORMAL) < 0) {
fprintf(stderr,




if ((statb.stflag & FS-MOUNT) == 0) {
fprintf(stderr, so0




if (uvmount(statb.styvfs, 0)) {
if (errno == EINVAL jj errno == ENOENT) {
fprintf(stderr,


















int fsloc = 0, found = 0;
struct fs data fsdata; 110
while (getmountent(&fsloc, &fsdata, 1) > 0) {










/* this hack to avoid ugly ifdef 's */
#define unmount(x) umount(fsdata.fd-dev)
210
#endif / * ultrix */
#if defined(_AIX) && (AIXV < 30)
if (unmount(dev ? dev: mntpt) < 0)
#else 130
if (unmount(mntpt) < 0)
#endif
{





"%s: Directory %s appears to already be unmountedio",
errname, mntpt);
/* Continue on, to flush mtab if necessary */
} else {








#else / * !ultrix */
lock mtabO;
if (!(tmpname = malloc(strlen(mtab fn)+7))) {
fprintf(stderr, "Can't malloc temp filename for unmount!\n");
exit (ERRFATAL);
}
(void) strcpy(tmpname, mtab fn); 160
(void) strcat(tmpname, "XXXXXX");
mktemp(tmpname);
if ((tmpfd = open(tmpname, O RDWRIOCREATJO TRUNC, 0644)) < 0) {




tmpmnt = setmntent(tmpname, "w");
if (!tmpmnt) {
fprintf(stderr, 170
"Can't open temporary file for writing in umount!\n");
exit(ERRFATAL);}
mnted = setmntent(mtab_fnh, "r");
if (!mnted) {





/ * Delete filesystem from /etc/mtab */ 180





if (rename(tmpname, mtab-fn) < 0) {






#endif / * ultrix */
#endif /* !AIX 3.1 */
#endif / * !UMOUNT CMD */}
#ifdef NFS 200
/*
* Unmount an NFS filesystem
*1






struct flags *flags; 210
{




if (unmount_42(errname, mntpt, NULL) == FAILURE)
return (FAILURE);
/* 220
* If we can't contact the host, don't bother complaining;




if ((client = (CLIENT *)rpccreate(hostaddr, &sin, flags)) == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,





client->cl auth = spoofunix createdefault(flags->spoofhost,
config.real uid);
timeout.tv usec = 0;
timeout.tvsec = 20;
rpc stat = clnt call(client, MOUNTPROCQUMNT, xdr path, (char *) &rmntpt,
xdrvoid, NULL, timeout); 240
if (rpc stat != RPCSUCCESS) {
mark errored(hostaddr);
switch (rpc stat) {
case RPCTIMEDOUT:

































char **pathp; { 280








struct fhstatus *fhsp;{ 290
if (!xdr-int(xdrs, &fhsp->fhsstatus))
return FALSE;
if (fhsp->fhs_status == 0) {
















int is mountpoint (dirname)
char *dirname;
{
struct stat rootstat, pointstat;
char *parent;
int len; 320
parent = strdup (dirname);
len = strlen (parent) - 1;
while (dirname[len] == '/') len--;
while (len > 0 && dirname[len] != '/') len--
len++;
parent[len] = 0;
if (stat (parent, &rootstat) < 0) {
return (FALSE); a330o
}









/ * Created by: Robert French
$Source: /afs/dev.mit.edu/project/release/source/src/athena/ bin/ attach/RCS/util.c,v $
$Author: miki $
Copyright (c) 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.










#define TOKSEP " \t\r\n"
#ifdef ultrix
#define max(a,b) (((a) > (b)) ? (a): (b))
#endif
char exphesline[BUFSIZ]; /* Place to store explicit */
char *expjhesptr[2]; /* "hesiod" entry */
char *abort msg = "Operation aborted\n";
static void missarg P((char *arg));
/*
* These routines provide a way of locking out interrupts during
* critical sections of code. After the critical sections of code are




































* Exit critical section of code
*/
void end critical code0
{
pthreadmutex-lock(&criticallock);














* LOCK the mtab - wait for it if it's already locked
*/
/*
* Unfortunately, mount and umount don't honor lock files, so these
* locks are only valid for other attach processes. loo
*/
static int mtabJlock_fd = -1;





struct flock fl; 110
#endif
pthread_mutex_lock(&mtabJock);
if (mtablock_fd < 0) {
if (!(lockfn = malloc(strlen(config.mtabfn)+6))) {




(void) strcpy(lockfn, config.mtab fn); 120
(void) strcat(lockfn, ".lock");
mtablockfd = open(lockfn, OCREATIORDWR, 0644);
if (mtablock_fd < 0) {













flock(mtablock fd, LOCK EX);
#endif} 140
/*






pthread mutex unlock(&mtablock);} 150
/*















* Build a Hesiod line either from a Hesiod query or internal frobbing 170
* if explicit is set.
*/











result = conffilsys resolve(name, hesptr);
#ifdef HESIOD
if (result != 0 I !*hesptr)
result = hes_resolvejr(name, "filsys", hesptr, heslen);
#endif
if (result != 0 !*hesptr) 190o
fprintf(stderr, "%s: Can't resolve name\n", name);
return (result);
}




fprintf(stderr, "Explicit definitions for type %s not allowed\n",
fsp->name); 200
return -1;}
return ((fsp->explicit) (name, hesptr, hesline, flags));
}
/*
* Parse a Hesiod record
*
* Returns 0 on success, -1 on failure 210
*/










memset(at, 0, sizeof(struct _attachtab));
if (!*hes)
goto bad hesline;
at->fs = getfs(strtok(hes, TOKSEP));
if (!at->fs)
goto bad hesline;
type = at->fs->type; 230
if (type & TYPE ERR) {
strncpy(at->hostdir, strtok(NULL, ""), sizeof(at->hostdir));
return(0);
}




if (type & ~(TYPEUFS I TYPEfAFS I TYPEMUL)) {




if (type & TYPE_MUL) {
t = at->hostdir;
while (t = strchr(t,' ')) 250








at->mode = 'w'; /* Backwards compatibility */ 260
if (at->fs->goodflags) {
if (!strchr(at->fs->goodflags, at->mode))
goto badhesline; /* Bad attach mode */
}





if (type & ~(TYPEUFS I TYPEAFS I TYPEMUL)) {
hent = gethostbynamer(at- >host, &answer);
if (!hent) {












at->hostaddr[O].saddr = (long) 0;
return(0);
bad hes line:





* Make the directories necessary for a mount point - set the number
* of directories created in the attachtab structure
*/
int makemntpt(at, flags)







if (at->fs->flags & ATFSPARENTMNTPT) {






if (!stat(bfr, &statbuf)) {
if ((statbuf.stmode & S_IFMT) == S IFDIR)
return (SUCCESS);






ptr = bfr+1; /* Pass initial / */
at->rmdir = 0;
while (ptr && *ptr) { 330
strcpy(bfr, at->mntpt);




printf("Making directory %s (.s)\n", bfr, ptr ? ptr: "");
if (mkdir(bfr, 0777)) {
if (errno == EEXIST)
continue;









return (SUCCESS); } 350
/*
* Delete a previously main mountpoint
*/








if (at->fs->flags & AT_FSPARENTMNTPT) {








printf("Deleting directory %s (•%s)\n", bfr, ptr ? ptr : l"");
if (rmdir(bfr)) {
if (errno != ENOENT) {
fprintf(stderr,
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* Internal spiffed up getopt
*/














* Format a hesiod name into a name in /tmp...including replacing /










if (*name ' /')









* Check to see if a filesystem is really being frobbed with by













printf("Checking lock on /s\n", filename);
450





fl.l whence = SEEKSET;
fl.l start = 0;
fl.l1len = 0;
fl.l.pid = getpid0; 460
ret = (fcntl(fd, FSETLK, &fl)==-1 && errno == EAGAIN);
#else






* Mark a filesystem as being frobbed with
*/















make temp name(fslock->filename, name);
if (flags->debugflag)
printf("Setting lock on %s: ", fslock->filename);
/*
* Unlink the old file in case someone else already has a lock on
* it...we'll override them with our new file.
*/
unlink(fslock- >filename);
fslock->fd = open(fslock->filename, OQCREATIORDWR, 0644);
if (!fslock->fd) {







fl.1 type = F WRLCK;
fl.1 whence = SEEK SET;
fl.1 start = 0;
fl.1 len = 0;












printf("FD's in use: ");
for (i=0;i<64;i++)







* String comparison for filesystem names - case insensitive for hesiod,











* Duplicate a string in malloc'ed memory
*/
char *strdup(s)
const char *s; 560
{
register char *cp;
if (!(cp = malloc(strlen(s)+1))) {











if (!config.real uid II !conflg.effective uid 1j (flags- >debugflag))
return;
fprintf(stderr,
"1%s must be setuid to root for this operation to succeed.\n", 580
config.progname);
exit(ERR FATAL);
/ * NOTREACHED */
I




char *next, *arg, *str, *orig str; 590
orig_str = str = strdup(string);
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while (str && *str) {
next = strchr(str, ', ');
if (next) {
*next++ = ' \0';
}
arg = strchr(str, ' ');
if (arg)
*arg++ = ' \0'; 600
if (!strcmp(str, "ro")) {
mopt->flags 1= MRDONLY;
#if defined(ultrix) && defined(NFS)




#endif / * ultrix && NFS */





#else /* !ultrix */
mopt->flags &= ~ MRDONLY;
#endif / * ultrix */
}
#ifdef ultrix
/* process other ultrix options */
else if (!strcmp(str, "force")) { 620
#ifdef NFS
if (mopt->type == MOUNTNFS)
mopt->tsa.nfs.gfs flags I= MFORCE;
else
#endif / * NFS */
if (mopt->type == MOUNT UFS)
mopt->tsa.ufs.ufs flags 1= MFORCE;
} else if (!strcmp(str, "sync")) {
#ifdef NFS
if (mopt->type == MOUNTNFS) 630
mopt->tsa.nfs.gfsflags I= MSYNC;
else
#endif /* NFS */
if (mopt->type == MOUNTUFS)
mopt->tsa.ufs.ufsflags I= M_SYNC;







pgthresh = max (pgthresh, MINPGTHRESH/PGUNITS);
#ifdef NFS





#endif /*NFS *1/ 650o
if (mopt->type == MOUNT UFS)
mopt->tsa.ufs.ufs pgthresh = pgthresh;
} else if (!strcmp(str, "quota")) {
if (mopt->type == MOUNT UFS)
mopt->tsa.ufs.ufs flags 1= MQUOTA;
} else if (!strcmp(str, "noexec")) {
#ifdef NFS
if (mopt->type == MOUNT NFS)
mopt->tsa.nfs.gfs flags 1= MNOEXEC;
else 660
#endif / * NFS */
if (mopt->type == MOUNTUFS)
mopt->tsa.ufs.ufs flags = MNOEXEC;
} else if (!strcmp(str, "nocache")) {
#ifdef NFS
if (mopt->type == MOUNT NFS)
mopt->tsa.nfs.gfsflags = M NOCACHE;
else
#endif / * NFS */
if (mopt->type == MOUNTUFS) 670
mopt->tsa.ufs.ufsflags = MNOCACHE;
} else if (!strcmp(str, "nodev")) {
#ifdef NFS
if (mopt->type == MOUNTNFS)
mopt->tsa.nfs.gfs flags J= MNODEV;
else
#endif /*NFS */
if (mopt->type == MOUNT UFS)
mopt->tsa.ufs.ufsflags = M NODEV;} 680
#endif / * ultrix */
#ifndef AIX
else if (!strcmp(str, "nosuid")) {
#ifdef ultrix
#ifdef NFS
if (mopt->type == MOUNT NFS)
mopt->tsa.nfs.gfs_flags J= MNOSUID;
else
#endif /* NFS */
if (mopt->type == MOUNT UFS) 690
mopt->tsa.ufs.ufs flags 1= MWNOSUID;
#else / * !ultrix */
mopt->flags 1= M_NOSUID;
#endif / * ultrix */}
#endif / * AIX */
#ifdef NFS
else if (mopt->type == MOUNTNFS) {
if (!strcmp(str, "soft"))
mopt->tsa.nfs.flags J= NFSMNTSOFT; 700
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else if (!strcmp(str, "hard"))
mopt->tsa.nfs.flags &= -NFSMNT_SOFT;






} else if (!strcmp(str, "wsize")) {



















mopt->tsa.nfs.flags [= NFSMNT RETRANS;








else if (!strcmp(str, "intr")) {
mopt->tsa.nfs.flags 1= NFSMNTINT;} 740





























if (mopt.type == MOUNTNFS &&
(void) strcat(buff, ",nosuid");
else
#endif / * NFS */
if (mopt.type == MOUNT_UFS &&
(void) strcat(buff, ",nosuid");
#else /* !ultrix */
if (mopt.flags & M_NOSUID)
(void) strcat(buff, ",nosuic
#endif / * ultrix */
#endif / * M NOSUID */
#ifdef NFS
if (mopt.type == MOUNT NFS) {
#ifdef ultrix
(mopt.tsa.nfs.gfsflags & M NOSUID))
(mopt.tsa.ufs.ufsflags & M NOSUID))
if (mopt.tsa.nfs.gfsflags & MFORCE)
(void) strcat(buff, ",force");
if (mopt.tsa.nfs.gfsflags & M-SYNC)
(void) strcat(buff, ",force");
if (mopt.tsa.nfs.flags & NFSMNTPGTHRESH) {
(void) strcat(buff, ",pgthresh=");
(void) sprintf(tmp, "Y.d", mopt.tsa.nfs.pg thresh);
(void) strcat(buff, tmp);
}
if (mopt.tsa.nfs.gfsflags & MNOEXEC)
(void) strcat(buff, ",noexec");
if (mopt.tsa.nfs.gfsflags & M NOCACHE)
(void) strcat(buff, ",nocache");
if (mopt.tsa.nfs.gfsflags & MNODEV)
(void) strcat(buff, ",nodev");
if (mopt.tsa.nfs.flags & NFSMNTJINT)
(void) strcat(buff, ", intr");
#endif / * ultrix */
if (mopt.tsa.nfs.flags & NFSMNTSOFT)
(void) strcat(buff, ",soft");
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if (mopt.tsa.nfs.flags & NFSMNTRSIZE) {
(void) strcat(buff, ",rsize=");
(void) sprintf(tmp, "o'd", mopt.tsa.nfs.rsize);
(void) strcat(buff, tmp);
(mopt.tsa.nfs.flags & NFSMNTWSIZE) {
(void) strcat(buff, ",wsize=");
(void) sprintf(tmp, "%.d", mopt.tsa.nfs.wsize);
(void) strcat(buff, tmp);
if (mopt.tsa.nfs.flags & NFSMNTJTIMEO) {
(void) strcat(buff, ",timeo=");
(void) sprintf(tmp, "'d", mopt.tsa.nfs.timeo);
(void) strcat(buff, tmp);
(mopt.tsa.nfs.flags & NFSMNTRETRANS) {
(void) strcat(buff, ",retrans=");
(void) sprintf(tmp, "%d", mopt.tsa.nfs.retrans);
(void) strcat(buff, tmp);
if (mopt.nfs port) {
(void) strcat(buff, ",port=");





else if (mopt.type --== MOUNT UFS) {
if (mopt.tsa.ufs.ufs flags & MQUOTA)
(void) strcat(buff, ",quota");
if (mopt.tsa.ufs.ufs flags & MFORCE)
(void) strcat(buff, ",force");
if (mopt.tsa.ufs.ufs flags & M-SYNC)
(void) strcat(buff, ",force");
if (mopt.tsa.ufs.ufspgthresh != DEFPGTHRESH) {
(void) strcat(buff, ",pgthresh=");
(void) sprintf(tmp, "%d", mopt.tsa.ufs.ufs pgthresh);
(void) strcat(buff, tmp);
}
if (mopt.tsa.ufs.ufs flags & M NOEXEC)
(void) strcat(buff, ",noexec");
if (mopt.tsa.ufs.ufsflags & M NOCACHE)
(void) strcat(buff, ",nocache");
if (mopt.tsa.ufs.ufs flags & M NODEV)
(void) strcat(buff, ",nodev");
#endif ultrix
#endif / * ultrix */
return(buff+ 1);















* Compare if two hosts are the same
*/ 880






static char lasthost[BUFSIZ] "********";
static struct in_addr sinl, sin2;
struct hostent *host;
struct hostent answer answer; 890o
/*




if ((sinl.s addr = inet addr(hostl)) -1) {
if (host = gethostbynamer(hostl, &answer))
#ifdef POSIX
memmove(&sinl, host->h addr, (sizeof sinl)); 900oo
#else









if ((sin2.s addr = inet addr(host2)) == -1) {
if (host = gethostbyname r(host2, &answer))
#ifdef POSIX
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memmove(&sin2, host->haddr, (sizeof sin2));
#else










return(!bcmp(&sinl, &sin2, (sizeof sinl)));} 930
/*









if(NULL == (pw = getpwuid(atp->owners[i]))) {
int j;
/* Unmap */








































int wantstosubscribe(at, uid, zero_too)
uid t uid;
struct _attachtab *at;
int zerotoo; /* also true if root ? */
{
register int i;
for(i = 0;i < at->nowners;i++)






























return struid(atp- >owners[0]); o1030
ret[0] = ' {';
for(i=0;i<atp->nowners;i++) {
char *u = struid(atp->owners[i]);
int tmp = strlen(u);
if(i)
ret[len++] = ',';
if(len+tmp >= 255) {
ret[len++] '}';















const char *os = s;








fprintf(stderr, "Can't parse username/uid string: %s\n", os);
exit(1);











if (*s = '#')
if (isdigit (*s))
return(atoi(s));
fprintf(stderr, "Can't parse groupname/gid string:
exit(1);





* Created by: Robert French
$Source: / afs/ dev.mit.edu/project/release/source/src/athena/bin/attach/RCS/zephyr.c,v $
$Author: miki $
Copyright (c) 1988 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
#ifndef lint












#define ZEPHYR MAXONEPACKET 5
Codejt ZSubscribeToo, ZUnsubscribeToO;
static ZSubscriptionjt subs[ZEPHYRJMAXSUBS];
static int num subs = 0;
static pthreadmutex_t zephyrlock = PTHREADMUTEXJINITIALIZER;
static int zephyrop(func, flags)
Codet (*func)()O;
struct flags *flags;
static int inited = 0;
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((x)<(Y)?(x):(Y))




if (inited < 0)
return 1;
if (Inum subs)
return 0; /* Can't lose if doing nothing */
if (!inited) {
if ((retval = ZInitializeO) != ZERR NONE) {
com err(config.progname, retval, 50




if ((wgport = ZGetWGPortO) == -1) {
/*







for (count=0; count<num subs; count += ZEPHYR MAXONEPACKET) {
for (count2=0; count2<min(ZEPHYRMAXONEPACKET,numfsubs-count); count2++)
shortsubs[count2] = subs[count+count2];
if ((retval = (func)(shortsubs,
min(ZEPHYR MAXONEPACKET,numsubs-count),
wgport)) != ZERRNONE) { 70



















printf("Subscribing to zephyr instance %.s.\n", class);
subs[num-subs].zsub-recipient = "*";
subs[numsubs].zsubclassinst = strdup(class);



































Notes on Currently Available
Tools
Distributions of MIT Pthreads are available to the world at large via FTP from
sipb.mit.edu:pub/pthreads. In the Athena environment, it is best used by using
/afs/sipb.mit.edu/project/pthreads/stable/bin/pgcc as your compiler. pgcc
invokes gcc with the necessary arguments to find the MIT Pthreads header files
and libraries. Documentation for MIT Pthreads is available in hypertext form at
http: //www. mit. edu: 8001/people/proven/pthreads. html.
While debugging a multithreaded program using MIT Pthreads, it is sometimes
useful to examine the data structures internal to MIT Pthreads. In particular, you
can walk down the list pthread-linklist to see what threads are doing; for a
description of the the possible thread states, see include/pthread/state.def.
On systems with the SIGINFO signal, you can send a SIGINFO to a program using
MIT Pthreads to get a dump of thread information.
The source for DCE threads is present in /afs/dev.mit.edu/reference/dce,
but is not available to most users.
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